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Chapter 1

Getting Started

Sparcom’s Advanced Pocket Professional ™ software is the first ofits kind, de-
veloped to provide speed, efficiency and portability to students and profes-
sionals inthe technical fields. When you slide the Advanced Pocket

Professional ™ Spiced8 Pac into your HP 48SX, your calculatoris instantly
transformed into an electronic “textbook,” ready to efficiently solve yourelectri-

cal circuit problems. The Spice48 Pac is organized into eight separate modules:

the Circuit Manager, Element Manager, Analysis Manager, Node Manager,
Graphics Manager, Data File Manager, Output Manager, and Miscellaneous
Info... all available in an cfficient, menu-driven format.

This chapter covers:

Installing and Removing a ROM Card
Moving Around the Screen
Using the Main Menu
Changing the Font Size

Viewing Items Too Wide for the Display
Using the Search Mode
Text Editing
Alpha Lock

How to Load Data fromthe Stack
System Flags
User Flags
Memory Requirements
The 'SPARCOM' Dircctoryg

g
o
d
o
o
f
o
o
o
o
p
o
o
n

 

Installing and Removing a ROM Card

The HP 48SX has two ports for installing plug-in ROM cards. You can instal]
your Spice48 Pac in either port.

 

WARNING: Turn off the HP 48SX while installing or removing a

ROM card! Otherwise, your HP 48SX memory may be erased.
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Installing a ROM Card

To install a ROM card, follow these steps:

© Tumnthe HP 488X off. Do not press [04] until you have completed the in-
stallation procedure.

® Remove the port cover. Press against the grip lines and push forward. Lift
the cover to expose the two plug-in ports, as shown below:

 

 

  
   
 

© Select either empty port for the Advanced Pocket Professional™ card, and
position the card just outside the slot. Point the triangular arrow on the card
toward the HP 48SX port opening, as shown below:

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

O  Slide the card firmly into the slot. After you [irst (eel resistance, push the
card about 1/4 inch further, until it is fully seated.

® Replace the port cover.

Removing a ROM Card

To remove a ROM card,followthese steps:
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© Turn the HP 485X off. Do not press [av) until you have completed the re-

moval procedure.

@ Remove the port cover. Press against the grip lines and push forward. Lift
the cover to expose the two plug-in ports, as shown above.

© Press against the card’s grip and slide the card out ofthe port, as shown be-

low:

 

  

 

 

@ Replace the port cover.

Starting the Spice48 Pac

After you turn on your HP 48SX by pressing [0n], there are three ways to start
the Spiced8 Pac:

[ Press &)to display all libraries available to the HP 485X. Find
and press SEEN®E to enter the Spiced§ Pac library directory. The

screen displays new menukeys (softkeys) along the bottom, as shown:

 

HOME ¥
 

  

<

4
3

i
Geuelocout]]1|||

Press EI2M0@®A (the (irst softkey) to start the application. To display a

screen containing the revision number and product information about
the Spice48 Pac, press EXSIeIWE (the sccond softkey).

O Type [o][e] SPICE4S ENiEY 1ostart the application.

0 Add the command SPICE48 to the CST (custom) menu. (For more in-
formation, refer to Chapter 15 of the HP 488X Owner’s Manual,
“Customizing the Calculator.”) After the command has been added to

CST,press [cs1] (2003 to start the application.
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Moving Around the Screen

Use the [a] and [¥] keys to move the pointer up and down in a menu screen.

Press [®][(¥] to move the pointerto the bottom of the screen, orto page down
one screen at a time ifthe pointer is alrcady at the bottom of the screen. Press

[&[a] 10 move the pointer to the top of the screen, or o page up one screenat
a time. Press []{¥] to move the pointer to the very end of the menu or press
[P][&a] to move the pointer to the very beginning of the menu.

 

Using the Main Menu

After you start the application, the Main menu appears:

 

 

CETSTAERTRT

The Main menu lists the eight modules of the Spiced8 Pac. A module is se-

lected by moving the pointer tothe desired item and pressing ENIER.

Items in the Main Menu

Each item in the Main menu is briefly described below and is discussed in detail
in the various chapters of this manual.

 

item Description See...
 

Circuit Manager Adds,dcletes, packs, and transfers Chapter 3
circuit data; sclects the current circuit;

installs tutorial circuit data.

Element Manager Adds, delctes, and edits circuit ele- Chapter 4

ments.

Analysis Manager Performs calculations. Chapter 5

Node Manager Adds, deletes, and edits nodes; sets Chapter 6

the reference node.

Graphics Manager Adds, deletes, and edits coordinates Chapter 7

and creates the schematic.     
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Data File Manager

|

Loads, deletes, and transters stored Chapter 8

data files.

Miscellaneous Info

|

Reference data tables; resistor color Chapter 10
chart calculations; standard compo-
nent values; ASCII table.
 

Summary of Operations
 

 

 

 

Screen Softkeys

Main SSTK] PTINd

Key Action
 

ABOUT Displays a screen containing the revision number and prod-

uct information about the Spice48 Pac. Pressing anykey
erases the screen and returns to the previous menu or to the

HP 48SX stack.

Toggles between the small and large fonts.

ZEEYRE Prompts for or to select items, and then
sends those items to an IR printer.

Quits the Spicc48 Pac to the HP 485X stack.

Prompts for or to select items, and then
copics those items to the stack. The items are placed in a list
if was chosen.

A= Displays the entire text of an item too wide to fit on the
screen, up to one entire screen size. If the item fits on the
screen, this key is non-functional.

& Quits the Spice48 Pac to the HP 485X stack.

ERTER Moves down one level in the menu structure, cntering the
module selected by the pointer.

on| —Frev] Dumpsthe current screen to an IR printer.     
For a complete summary of operations, refer to Appendix B, “Summary of

Operations.”
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Changing the Font Size

The default font for the Spiced8 Pac displays information in condensed, upper-
case letters only. Pressing eIwill toggle the information to a larger font,
which is case-sensitive:

 

SPICE4S
+Circuit Manager
Element Manager
Rnalysis Manager
Node Manager
Graph1cs anager

File Manaaer
annnnnnnnmmnnmul

4

   

The font size will remain the same until [EIYEN is pressed again.

 

Viewing liems Too Wide for the Display

If the text of a meny item is too wideto fit withinthe display, an ellipsis (...}
appearsat the end of the line. On some screens, the softkey will be pre-
sent—press to display the entire text of an item, up to one entire screen

size. Once the full text has been displayed, press ERE or [T to return to the
menu. At all screens, including those screens where WEERH is not present, press-

ing [T will perform the same function. If an item does fit entirely on the

screen, or ()®s7] will beep and do nothing.

 

Using the Search Mode

When menu lists are Jong, it is faster to locate an itemusing the search mode.

To initiate a search, press [&] to display the following screen:

 

PRG
{ HOME SPRRCOM SPICEHBD

Search for:
 

  4
GRSTN[ITEHD.

The HP 48SX is now locked in alpha-entry mode, as indicated by the alpha an-

nunciator at the top ofthe screen. Alpha entry mode activates the white capital

letters printed (o the lower right of many keys. (For morc information, refer be-
low to “Alpha Lock” and to Chapter 2 of the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual, “The
Keyboard and Display.™)
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To perform a search, enter the first letter or letters ofthe desired string and press

BTEY. The search function is case-sensitive, and will scan through all informa-
tion in the current menu. To enter a lowercase letter in the alpha entry mode,

precede the letter with [|l. To abort the search, press [

 

Text Editing

The softkeys present at the search screen and at many data input screens are
command line editing keys. They allow you to edit the search string or input
data. Their functions are summarized below. (For more information, refer to
Chapter 3 of the HP 485X Owner’s Manual, “The Stack and Command Line.”)

Summary of Operations
 

 

 

 

 

 

Screen Softkeys

Text Editing AR SR

Key Action

Deletes all characters in the current word prior to the cursor.

Deletes all characters in the current word between the cur-
sor’s current position and the first character of the next
word.

Toggles between insert and type-over modes.

CETeN3 Moves the cursorto the beginning of the current word.

S Moves the cursor to the beginning of the next word.

RIS Activates the Iunteractive Stack, allowing arguments to be
copied fromthe stack to the command line for editing by

pressing HeiE).

[N Clears the command line if there is text present, or aborts

text entryif the comunand line is already blank.

NTER Accepts the current command line as the entry and returns to

the previous menu or list.   
For a complete summary of operations, refer to Appendix B, “Summaryof
Operations.”
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Alpha Lock

System flag —60 controls whether or not Alpha Lock mode is set. The default
setting for flag —60 is clear, which means that pressing places the HP 48SX

in alpha-entry mode for only one character, and you must press to lock

alpha-entry mode. If flag 00 is set, however, then pressing only once locks
alpha-entry mode. The examples in this manual assume that flag -60 is clear, so
that each [ keystroke turns on alpha-entry mode only for the following char-
acter. (For more information, refer to Chapter 2 of the HP 488X Owner’s

Manual, “The Keyboard and Display.”)

 

How to Load Data from the Stack

At all data input prompts,it is possible to copy values fromthe HP 48SX stack
to the command line, even though the Spice48 Pac is executing. This is
achieved through a limited version ofthe Interactive Stack. To activate the
Interactive Stack at a data inpul prompt, press [&], or if that does not work,

press [@1EoT] to display the EDIT menu and then press @EERA At this point,
unless the stack is empty, the screen will display the contents of the stack.

Move the pointer up and downthe stack by pressing and {7, and when you
reach the desired value, press E®E) to copyit to the command line for editing.

To exit the Interactive Stack and returnto the command line, press or[
After returning to the command line, you can cdit the value with the editing
softkeys described above. (For more information, refer to Chapter 3 of the HP
48SX Owner’s Manual, “The Stack and Comimand Line.”)

 

System Flags

Executing the Spice48 Pac will not change the llag setlings or stack depth on
your HP 485X, unless you push EFEEA at some point to leave results on the
stack. For your convenience, most flag settings are preserved during operation
of the Spiced8 Pac,including the alpha-lock setting. However, for the software
to operate properly, some system flags are temporarily modified during execu-

tion:

- |

Binary word sizc is set to 64

Clock displayis turned off
Radix mark is set to *.” (period)
Last Arguments are saved

User Mode is turned offg
o
d
o
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When you press or @IVIMA (o exit the Spiced8 Pac to the HP 48SX stack,all

system and user flags are restored to their previous settings for your conve-

nience.

 

WARNING: Pressing [i1 multiple times in rapid succession

may abort the Spice48 Pac without resetting the state of your
HP 48SX. Do not do this! The Pac is designed to be tolerant of
a few presses, but it cannot properly restore your stack and

flag settings if you push [ too many times in a row.   
 

User Flags

The display font size is controlled by the setting of user flag 57. If flag 57 is
clear, the smaller display font will be used; if flag 57 is set, the larger display
font will be used. Changes inthe display font during operation of the Spice48
Pac are preserved after you quit to the HP 485X stack.

Thestate of units (on or off) is controlled by the setting of user flag 61. If flag
61 is clear, units are on; if flag 61 is set, units are off. Changes in the units sta-
tus during operation of the Spice48 Pac are preserved after you quit to the HP
48SX stack. Note that units are only relevant in the Spice48 Pac when viewing
data in the Constant Library in the Miscellancous Info module. The units flag
setting makes no difference 10 circuit calculations.

 

Memory Requirements

A minimumof about 1.7K free memory is required for this Pac 1o operate, but
more free memory is required to analyze circuits and save data files. For exam-
ple, a simple circuit of only a few nodes may require 1K to 5K to fullyanalyze,
while a complex circuit of ten or more nodes mayrequire 10K to 20K or more.

The precise free memory requirements vary according to the exact size of your

circuits, whether or not you create circuit schematics, and how many data points

you create during each analysis.

In many cases, an estimale of the free memory required to complete an

operation will be displayced. These cstimates are generous, and if it appears that

the amount of free memory required to complete an operation is only slightly
more than the amount of free memoryavailable, you should attempt the

operation anyway, because it may succeed. Even ifthe operation fails and the
Spiced8 Pac quits due to insufficient memory, your circuit data will not be
affected, although items may be left onthe stack.
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NOTE: Memory warnings are only provided during analysis and
schematic preparations. You will not be warned of low memory

when loading/decompressing a data file or when creating a plot.   
 

If the Spiced8 Pac appears to be functioning incorrectly—e.g., if you attempt to
create a plot or view a data file and nothing happens—it is likely that there is not
enough free memory in your HP-48SX to comnplete the operation. Possible solu-

tions to the problem of too little free memory are:

3 Decrease the number of data points for the desired analysis, until the

memory required falls belowthe free memory. (For more information,
refer to Chapter §, “Analysis Manager.™)

0O Pack unused circuits. (For more information, refer to “Packing the

Current Circuit” in Chapter 3.)

@ Clearall graphics information from circuits for which you have previ-
ously created schematics. (For more information, refer to “Clearing

All Graphics” in Chapter 7.)

(3 Delete unwanted circuits and data files. You canfirst archive them to a

computer if you wish. (For more information, refer to Chapter 3,
“Circuit Manager,” and Chapter 9, “Data File Manager.”)

0 Add additional treec memoryto your HP 48SX by merging a 32K or
128K RAM card. (For more information, refer to Chapter 5 of the HP
48SX Owner’s Manual, “Calculator Memory.™)

 

The 'SPARCOM' Directory

Most Sparcom Pocket Professional ™ Pacs create a directory 'SPARCOM'in the
HOME directory of your HP 48SX. Inside the 'SPARCOM' directory, each par-
ticular Pac creates a specific subdirectory—for the Spice48 Pac, the name of

that directory is 'SPICE48D". All circuits and data files for Spice48 are stored
inside 'SPICE48D", so as not to contlict with your global variables and other
directories. If you arc extremely low on {ree memory anddo not need to keep

any of the Spice48 data files in your HP 48SX, you can purge the 'SPICE48D"
directory(using the command PGDIR). The next lime you execute the Spice48
Pac, the 'SPICE48D' directory will automatically be re-created, but your data

files will be permanently lost unless they were uploaded to a computer for
storage. (For more information, refer to Chapter 7 ofthe HP 48SX Owner’s
Manual, “Directories.”)
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Chapter 2

Spice48 Tutorial

The Spice48 Tutorial is designed to introduce . u to the powerand flexibility of
Spice48 bystepping through the element entry, analysis, and schematic creation
for two circuits: a simple RC circuit and a complex Bipolar Junction Transistor
(BJT) DC Model.

This chapter covers:

@ Using the Spice48 Tutorial
O Example: RC Circuit
J Example: Bipolar Junction Transistor, DC Model

 

Using the Spice48 Tutorial

To begin the Spiced8 Tutorial, follow these steps:

O Press [Q1E#] to displayall libraries available to your HP 48SX.

® Find and press 1o enter the Spice48 Paclibrary directory.

©  Pressthefirst softkey, , to start the Spice48 Pac.

 

SPICE48
KCUIT MANAGER

ANRGER
ANAGEK

MANAGER
A_FILE MANAGER

MISCELLANEDUS INFO

GSATX08T

    

   

 

 

  
You are nowat the Main menu of SpicedS.

 

Example: RC Circuit

This example is a simple RC circuit with a pulsed voltage source.
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To investigate this circuit, You will follow these steps:

Add the circuit RC.

Add nodes to RC.

Add elements to RC.

e
®

©
@

Drawthe schematic of RC.

® Analyze, plot, and save data about RC.

The following screens and free memory indicators assume you are executing
Spiced8 for the first time, from an empty HP 48SX without any merged RAM
cards, that the displaysetting is standard (STD), and that your HP 48SX is in
degrees mode (DEG). If your HP 485X is configured otherwise, the screens
may appear slightly different.

To complete this example requires about 6K free memoryin your HP 48SX, al-
though you can decrease that requirementif you do not save the data files as in-
dicated or draw the schematic.

Adding the Circuit RC

First, a new circuit must be created. (For more information,refer to Chapter 3,
“Circuit Manager.”)

At the Main menu, make sure the pointeris at “Circuit Manager” and press
ENTER):

 

Pick Circuit:
FREE MEMDRY: 29262.0

SPRESS ADD

 

Press WCXSIOM or ENIERto add a newcircuit, and at the prompt type RC, the name
of this circuit:

 

{ HOME SPARCOM SPICEYSD }
Enter circuit name:
 

+ name

RC+
[€K1P[sKIP>]€REL[DELSINSt5TK]  
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When you havefinished, press ENTER] 1o accept the name and return to the Circuit

Manager. (For more information onusing the editing softkeys,refer to “Text

Editing” in Chapter 1.) A ncwsubdirectory named RC will be created inside the

'SPICE48D"directory in your HP 48SX. It will be used to store information

about the circuit RC, which is now listed:

 

 

The “(Packed)” label indicates that the circuit RC contains no temporary calcu-

lation or graphics global variables. (For more information, refer to “Packing the
Current Circuit” in Chapter 3.)

The “(Current)” label indicates that the circuit RC is the current circuit, meaning
that all other operations of Spice48 will be performed on the circuit RC. (For

more information, refer to “Selecting the Current Circuit” in Chapter 3.)

This completes Step @. Press to return to the Main menu.

Adding Nodes to RC

Second, nodes must be added to the circuit. (For more information, refer to

Chapter 6, “Node Manager.”) The following screen is an enhancement of one
created by the Graphics Manager, with only nodes labeled:

 

   
This example will demonstrate how to add the nodes separately from the ele-

ments; the next example will demonstrate how to add nodes as necessary during

element entry. (For more infonnation, refer below to “Example: Bipolar

Junction Transistor (BJT) DC Model.™)

 

At the Main menu, move the pointer 1o “Node Manager” and press §
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  BRESSG   

  
Press IEXSISMN or ENER to add newnodes, and at the prompt type 0 1 2,
the names of the nodesin this circuit:

 

PRG
{ HOME SPARCOM SPICEYRD RC 3

Enter node mame(s):
3+ nodel nodeZ ..
¢ names

B 124
TEHTEN[NIHDAT

 

    

When you have finished, press ENTER to accept the names and return to the Node
Manager. The newnodes are now listed:

 

It Nodes: |

 

 

Press to move the cursor to node 0 and press to set that as the refer-
ence (ground) node of circuit RC. Node 0 will be labeled with “(REFER)” in

the Node Manager:

 

[ Nodes: 1
~REEERYNNR
 

  
WCTTONT8IO(553IT

This completes Step . Press to return to the Main menu.

Adding Elements to RC

Third, elements must be added to the circuit. (For more information, refer to
Chapter 4, “Element Manager.™) The following screen is an enhancement of

one created by the Graphics Manager, with both nodes and elements labeled:
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You will followthese steps:

@ Add the voltage source VS.

® Add the resistor R1.

® Add the capacitor COUT.

At the Main menu, move the pointer to “Element Manager” and press ENTER :

 

' Elements: |

 

 

Adding Element VS

Press or 10 add 4 new clement, and at the prompt press J{¥] 1o

move the cursor to “V-Source™:

 

[ Pick element tgpe: ]

ETREIETRETE   

[T _y__smm;s_.
E-wclsF-icisG-VeCS
e 11

 

 

Press to accept the clement type and display the element parameter screen

for a voltage source:

[HAIN |25TE[PRINT]WEV[FONT]P |
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Entering the Name of VS

Make sure the pointeris at “Element,” press to enter the name of this ele-
ment, and at the prompt type S, to name this element VS (The element name
must start with V.):

  

    

  

PRG
{ WDME SPARCOM SPICEMED RC )
Enter element name:

 [£SEIPSKIP#|<DELJRELSINS+5TE]

When you have finished, press ENIER| to accept the element name and return to
the element parameter screen. The pointer will automatically be moved down
one line for your convenience:

 

[HAINSTEJPEINT WEL [FONTUP

Entering the (+) Node of VS

Makesure the pointer is at “Node (+),” press ENIEY to select the (+) node ofthis
element, and at the prompt press {7, to move the cursor to node 1:

 

] Pick Node (+)% ]
KRR1R

 

 

Press ENIES to accept node 1 as the (+) node and return to the element parameter

screen. The pointer will automatically be moved down oneline for your conve-
nience:
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Entering the (=) Node of VS

Make sure the pointer is at “Node (-),” press ENiEy to select the (—) node of this

element, and at the prompt the cursor will be on node 0. Press to accept

node 0 as the (<) node and returnto the element parameter screen. The pointer

will automatically be moved down one line for your convenience:

 

Entering the DC Value of VS

Make sure the pointer is at “DC Value (V),” press to enter the DC value of

this element, and at the prompt press

[T

or

(€]

to clear the command line and

type 1, to set the DC value to 1 V. Press to accept the value and return to

the element parameter screen. The pointer will automatically be moved down

one line for your convenience:

     TNEXATSATTNATT

Entering theAC Value of VS

Makesure the pointer is at “AC Value (V),” press to enter the AC value of

this element, and at the prompt press (=)<(FI(=E] 1 or EHERIE] 1

=10, to set the AC value to (1,0):

‘ - FRGI
{ HOME SPARCOM SPICENED RC }
Edit AC Value (V)i

3 emplx (my&Y or C(ryi)d

(148)

 

 

  
   

  

Whenyou have finished, press ENERto accept the value and return to the ele-

ment paramelter screen. The pointer will automatically be moved down one line

for your convenience:
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    [N |>3TK[PRINT]ViEL |FONT]UP |

Entering the Transient of VS

Make sure the pointer is at “Transient,” press ENIER to enter the transient ofthis
element, and at the prompt press {»], to select PULSE as the transient type.

Press ENIEH) to accept the transient type and display the transient parameter screen
for a pulse transient:

 

 

The desired pulse will jump to 10 V from aninitial value of 0 Vafter a delay of
0.1 sec, with a pulse width of 1 sec, rise and fall times of 1 psec, and a period of

100 sec. (For more information, refer to “Pulse Transient” in Chapter 4.) Enter
these values in the appropriate parameters in the same manner as before, until

your screen appears as follows (To quickly enter values in pusec, press
after the value at the prompt.):

 

When you have finished, press IRVZM to return to the element parameter screen,

and the transient will be converted to a user-defined function and saved automat-

ically. The element parameter screen appears:

[t1ith<7 JPEINT] 1EVE [FONTUP

 

 
This completes Step @O, Proess HIEME to return to the Element Manager:
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‘ Elements!

—4sRN  

    TNRSTIAT

Because this is the first element of circuit RC and the reference node remains

unspecified, the (—) node (node 0) of this element will automatically be set as the

reference node.

Adding Element R1

Press WEXSISM (o add a new clement, and at the prompt the cursor appears on “R—

Resistor™

ll Pick element tupe: |
R-RESISTOR ERRTINIA ELTIRIS
[-cOuPLED| NBT

IRDB

XTIIIINN

  
    

Press to accept the clement type and display the element parameter screen

for a resistor:

 

 

GEEESTSGAGT

Entering the Name ofR1

Make sure the pointer is at “Element,” press ENE to enter the name of thisele-
ment, and at the prompt type 1, to name this element R1 (The element name

must start with R.). When you have finished, press ENER] to accept the element
name and return to the element parameter screen:

 

R-Resistor

 

[tmIN35T [PEINT] WIEW[FONT]UP
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Entering the (+) Node ofR]

Make sure the pointer is at “Node (+),” press to select the (+) node ofthis
element, and at the prompt press [»], to move the cursor to node 1. Press
to accept node 1 as the (+) node and return to the element parameter screen:

RResistor

 

Entering the (~) Node ofR1

Make sure the pointeris at “Node (-),” press ENEq to select the (=) node of tlns
element, and at the prompt press (=], to move the cursorto node 2. Press
to accept node 2 as the (—) node and return to the element parameter screen:

RResxstor

=) 2
FYALUE (Qr PRESS ENTER

MAIN5TH[PEINT]MEW[FONTUP

 

ement, and at lhe prompt type 1, to set 1he \/alue10 1Q. Press ENER to accept the
value and return to the element parameter screen:
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Adding Element COUT

Press ICSIIM 1o add a newclement, and at the prompt press [®] to move the

cursor to “C—Capacitor”. Press to accept the element type and display the
element parameter screen for a capacitor:

 

 

 

ePRTN EEGN

Entering the Name ofCOUT

Make sure the pointeris at “Element,” press to enter the nameofthis ele-
ment, and at the prompt type OUT, to name this element COUT (The element

name must start with C.). When you have {inished, press ENIEto acceptthe el-
ement name and return to the element parameter screen.

Entering the (+) Node ofCOUT

Make sure the pointer is at “Node (+),” press to select the (+) node ofthis
element, and at the prompt press [=], to move the cursor to node 2. Press ENTER

to accept node 2 as the (+) node and return to the clement parameter screen.

Entering the () Node ofCOUT

Make sure the pointer is at “Node (=),” press to select the {(-) node ofthis
element, and at the prompt the cursor will be on node 0. Press to accept
node 0 as the (-) node and return to the clement parameter screen.

Entering the Value ofCOUT

Make sure the pointeris at “Value (F),” press ENIES to enter the value ofthis el-

ement, and at the prompt type 1, to set the value to 1 F. Press ENiERto accept the

value and return to the element parameter screen.

Entering the Initial Value ofCOUT

Make sure the pointer is at “Initial (V),” press to enter the initial value of
this element, and at the prompt type 1] 5 7], to set the value to =5 V. Press

1o accept the value and return to the element parameter screen:
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This completes Step &S, Press to return to the Element Manager:

 
 

i _Elements: ]

   

 

OIS TN ANT

This completes all of Step ®. Press to return to the Main menu.

Drawing the Schematic of RC

Fourth, the circuit schematic can be drawn. (For more information, refer to

Chapter 7, “Graphics Manager.”) This step can occur at any point after the cir-
cuit has been fully specified (steps @ through ©).

You will follow these steps:

@ Set the node coordinates.

@ Automatically generate the clement coordinates and orientations.

® Automatically generate the wires.

@ View the schematic.

(For more information about coordinates, refer to “Creating an Accurate

Schematic” in Chapter 7.)

At the Main menu, move the pointer to “Graphics Manager” and press ENIE:

 

[MAIN#STRIPRINT] #1ELJFONTUP_]

Setting Node Coordinates

 

Make sure the pointer is at “Set Node Coordinates” and press ENE. The circuit
nodes will be displayed:
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Nodes: ]

0I
 

  faiN] JECIT] JCLERE]UP

Make sure the pointer is at node 0, press (SNl or ENTER] to enter set the coordi-

nates, and at the prompt type 0 [5€J0, to sei the coardinates to (0,0):

FRG
{ HOME SPARCOM SPICEYED RC }

Edit coordinates:
3+ X
< in?egers )

B de
[€SEIPJSKIP3]¢DEL[IEL?INSS[TZTE

 

  
    

When you arefinished, press to accept the coordinates and return to the
node screen:

 

i Nodes: i
MOTEEN_..

 

In a similar manner, set the coordinates of node 1 to (0,1) and of node 2 to (1,1),
until your screen appears as follows:

 

[ Nodes! |
0.0EETSUSWEEGEOER
 

  (MaiN]|EDIT] JELEWE]UP

This completes Step &D. Press MVEM to return to the Graphics Manager.

Setting Element Coordinates and Orientations

Move the pointer to “Set Elmt Coordinates” and press ENZ|. The circuit ele-
ments will be displayed:
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  —vsTVT

   
 

 

(tmiN]|ECIT[auT0JCLERR]uP

Press EXNIR® to automatically generate the element coordinates and orientations
from the node coordinates. The elements should be located as follows:

 

C Elements: ]
TRWS T
 

[  

  
|ITTTST|

This completes Step @, Press to return to the Graphics Manager.

Setting Wire Coordinates

Move the pointer to “Set Wire Coordinates” and press ENIEY. No wires currently
exist:

 

[ Wires: 1

   

 

ACTONTS GTR

Press FXSER®) to automatically generate the wires necessary to fix “loose” connec-
tions in the circuit. Only one wire is necessary to complete the circuit RC
schematic, and it should be located as follows:

 

[ Wirest Il

 

 

This completes Step ©. Press MM Lo return 1o the Graphics Manager.

Viewing the Schematic

Move the pointer to “View Schematic” and press ENE3):
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&3
 
 

When you havefinished viewing the schematic, press to return to the

Graphics Manager.

This completes Step @@ and therefore all of Step @©. Press MUz to return 1o

the Main menu.

Analyzing RC

Fifth, the circuit can be analyzed and the resulting data viewed, plotted, and

saved. (For more information, refer to Chapter 5, “Analysis Manager” and

Chapter 9, “Output Manager.”). This step can occur at any point after the circuit

has been fully specified (steps © through ©).

You will perform the following analyses:

@ Operating Point (OP) analysis to find the steady-state voltages and

currents at the corner frequency 1/(27RC) = 0.159.

® Transfer Function (TF) analysis to determine the input impedance, out-

put impedance, and gain at the corner frequency 1/(27RC)=0.159.

® AC Sweep (AC) analysis to create Bode plots of dB vs.frequency and

phase vs. frequency. Sweep frequency from 0.0159 Hz to 1.59 Hz.

@ Transient Sweep (TR) analysisto determine the transient responsc of

circuit RC to the input pulse onthe voltage source VS.

At the Main menu, move the pointer to “Analysis Manager” and press ENTER):

 

 

 

Operating Point (OP) Analysis

Analysis: Determine the steady-slate operation point (or the “Q-point”} of cir-

cuit RC at the corner frequency 1/(27RC) =0.159.
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Performing an OP Analysis

Make sure the pointeris at “Operating Point” and press ENE|. There will be a
delay (~ 30 sec) while the circuit is prepared, and then the analysis parameter
SCreen appears:

 

Operating Point
SEREQUENCY CH2): 0
MEMORY: 229.5/87301

 

LHAINSTRIPEINT]CoLc[FONT]UP

Change the frequency to 0.159 Hz and press There will be a delay
(~ 7 sec) while the analysis is performed.

Viewing the Results (Data View)

When the calculation completes, the OP results will be displayed in the Output
Manager Data View, which (in this case) displays voltage and current data (For
more information, refer to “Data View” in Chapter 9.):

 

 

The output nodes for the OP analysis include V(1), the voltage at node 1, V(2),
the voltage at node 2, and I(VS), the current throughthe voltage source VS.

Changing Display Precision

Press 4 ENTE] to change the display precision to four decimal
places:

 

 

(MAINSHEPLOTDISP [PREC] UP

(For more information, refer to “Display Forms” in Chapter 9.)

Changing Display Type

Press BEISIE [»](W JEVTEY (0 change the display type to phase angle:
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Y3 -44.872
jVs): -1348721

CETYEE GKRAT

 

(For more information, refer to “Display Forms” in Chapter 9.)

Plouting Node Values (Node Plot)

Press to plot the OP results, and at the prompt,press to accept the
default vertical range. The following plot appears:

 

o WODES
- o~ -~
-~ ni w

g 5. &

- »

M NS

This node plot displays the phase angle of cach output node. Points in node
plots are never connected because they represent distinet output nodes. (For
more information, refer to “Node Plots” in Chapter 9.)

When you havefinished viewing the plot, press [to returnto the Output
Manager Data View.

Checking Free Memory

Press to determine the free memoryrequired to save the OP analy-
sis data:

 

S f saved:ize i
146.5 butes

Free memory:
25333.5 butes

PRESS [ENTER) TO RETURN TD LIST..   
 

Press ENE] or [3to return to the Output Manager Data View.

Saving the Results

If you have enough frec memory, press [54] B¥ME, and at the promptpress ENER
to accept the default name. The OP analysis data will be stored into the file
‘RC.OP" in the 'fileS' subdirectary of the 'SPICE4SD! directory. (For more in-
formation, refer 1o Chapter 8, “Data File Manager.”)
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This completes Step @@. Press MUEM o return to the Analysis Manager.

Transfer Function (TF) Analysis

Analysis: Determine the input impedance, output impedance,and gain of circuit

RC at the comer frequency 1/(27RC) = 0.159.

Performing a TF Analysis

 

ISR TRI

 

Select VS as the source, select node 2 as the output node (+), change the fre-
quency to 0.159 Hz, and press (XW®. There will be a delay (~ 18 sec) while the
analysis is performed.

Viewing the Resulis (Data View)

When the calculation completes, the TF results will be displayed in the Output
Manager Data View, which (in this case) displays a varicty of values:

 

   

TF! Results
SSOURCE: VS
QUTPUT NODE (+): 2
OUTRUT WODE (=)
FREQUEN%\' (H2): Q. 0
GAIN: £0,5005,-0.5000
INPUT IMPEDANCE (2): (1.0000,-1. ..
DUTPUT IMPEDANCE (R): (0.5008,-1.

(450N<o PLOT bisPJPREC]LR

 

The TF results consist ol the source, the output (+) and (=) nodes, the frequency,
the gain, and the input and oulput impedances, where the input impedance is
measured across the source and the output impedance is measured between the
output (+) and (=) nodes. The impedances and the gain are all complex numbers

because of the non-zero frequency.

This completes Step &2. Press IUEM o return to the Analysis Manager.

AC Sweep (AC) Analysis

Analysis: Create Bodeplots of dB vs. frequency and phase vs. frequency for

circuit RC, sweeping the frequency from 0.0159 Hz to 1.59 Hz.
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Performing an AC Analysis

Make sure the pointeris at “AC Sweep” and press ENE. The analysis parameter
screen appears:

 

 

RNSTANTTRG

Set the start frequencyto 0.0159 Hz,set the stop frequency 1o 1.59 Hz, set the
number of points to 4 per decade, and press (FAM®. There will be a delay
(~ 30 sec) while the analysis is performed.

Viewing the Results (Node View)

When the calculation completes, the AC results will be displayed in the Output
Manager Node View, which displays all output nodes (For more information, re-
fer to “Node View” in Chapter 9.):

 

[ AC: Nodes B
sVR

 

 

The output nodes for the AC analysis include V(1), the voltage at node 1, V(2),
the voltage at node 2, and [(VS), the current through the voltage source VS, for

a range (sweep) of frequencies from 0.0159 Hz to 1.59 Hz.

Viewing the Resulis (Daia View)

Examine output node V(2), the voltage at node 2, for each frequency. Press
to move the cursor to V(2) and press ENER to switch to the Output Manager Data
View, which (in this case) displays voltage data (For more information, refer to
“Data View”in Chapter 9.);

    
RC: Node V(2>   V

4
D
L
O
o
0
O
D
0

m
e
H
O
O
O
O0158

Q283 1350
0503 132
DESY -1,1913
.1580: 081
288? 8563
.5028:
84]:

    mnmflmm

 

For AC analysis data, the default display type is always dB.
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Plotting dB vs. Frequency (Value Plot, Line)

Press [IWeNN to create a dB vs. frequency Bode plot, then ENER to select a line
plot, then ENTER] to accept the default horizontal range,then 20 4] o

to adjust the vertical range slightly. The following plot appears:

 

 

  

0.0000 LOGCFREQCHZ))

-1.79B6 0.2014

~20.0000
YALUE (Y.R)  

 

 

This value plot displays the voltage of output node V(2) as a function offre-
quency. Points in value plots are connected because they represent the same

output node. The horizontal range for an AC analysis with a DECADE (or
OCTAVE) output scale is always plotted logarithmically. (For more informa-
tion,refer to “Value Plots” in Chapter 9.)

When you have finished viewing the plot, press [£] to returmnto the Output
Manager Data View, and press to return to the Output Manager Node
View.

Changing DisplayType

Press (7] XM [<]ENEY 10 change the display type to phase angle. (For more
information, refer to “Display Forms™ in Chapter 9.)

Plotting Phase vs. Frequency (Value Plot, Point)

Press GW®NI to create a phase vs. frequency Bode plot,then to se-
lecta point plot, then ENIER)to acceptthe default horizontal range, then 90

0 EVE to adjustthe vertical range slightly. The following plot appears:

      LOGGFREG(HZ)|

   ~§0,0000
¥ALUE (V.8) Gl[T TTE

 

Thisis also a semi-logarithmic value plot of output node V(2), as described
above.

When you have finished viewing the plot, press 74 to returnto the Qutput
Manager Node View.
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Saving the Results

Press () BYEYM to determine the free memory required to save the AC analy-
sis data. If you have enough free memory, press B¥XUS, and at the prompt press

to accept the default name. The AC analysis data will be stored into the

file RC.AC' in the 'filcS' subdircctory of the 'SPICE4SD' directory. (For more
information, refer to Chapter 8, “Data File Manager.”)

This completes Step @D. Press to returnto the Analysis Manager.

Transient Sweep (TR) Analysis

Analysis: Determine the transient response of circuit RC to the input pulse on
the voltage source VS, Examine the charge on the capacitor COUT and the cur-
rent flowthrough the voltage source VS as a function oftime.

Performing a TR Analysis

Make sure the pointer is at “Transient Sweep” and press EWEJ. The analysis pa-
rameler screcn appears:

Sweep
ENTER
ENTER

 

[HMaiN[3STRIPEINT]CALCJEONT]UP

Set the save start to 0 sec, sct the save stop o 4 sec, set the save step to 0.2 sec,
change the calc step to 0.2 sec, and press (FXM®. There will be a delay
(~ 40 sec) while the analysis is performed.

Viewing the Resulis (Node View)

Whenthe calculation compleltes, the TR results will be displayed in the Output
Manager Node View, which displays all output nodes (For more information, re-
fer to “Node View”in Chapter 9.):

 

r TR: Nodes ]

)TST
 

  
The output nodes for the TR analysis include V(1), the voltage at node 1, V(2),
the voltage at node 2, and [(VS), the current through the voltage source VS, for

a range (sweep) oftimes from 0 sec (o 4 sec every 0.2 sec.
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Viewing the Results (Time View)

Press DA to switch to the Output Manager Time View, which displays all
times at which TR analysis data was saved (For more information, refer to
“Time View” in Chapter 9.):

[v] TR: Times
00000[INCETITNN

   

  
 

MRXTITE
[12600 |1Hoo0 |Teous |

TTNT
ENEETITRNBTNXTI
IXEICIR TR CTTTDT   

 

Viewing the Results (Data View)

[¥] to move the cursor to 2.000 and press ENEY to switch to the Output Manager
Data View, which (in this case) displays voltage and current data (For more in-
formation, refer to “Data View” in Chapter 9.):

 

 

 

IOIRATR

When you have finished viewing the data, press to return to the Output

Manager Time View and press MOIIE to switch to the Output Manager Node
View,

Changing Display Precision

Press @I [<]EWER to change the displayprecisionto standard. (For
more information, refer to “Display Forms” in Chapter 9.)

Marking All Data

STRRTIVA RKIVIARRKEDS tag all three output nodes with triangular

marks.

Plotting Voltage/Current vs. Tume (Overlay Value Plot, Lines)

Press 10 create an overlayplot, then ENIEYto select a line plot, then ENEY
to accept the default horizontal range, then (f5] 12 (Z]{5<] 10 ENIE] to adjust the
vertical range slightly. The following plot (and symbol key) appears:
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YALUE (V.8 ENIGE 

Press [= to scroll the plotto theleft, (][] to jump to the far left edge of the
plot, (=] to scroll theplot to theright, or BJ{(=] to jumpto thefar right edge of
the plot. Press to toggle between the scrolling mode and the HP 488X

Graphics Environment. (For more information,refer to “Value Plots” in

Chapter 9 of this manual and to Chapter 18 of the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual,
“Basic Plotting and Function Analysis.”)

This value plot displays the voltages for nodes 1 and 2 and the current through
VS as a function of time. The i symbols representthe pulse transient on the
voltage source. The X symbols represent the capacitor voltage, which starts ini-
tially at -5 V,charges up to a maximum of about 5 V, and then decays towards
0V. The 4 symbols represent the current flow through the voltage source,
which changes sharply in accordance with the pulse transient. (For more infor-
mation, refer to Chapter 9, “Output Manager.”)

When you have finished viewing the plot, press to return to the Qutput
Manager Node View.

Saving the Results

Press BISYM to determine the free memory required to save the TR analy-
sis data. If you have enough free memory, press SYA¥YE, and at the prompt press

to accept the default name. The TR analysis data will be stored into the
file 'RC.TR'in the 'fileS' subdirectory of the 'SPICE48D" directory. (For more
information,refer to Chapter 8, “Data File Manager.”)

This completes Step @@. Press to return to the Analysis Manager.

This completes all of Step ®. Press to return to the Main menu.

This completes all of Example: RC Circuit.
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Example: Bipolar Junction Transistor, DC Model

The second example is a DC BJT circuit model. Strictly speaking, BIT trausis-

tors are modeled by a complicated, non-linear relation, but since Spice48 is only
a linear circuit analyzer, simpler linear models must be used.

The DC model is usually sufficient for BITs in the active region, i.e., when the
base-emilter junction is forward-biased and the collector-base junction reverse-
biased. The model described inthis example is of an NPN BIJT, but by revers-
ing the polarity of source VBE (and thus the direction ofcurrent flow at the base

and collector), it could be casily modificd to that of a PNP BJT.

In the base circuit, the source VBE accounts for the base-emitter DC voltage
drop. (The voltage of source VBE is actually output node V(VBE) for the anal-
yses below.) V(VBE) is not always cxactly known, and different rules of thumb
suggest values ranging from 0.60 V to 0.75 V. Another component of the model
is the current-controlled current source FCE in the collector-emitter circuit.

Source FCE is governed by the DC current gain, f8,,-, according to

Boe =1/1y, where [ is the collector current and /5 the base current. (The

base current is actually output node I{VBE) in the analyses below, because the

base current is measured through source VBE.) S, is typically on the order of

100 or more.

One problem with Spiced® ariscs whenever the base current becomes reverse-
biased. In this case, the transistor is cut-off, and no collector current should

flow. However, because SpicedS is linear only, it quite readily calculates nega-
tive values for [(VBE). You must observe and note that these negative values
signify cut-off, an invalid operating conditionfor actuul transistors.

A second problem with Spice48 occurs whenever the base current becomes so
great that the collector current causes physically impossible voltage drops in the

external resistors; this forward-biases the collector-base junction and saturates

the transistor. This situation is most readily indicated by a value of the collec-

tor-emitter voltage that has an opposite polarityto that during normal operation.

You must detect this as a negative collector-emitter voltage for NPN BJTs or as
a positive collector-emitter voltage for PNP BITs.

To summarize, normal operation requires [(VBE) > 0 and cither Vg > 0 (NPN)
or Vg <0 (PNP). (Vg is actually V(COLLECTOR) - V(EMITTER) in the

analyses below.)
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To investigate this circuit, you will follow thesc steps:

© Add the circuit BITDC.

® Add elements and nodes to BITDC.

® Drawthe schematic of BITDC.

@ Analyze, plot, and save data about BITDC.

The following screens and free memory indicators assume you have just com-
pleted Example: RC Circuit.

To complete this example requires about 6K (ree memoryin your HP 485X,al-
though you can decrease that requirement if you do not save the data files as in-
dicated or draw the schematic.

Adding the Circuit BUTDC

First, a new circeit must be created.

At the Main menu, make surc the pointer is at “Circuit Manager” and press

ERTE:

 

IRTSAGT

Press to add a newcircuit, and at the prompt type BITDC,the name of
this circuit. When you have finished, press ENIE 1o accept the name and return
to the Circuit Manager:

   W00DELJPHiKHFERJFONT]UP

The “(Packed)” label indicates that the circuit BITDC contains no temporary
calculation or graphics global variables. The “(Current)” label indicates that the
circuit BJTDC is the current circuit, meaning that all other operations of Spice48
will be performed on the circuit BITDC.

This completes Step @. Press 1o returnto the Main menu.
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Adding Elements and Nodes to BJTDC

Second, clements and nodes must be added to the circuit. The following screen
is an enhancement of one created by the Graphics Manager, with elements Ja-
beled:

RSN

 

  
 

This example will demonstrate how to add nodes as necessary during element
entry; the previous example demonstrated how to add the nodes separately from
the elements. (For more information,refer above to “Example: RC Circuit.”)

You will follow these steps:

@

@

®

@

®

®
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Add the voltage source VS and the nodes SOURCE and GROUND.

Add theresistor RS and the node INPUT.

Add the capacitor CS and the node BASE.

Add theresistors RB1 and RB2 and the node BATTERY.

Add the voltage source VBE, theresistor RE,the capacitor CE, and the
node EMITTER.

Add the current-controlled current source FCE and the node
AMMETER. The current-controlled current source should actually
connect to the node COLLECTOR,but an ammeter will be inserted be-
tween nodes AMMETER and COLLECTOR to measure the current at

the collector.

Add the voltage source VAMTR and the node COLLECTOR.
VAMTR, the ammeter node,is justa 0 V source.

Add the resistor RC.

Add the resistor RL and the capacitor CL and the node OUTPUT.

Add the voltage source VBATT.
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At the Main menu, move the pointer to “Element Manager” and press ENER:

 

| Elementc! J

-2eEssNNI

 

Adding VS and Nodes SOURCE and GROUND

Press IEXSDM or to add a new element, move the cursor to “V-Source”,

and press to display the clemen! paramncter screen for a voltage source.

Entering the Name of VS

Make sure the pointer is at “Element,” press ENE to enter the name of this ele-
ment, and at the prompt type S, to namethis element VS. (The element name
must start with V.) When you have finished, press to accept the element

name and return to the element parameter screen.

Entering the (+) Node of VS

Makesure the pointeris at “Node (+)” and press ENE to select the (+) node of
this element, although it does not yet exist in BJTDC:

Pick Node (+)>:   

 
Press or EVIER 10 add a new node, and at the prompt type SOURCE, the

name ofthe (+) node for VS. When you have finished, press to accept the
name and return to the Node Manager. The newnode is nowlisted:

 

{ Pick Node (+>: |
—SOURCEIRRSN
 

  ACTITTHSANMNN

Press 10 accept node SOURCEas the (+) node and return to the element
parameter screen.
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Entering the (-) Node of VS

Make sure the pointer is at “Node (=)and press §NE to sclect the (-) node of
this element, although it docs not yet exist in circuit BITDC. Press to

add a newnode, and at the prompt type GROUND,the name ofthe (<) node for
VS. When vou have finished, press ENTER to accept the name and return to the
Node Manager. The newnode is nowlisted. Press ENIEY to accept node
GROUND as the (—) nodc and return to the element parameter screen.

Entering the DC Value of VS

Do not change the default value of 0 V.

Entering the AC Value of VS

Change the value to (0.1,0).

Entering the Transient of VS

Do not change the default value of NONE.

This completes Step @D. Press MM to returnto the Element Manager.
Because this is the first clement ofcircuit BITDC and the reference nodere-
mains unspecified, the () node (GROUND)of this clement will automatically
be set as the reference node.

Adding RS and Node INPUT

Press XSO to add a newclement, leave the cursor at “R—Resistor”, and press

to displaythe element parameter screen for a resistor. Enter element pa-
rameters until your screen appears as tollows, making sure to add the node

INPUT when selecting the () node of RS:

 

 

 

This completes Step B@. Press MM to return to the Element Manager.

Adding CS and Node BASE

Press IEGIM (o add a newclement, move the cursor to “C—Capacitor”, and

press ENTEY to displaythe element parameter screen for a capacitor. Enter ele-
ment parameters until your screen appears as follows, making sure to add the
node BASE whensclecting the (=) node of CS:
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This completes Step &®. Press MU to return to the Element Manager.

Adding RB1, RB2 and Node BATTERY

Press IEYS[SE (o add a newclement, leave the cursor at “R—-Resistor”, and press

to display the element parameter screen for a resistor. Enter element pa-
rameters until your screen appears as follows, making sure 10 add the node

BATTERY whenselecting the (+) node of RB1:

 

  
  

  

R-Resistor
SELEMENT: RB1
NODE (+): BATTERY
NODE €-): BASE
YALUE (R54000

[NSTEIPRINT] VIEW JFONT] 4P 
Press to returnto the Element Manager.

Press to add a new clement, leave the cursor at “R—Resistor”, and press

to display the clement parameter screen for a resistor. Enter element pa-
rameters until your screen appears as follows:

 

R-Resistor
NT: RB2
(o) BASE
(=3 GROUND

YALUE (R20000    

    [HAIN#STEPEINT]MEW[FONT4P

This completes Step @@. Press IUEM to return to the Element Manager.

Adding VBE. RE. CE, and Node EMITTER

Press BEXSIVM (o add a newelement, move the cursor to “V-Source”, and press

ENTER] to display the element parameter screen for a voltage source. Enter ele-
ment parameters until your screen appears as follows, making sure to add the

node EMITTER when sclecting the (<) node of VBE:
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BTBNTREEG

Press to return to the Element Manager.

Press to add a new element, leave the cursor at “R—Resistor”, and press
ENE to displaythe element paramcter screen for a resistor. Enter element pa-
rameters until your screen appearsas follows:

 

 

Press to return to the Element Manager.

Press WEYSIIM to add a new clement, move the cursor to “C—Capacitor”, and

press to displaythe element parameter screenfor a capacitor. Enter ele-
ment parameters unlil your screen appears as follows:

 

 

RES(TRR00TT

This completes Step @®. Press to return to the Element Manager.

Adding FCE and Node AMMETER

Press WESM to add a newclement, move the cursor to “F-CCCS”, and press

to display the element parameter screen for a current-controlled current
source. Enter element parameters until your screen appears as follows, making
sure to add the node AMMETER whenselecting the (+) node of FCE:

 

 

[F4AINSTK[PEINT]WEK[FONT|UP
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This completes Step &@. Press MUZM to return to the Element Manager.

Adding VAMTR and Node COLLECTOR

Prcss to add a new elcment, move the cursor to “V-Source”, and press
to display the element parameter screen for a voltage source. Enter ele-

ment parameters until your screen appears as follows, making sure to add the

node COLLECTOCR when selecting the (+) node of VAMTR:

 

 

 

RBTATEDTT

This completes Step &D. Press BIVEM to return to the Element Manager.

Adding Resistor RC

Press to add a new element, leave the cursor at “R—Resistor”, and press

to display the element parameter screen for a resistor. Enter elementpa-
rameters until your screcn appears as follows:

 

R~-Resistor

: BATTERY
: COLLECTOR

+ 10000

 

L15INSTR[PEINT YIEW [FONT] uP

This completes Step @®. Press MUIM to return to the Element Manager.

Adding RL. CL and Node QUTPUT

Press WEXSSM to add a new element, leave the cursor at “R-Resistor”, and press

ENTER] to display the element parameter screen for a resistor. Enter element pa-

rameters until your screen appearsas follows, making sure to add the node

OUTPUT whenselecting the (+) node of RL:

 

   

R-Resistor
SELEMENT: EL
NODE (+3: OUTRUT
NODE (-): GROUND
YRLUE (R) 1000

 

 

(F4IN [+STR[PRINT] MER JFONT] P ]

Press BIYIM (o return (o the Element Manager.
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Press MEXSIRM to add a new element, move the cursor to “C—Capacitor”, and

press to display the element parameter screen for a capacitor. Enter ele-
ment parameters until your screen appears as follows:

 

   TNBT(ATIGR

 

This completes Step @®. Press MM to return to the Element Manager.

Adding VBATT

Press IEXSJiM to add a new clement, move the cursor 1o “V~Source”, and press
to display the element parameter screen for a voltage source. Enter ele-

ment parameters until your screen appears as follows:

 

   

 

XSATKEE)GETTRT

This completes Step &®. Press to returnto the Element Manager.

This completes all of Step . Press to return to the Main menu.

Drawing the Schematic of BJTDC

Third,the circuit schematic can be drawn. This step can occur at any point after
the circuit has beenfully specificd (steps @ and 8).

You will follow these steps:

@ Set the node coordinates.

Automatically generate the clement coordinates and orientations.

Viewthe partial schematic to check element locations.

Adjust element coordinates and orientations to optimize schematic.

®@
®

©®
@

Automatically generate the wires.
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Viewthe finished schematic.

At the Main menu, move the pointer to “Graphics Manager” and press ENER.

Setting Node Coordinates

Make sure the pointer is at “Set Node Coordinates” and press ENiEs. The circuit
nodes will be displayed. Enter node coordinates until your screen appears as
follows:

 

{ Nodes! ‘

SOURCTGNNI
ANENYN

v3.2) sHME Y,27 COLLELS. OuTPU]

 

  (NJEor] JoLEsk]uR]

This completes Step &D. Press MIVIEM to return to the Graphics Manager.

Setting Element Coordinates and Orientations

Move the pointer to “Set Elmt Coordinates” and press ENIER. The circuit ele-
ments will be displayed. Press to automatically gencrate the element co-
ordinates and orientations from the node coordinates. The elements should be
located as follows:

 

[ Elements: il
013, Y3
|16.35.2 KE1101.23.1 Gkalil.@sB UEE
IRN

(5251 KL
XDDSI

(MuiN]|BT [auTofCLERE]P |

    
    

This completes Step &@. Press to return to the Graphics Manager.

Viewing the Partial Schematic

Move the pointer to “View Schematic” and press ENEY (Because the schematic
is larger than the screen, it will be automatically centered on the screen, and the
cursor keys will be activated for scrolling.):

EJTDE
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Note that two of the elements overlap (CE needs to be moved away from RE.),
some of the elements point diagonally between their nodes (RC erroneously ap-

pearsto touch node OUTPUT.), and one of the elements needs to be moved
(RB1 is bidden bencath RC.). When you bave finished viewing the schematic,
press ENTER to return to the Graphics Manager.

This completes Step ©O.

Adjusting Element Coordinates and Orientations

Move the pointer to “Set Elnt Coordinates” and press ENE. The circuit ele-
ments will be displayed. Adjust the coordinates and orientations of elements
RB1, CE, and RC, until your screen appcarsas follows:

llllllfl&fifififl!flllllll
LS¥BKT -;.: u:En [

FEDSWS
02,1)A3!3l)IE 1342)Z FLE

LRZ"A_
mmn-18 ETECSTT

     
       
   

    

  

This completes Step ©@. Press IVZM 10 returnto the Graphics Manager.

Setting Wire Coordinates

Move the pointer to “Set Wirc Coordinates™ and press ENER. No wires currently
exist. Press CYWAR®] to automatically generate the wires necessary to fix “loose”
connections in the circuit. The wires should be located as follows:

 

| Wires: ]

7] EEENEXY)ETRTEDu),lu |3UGN CX)]

c!l; EBE ED!n3|
[T

ATTTTST

 

 €0(5.03  
  

  

 
This completes Step ©®. Press HVEM to return fo the Graphics Manager.

Viewing the Finished Schematic

Mave the pointer to “View Schematic” and press @ You will be prompted

to update the schematic. Press INISEHE (0 utilize the modified coordinates and

the wires to rebuild the schematic, which will then appear (Because the

schematic is larger than the screen, it will be automatically centered on the
screen, and the cursor keys will be activated for scrolling.):
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When you have (inished viewing the schematic, press EVE] 1o return to the

Graphics Manager.

This completes Step and therefore all of Step ®. Press to return to
the Main menu.

Analyzing BJTDC

Fourth, the circuit can be analyzed and the resulting data viewed, plotted, and

saved. This step can occur at any point after the circuit has becn fully specified
(steps ©® and @)

You will perform the following analyses:

® Operating Point (OP) analysis to tind the DC steady-state voltages and
currents in order to investigate the cut-off and saturation conditions.

® DC Sweep (DC) analysis to investigate the stability of the VBE bias
point and to determine the effects of variation there on the collector

current (a sensitivity parameter: ¢//¢VBE). Use the ammeter VAMTR

to find the collector current. Sweep VBE from 0.60 V to 0.75 V every
0.025 V.

At the Main menu, move the pointer to “Analysis Manager” and press ENE:

 

 

Operating Point (OP) Analysis

Analysis: Determine the DC steady-state operation point ofcircuit BJTDC in
order to investigate the cut-off
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Performing an OP Analysis

Make sure the pointer is at “Opcrating Point” and press ENEY. There will be a
delay (~ 60 sec) while the circuit is prepared, and then the analysis parameter
SCreen appedrs.

 

Operating Point
SFREQUENCY (H2): O
MEMORY: 477/183397.5

   

  

[F1AIN [ST[PEINT]CHLC[FONT |P | 

 

Press There will be a delay (~ 15 sec) while the analysis is performed.

Viewing the Results (Data View)

When the calculation completes, the OP results will be displayed in the Output
Manager Data View, which (in this case) displays voltage and current data:

 

 

From the OP analysis data, look for cut-off and saturation conditions by deter-
mining the collector-cmitter voltage drop V(COLLECTOR) - V(EMITTER) =
10.82 -4.62 = 6.23 > 0. Sincc this is positive and 1(VBE) > 0, the NPN BJT is
in the normal operating region.

Plotting Node Values (Node Plot)

We can determine the same information graphically. Press to plot the OP

results, and at the prompt, press ENIE] to accept the default vertical range. The
following plot appears (Because the plot is wider than the screen, it will be au-
tomatically centered on the screen, and the cursor keys will be activated for
scrolling.):

 

VALUE (Y.R) N
20 . 2

-~ oo

& xE e CR a
~ -~Eggfimiy _gg

8t EEIEfasqg¥E it
YOS B8 T ¥ E S5 >
R EEEEEE RT3

[-1.187358387516-3

This node plot displays the voltage or current of each output node, with a corre-

sponding label 1o the left of cach point. Visually, vou can clearlysee that
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V(COLLECTOR) > V(EMITTER), although because ofthe scale, it is difficult

to determine if I(VBE) > 0.

When you have finished viewing the plot, press 7Y to return to the Qutput

Manager Data View.

Saving the Results

Press (7] MYISYM to determine the (ree memoryrequired to save the OF analy-

sis data. If you have enough [ree memory, press {31] S¥¥S, and at the prompt

press to accept the default name. The OP analysis data will be stored into
the file 'BJTDC.OP' in the 'fileS' subdirectory of the 'SPICE4SD'directory.

Further OP Analysis

If you decreasc the value of resistor RB2 from 20K down to 1.5KQ and per-
form an OP analysis, you will see a cut-off case where I(VBE) <0. In an actual
transistor, you would see [(VBE) = 0.

If you increase the value of resistor RB2 from 20Kup to 54KS2 and perform
an OP analysis, you will sce a saturation case where V(COLLECTOR) -
V(EMITTER) <0. In an actual transistor, this value would be 0.

This completes Step @D. Press BUEM o return to the Analysis Manager.

DC Sweep (DC) Analvsis

Analysis: Investigate the VBE bias point by sweeping VBE from 0.60 V to
0.75 V every 0.025 V. Plot the collector current (VAMTR) as a function of
VBE,to examine the stability ofthe transistor with respect to the dramatic volt-

age changes at VBE. Dctermine the slope of that plot at the value 0.65 Vfor
VBE (as in the previous OP analysis), which will determine aralytically the
variation in collector current as a function of the voltage VBE.

Performing a DC Analysis

Make sure the pointer is at “DC Sweep” and press ERIER. The analysis parameter
screen appears:

 

DC Sweep

f    

   BTEXTEGAGT

Set the source to VBE,set the start value to 0.60 V| set the stop value to 0.75 V,

set the step value to 0.025 V, and press @FX®®. There will be a delay (~ 120 sec)
while the analysis is performed.
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Viewing the Results (Node View)

When the calculation completes, the DC results will be displayed in the Output

Manager Node View, which displays all output nodes (For more information,re-
fer to “Node View”in Chapter 9.):

‘ DC: Nodes

_vesousce> NNV MKTTEIN
WERTTERY) VERITTER) |YCAMMETER
YCOLLECTO ¢couTeut)

[Ti3] [[T1i8)

GGTTESIRG0NT

   

     
    

 

 

 

The output nodes for the DC analysis include V(SOURCE), V(INPUT),
V(BASE), V(BATTERY), V(EMITTER), V(AMMETER), V(COLLECTOR),
V(OUTPUT), [(VS), I(VBE), (VAMTR), and I[(VBATT), for a range (sweep)
of values of source VBE from 0.60 V to 0.75 V every 0.025 V.

Viewing the Results (Source Value View)

These DC analysis results include the same values as were just calculated in the

previous OP analysis. Press BEJEIOM to switch to the Qutput Manager Source
Value View, which displays all swept values of the source VCE (For more in-
formation, refer to “Source Value View”in Chapter 9.):

[ DC: VBE VYalues H

 

 

Viewing the Resuilis (Data View)

Examine the node voltages and currents at value .65 for VBE. Press to
move the cursor to .65 and press ENTER| to switch to the Output Manager Data
View, which (in this case) displays voltage and current data (For more informa-
tion, refer to “Data View” in Chapter 9.):

 

 

This is identical to the earlier OP analysis data.
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Whenyou have finished viewing the data, press to return to the Output
Manager Source Value View and press MO8 to switch to the Output Manager
Node View.

Plouing I(VAMTR) vs. V(VBE) (Value Plos, Equation)

Move the cursor to the output node I(VAMTR) and press [EMeXi, then (>ENiER

to select an equation plot. (An cquation plot will allow us to determine the

slope at any point, whereas a point or line plot will not.) Then press 10 ac-
cept the default horizontal range.

The vertical range will default to a minimum value of 0, but because the collec-
tor current will vary only slightly, you should adjust the vertical range to vary

from 0.75 mA to 1 mA. To do this, press [y} 0.00075 0.001:

PRG l
{ HOME SPARCOM SPICEHED BJTDC 3

Edit vertical range:
¥ min max
( reals, min<max >

.08875 6014
(NA0(eITHOT

   
  

  
 

Press to accept the vertical range. Next, you will be prompted to edit the
plot resolution:

PRG
{_HDME SPARCOM SPICEHED BJTDC 3
Edit plot resolution:
+ #binary for pixels
+ real for user-units

f#le
(£SEIPERIP€UEL[RELS[INS+5TE]

   
   
 

Because the equation plot actually creates piccewise linear representations of the

data, algebraic functions can be plotted. If you expect the data to be linear, a

larger plot resolution can be tolerated without adversely affecting the display,
whereas if the data is non-linear, a smaller plot resolution should be used to
guarantee an accurate graph. Iu this example, the data should be quite linear, so

press 0 ENIER to increase the plot resolution to 10 pixels. (For more information,
refer to “Value Plots” in Chapter 9.)

The following plot appcars:

 

00078 SOURCE <VA)

6 25
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This value plot displays the output node I[(VAMTR), the collector current,as a
function of source VBE voltage.

As you see, the circuit appears quite stable.

Derermining the Slope

Because this is an equation plot, you can utilize the built-in Graphics

Environment of your HP 485X to further analyze the results. Press [&]&#] to
activate the Graphics Environment:

(TT TN

 

   

 

SOURCE (V.
[2-EO4]CENT[COORLLAEEL]

 

  

Press O®I8I®! to turn on the coordinate display, and movethe cursor to the left
to find the closest point to 0.65 V (press [=] 21 times):

(LS.T VTR

 

 
 

 00025 SOURCE (V.R)

(.6502B4615365,8.72261304762E-Y4)
    

Press to tumn off the coordinate display, and press to access the
function analysis menu. Press to calculate the slope at this point. After
a brief delay (~ 15 sec), the slope will be displayed:

 

 00078 SOURCE (VY R)

SLOPE: -1.8345273712E-Y
  

The slope value is =0.19 mA / V. Because the plot is so linear, this slope value

can be taken 1o indicate in real terms that for cach 10 mVdrop in the base-emit-
ter voltage, the collector current will drop by ~ 2 uA. This is the sensitivity pa-

rameter ¢/dVBE . (The slope value will automatically be copied to the stack of

your HP 48SX.)

Press (14 10 clear the slope value display. When you have finished viewing and

analyzing the plot, press4 to return to the Output Manager Node View. (For
more information, refer to “Value Plot” in Chapter 9 ofthis manual and refer to
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Chapter 18 ofthe HP 48SX Owner’s Manual, “Basic Plotting and Function
Analysis.”)

Saving the Results

Press [57] BIIEYM to determine the free memory required to save the DC analy-
sis data. If you have enough [rce memory, press X3, and at the prompt press

ENTER| to accept the default name. The DC analysis data will be stored into the
file BJTDC.DC" in the 'fileS' subdirectory ol the 'SPICE4SD" directory. (For
more information, refer to Chapler 8, “Data File Manager.™)

This completes Step @@. Press to return to the Analysis Manager.

This completes all of Step @. Press to return to the Main menu.

This completes all of Example: Bipolar Junction Transistor, DC Model.
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Chapter 3

Circuit Manager

The Circuit Manager is uscd lo add new circuits, dclete unwanted circuits, pack

circuits to free memory, or transfer circuits 1o and {rom a PC, Macintosh, or

other computer. It is also where you select the current circuit to work on with
Spice48.

This chapter covers:

Using the Circuit Manager
Selecting the Current Circuit
Adding a Circuit
Deleting a Circuit
Packing a Circuit
Trausferring a Circuitu

v
c
o
o
o
o

 

Using the Circuit Manager

To get to the Circuit Manager, follow these steps:

@ Press to display all libraries available to your HP 48SX.

® Find and press to enter the Spiced8 Paclibrary directory.

© Press the first sofikcy, SI2MN®E | 1o start the Spiced8 Pac.

© At the Main menu, make sure the pointer is at “Circuit Manager” and press
ENTER e

ltems in the Circuit Manager

The itemslisted in the Circuit Manager arc the circuits currently stored in the
'SPICE48Ddirectory of your HP 48SX. Circuits that were archived to a com-
puter and then deleted will not be shown. The following screen includes the two
tutorial circuits (For more information, refer o Chapier 2, “Spice48 Tutorial.”):
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After further use of the Spiced8 Pac, the Circuit Manager will also include your
circuits, or if you have no circuits stored, the screen will display, “Press ADD.”

At the top of the screenis indicated the free memory in your HP 488X, and next

 

TRNNTNBGT

 

to each circuit is indicated the amount offree memoryit currently occupies in

the 'SPICE48D' directory. Some circuits may have the message “(Packed)” dis-
played next to them, which indicates that they are newly created or recently
packed, and contain no temporary calculation or graphicsfiles.

Oneofthe circuits will have the message “(Current)” displayed next to it: this is
the currently loaded circuit in the Spiced8 Pac.

Summary of Operations
 

 

 

 

 

  

Screen Softkeys

Circuit PACKENEXFEREEFONT
Manager

Key Action

Prompts for the name of a new circuit and initializes it.

p]3N Deletes the circuit currently sclected bythe pointer.

IS Toggles betweenthe small and large fonts.

Packs the circuit currently selected by the pointer.

T Transfers a circuit to or from a compuler.

Moves up one level in the menu structure, returning to the

Main menu.

[N Quits the SpicedS Pacto the HP 48SX stack.

NIER Selects the circuit currently selected bythe pointer as the

current circuit for Spice48 Pac operatious.

(oS Displays the entire text of an item too wideto fit on the
screen, up to one entire screen size. Itthe item fits on the

screen, this key is non-functional.

([on]e Dumps the current screen to an IR printer.
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For a complete summary of operations, refer to Appendix B, “Summary of
Operations.”

 

Selecting the Current Circuit

Before you can modifya circuit or perform analysces on it, you must make sure it

is the current circuit. To set the current circuit, go to the Circuit Manager, move

the pointer to the desircd circuit, and press ENE3. This loads in that circuit’s
data and labels the circuit as “(Current)” in the Circuit Manager. After selecting

a circuit, you will be returned to the Main menu.

Adding a new circuit or lranslerring a circuit to your HP 48SX from a computer
will automatically set that circuit to be the current circuit. Deleting the current
circuit automatically resets the current circuit to the first circuit in the Circuit
Manager.

 

Adding a Circuit

To add a new circuit, go to the Circuit Manager and press BEBDE. You will be
prompted for the name of the circuit to add:

 

{ ROME $PARCOM SPICEYBD }
Enter circuit name:
 

  
3 name

4
SRT(eITHO G  

Type in a name for the new circuit and press ENER, or to abort the add operation,
press to clear the command line (if necessary), and then press ENER or
to return to the Circuit Manager without entering a newcircuit. The circuit
name must be a valid HP 48SX variable name, because it will be used to create a
subdirectory of the 'SPICE48D’ directory to store the circuit data. For this rea-
son, no spaces are allowed, and the name must begin with a letter. (For more in-
formation on naming conventions, refer to Chapter 6 ofthe HP 48SX Owner’s
Manual, “Variables and the VAR Menu.” For more information on how to use
the editing softkeys, refer to “Text Editing” in Chapter 1 ofthis manual.)

After pressing ENIER, a new circuit directory will be created, and you will bere-
turned to the Circuit Manager. The pointer will be set to the newly created cir-
cuit, which will be labeled as both “(Packed)” and “(Current).” Newlycreated
circuits require 151 bytes offree memory.
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Deleting a Circuit

To delete a circuit, go to the Circuit Manager, move the pointer to the desired
circuit, and press MBIEMM. You will be prompled to verify the delete operation

by pressing to confirm or EX[eM or to abort. If you confirm the
delete operation, that circuit directory will be deleted and all the data for that
circuit erased. Deleting the current circuit automatically resets the current cir-

cuit to the first circuit in the Circuit Manager.

 

Packing a Circuit

To pack a circuit, go to the Circuit Manager, move the pointer to the desired cir-
cuit, and press GIEY®A.

Packing a circuit deletes a nunber of temporary global variables that reside in a
circuit’s directory and assist with calculations and graphics operations. Packing
does not affect any of the essential global variables that describe the circuit, in-
cluding graphics coordinates.

The disadvantage of packing a circuit is that thc nexl time an analysis is per-
formed, the circuit will have to be “prepared,” and all the temporary global vari-
ables recreated for calculations—ithis can be time-consuming. For that reason,
we recommend that you feave unpacked the circuits you use regularly. Note

that a packed circuit will automatically be unpacked by Spice48 when neces-
sary.

The advantage of packing a circuil is that it frees memory for new circuits or
large calculations. It also shrinks a circuit before transferring it to a computer.
The savings may be substantial: we have encountered cases where a fully un-

packed circuit with a graphics schematic takes up over 15K but the packed form
is less than 2K.

 

Transferring a Circuit

A circuit can be transferred cither (o or from a PC, Macintosh, or other computer
with Kermit software and an HP 485X cable.

Transferring a Circuit to a Computer

To download a circuit to a computer, go to the Circuit Manager, move the

pointer to the desired circuil, and press EEER,:
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Trans?ertg or
from

  e W
 

At this prompt, press INISHR:

 

Place PC in Kermit
server mode in

desired directory.

  [T
 

Now, you must prepare your computer to receive a file with Kermit protocol.
For a PC,this involves running MS-KERMIT. For a Macintosh, this involves

running a terminal emulator supporting Kermit or running the public domain
version of Kermit. For other computers, this involves running some public do-
main version of Kermit. In any case, you must set the transfer directory on the

computer to the directory to which you want the circuit transferred. Then, you
must either prepare the computer Lo receive a single file or place the computer in

Kermit server mode. When you have donethis, press lISCE to download the

circuit. To abort the transler, press or {£§]. After the transfer has com-

pleted, you may cancel Kermit server mode on your computer and quit the

Kermit program.

If you successfully download a circuit to your computer from your HP 488X,it

will be stored into an ASCII text {ile in the transfer directory. The circuit direc-

tory will not be affected on your HP 48SX, and if you have transferred the cir-
cuit for archival purposes, you can now safely delete it by pressing
(For more information on deleting a circuit, refer above to “Deleting a Circuit.”)

Transferring a Circuit from a Computer

To upload a circuit from a computer, go to the Circuit Manager, press EqEEE,
and press [@EOW. You will be prompted to enter the name ofthe circuit you
wish to download from the computer:

 

   
  

   

   

4 HOME SPARCOM SPICENED 3
Enter circuit name:

2+ name

<
€SKIP[SKIP€REL[OELSINSsf4STK] 

Press ENER| when you have finished typing the name:
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Place PC in Kermit
server mode in

desired directory.,

  o—— 

Now, you must prepare your computer (o be a Kermit server. For a PC, this in-
volves running MS-KERMIT. For a Macintosh,this involves running a terminal
emulator supporting Kermit or running the public domain version of Kermit.

For other computers,this involves running some public domain version of

Kermit. In anycase, you must sct the transfer directory on the computer to the

directory in which the circuit you want resides. Then, you must place the com-
puter in Kermit server mode. When you have done this, press BEZSE to upload

the circuit. To abort the transfer, press or [E. After the transfer has
completed, you may cancel Kermit server mode on your computer and quit the

Kermit program.

If you successfully upload a circuit to your HP 48SX from your computer,it
will be stored into a subdirectory of the 'SPICE48D' directory, and will automat.
ically become the current circuit:

 

ick Circuit:
MORY: 15189.5

OH{NLORDED: 562.0 (CURRENT)   
ni0BEL[Pack[RFER[FONT|UP
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Chapter 4

Element Manager

The Element Manageris used to add, delete, and edit clements in the current cir-

cuit. (For more information on how to select the current circuit,refer to

“Selecting the Current Circuit” in Chapter 3.)

This chapter covers:

c
o
g
o
o
o
o
o
c
o
p
u
p
o
o
g
o
o
o
g
o
o
c Using the Element Manager

Adding an Element
Deleting an Element
Editing an Element
Element Parameter Entry Tips
R-Resistor
C—Capacitor
L-Inductor
K—Coupled (Coupled Inductors)
V-Source (Independent Voltage Source)
[-Source (Independent Current Source)
E-VCVS (Voltage-Controlled Vollage Source)
F—CCCS (Current-Controlled Current Source)
G-VCCS (Voltage-Controlled Current Source)
H-CCVS (Current-Controlled Voltage Source)
Transient Sources
Pulse Transient
PWL Transient
Function Transient

 

Using the Element Manager

To get to the Element Manager, tollow thesc steps:

©  Press [B549] 1o display all librarics available 1o your HP 48SX.

& Find and press SY2EK®F o enter (he SpicedS Paclibrary directory.

© Press the first soflkey, SIEEN®E | 1o start the Spiced8 Pac.
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@ At the Main menu, make sure the pointer is at “Element Manager” and

press ERIER.

ltems in the Element Manager

The items listed in the Element Manager are the elements in the current circuit.
The following list of elements is from tutorial circuit BITDC (For more infor-
mation, refer to Chapter 2, “Spice48 Tultorial.”):

 

 

 
 

[ Elements: |
sI
TTT

TNT.
IT

 

If the current circuit has no clements, the screcn will display, “Press ADD.”

Summary of Operations
 

 

 

 

 

  

Screen Softkeys

Element NXGLE GENS I .
Manager

Key Action

XN Adds a newelement fo the current circuit.

Deletes the element currently selected by the cursor.

Edits the clement currently selected bythe cursor.

Moves up one level in the menustructure, returning to the

Main menu.

i) Quits the Spicedd Pac to the HP 48SX stack.

ENTER] Edits the element currentlyselected by the cursor, or if no

elements exist, adds a newelement to the current circuit

(on])e Dumps the current screen to an IR printer.
 

For a complete summary ofoperations, refer to Appendix B, “Summary of
>

Operations.”
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Adding an Element

To add a new clement to the current circuit, go to the Element Manager ang
press WEGSIEM. You will be prompted for the type ofelemnent to add:

Pick element type:

B-RESISTOR (RERTERINE TR
K-COUPLED V~7DURCEi-SOURLE

[RIXeS
La-cevsT

 

[TIIRN

Move the cursor tothe desired element type and press ENEY. (Instead of press-
ing ENTER], you can press to abort the operation, FEXEY to returnto the

Main menu, or [T to quit Spice48.)

After you have sclected the element type 1o add to the current circuit, you will
be presented with a screen containing a number of parameters required to spec-
ify the chosen type of element (the “element parameter screen”). The exact pa-
rameters for each of the various types of elements are explained in detail in the
sections below.

 

Deleting an Element

To delete an element, go to the Element Manager, move the cursor to the desired
element, and press NBIEME. You will be prompted to verify the delete operation
bypressing to confirm or BXEM or T1o abort. If you confirm the
delete operation, the current circuit will be scarched for references to the ele-
ment, and if no references are (ound, the clement will be deleted. If the element
is referenced by anyelements in the current circuit, you will first have to either
delete those elements or else change the element references to some other ele-
ment.

 

Editing an Element

To editan element, go 1o the Element Manager, move the cursorto the desired
element, and press ENIER or EEENE You will be presented with the element pa-
rameter screen for the current clement , which will display the current values of
the parameters for this clement. To edit the value ola parameter, move the
pointer to it and press ENE]. After cditing the value, press to accept the
new value and return to the element parameter sereen, or to abort changing the
parameter value, press (ito clear the command line (if necessary) and then
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press or to return to the clement parameter screen without changing
the parameter value. When vou havefinished cditing the current element, press

to return to the Element Manager-—the updated clement will be stored

automatically.

Forspecific information about each type of clement, refer to the appropriate
section below.

 

Element Parameter Entry Tips

Here are some useful things to know about entering or cditing element parame-
ters:

2 To enter or cdit the valuc of a parameter, move the pointerto it and
press ENIER. After enlering or editing the valuc of a parameter, press

to accept the newvalue and returnto the clement parameter
screen.

0O Once you have begun entering or editing a parameter value, to abort the

change, press to clear the command line (if necessary) and then
press or to return to the analysis parameter screen without
changing the parameter valuc.

0 If you press MV, MYYIY, or 578 while the new clementis only par-
tially specified, you will be asked to verify thal you want to abandon

the partial entry. Press to abandonthe entry, or or
to continue specifying the new element.

0 You only need to enter values [or those parameters that initially dis-
play, “Press ENTER.” Other parameters (e.g., the initial value ofa ca-
pacitor, the transicnt type of a voltage source) will be given default val-
ues (e.g., 0 and NONE,respectively) which you may modify if you
wish.

(3 When you arc entering a numeric value, make use of the softkeys to
append the desired exponent to the value (¢.g., type 3 and then press

MAESIELS) (o enter the value .000003). More exponent softkeys can be

accessed by pressing B

Selecting a Node during Parameter Entry

To specityeach type of circuit clement (except for the coupled inductor type),

you must select both positive (+) and negative (=) nodes. When you press
to select the (+) or (<) node for the current element, you will be presented with a
list of all of the nodes in the current circuit. To pick one of the nodes, move the
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cursor to the desired node and press ENMEY. (Instead ofpressing ENIEY, you can

press to abort the operation, YEYEN to return (o the Main menu, or [l to

quit Spiced8.) If vou are changing the (+) or (=) node of the current element,
the cursor will automatically be placed on the current node; otherwise, the cur-
sor will be placed on the first node in the list.

If the node you wish to usc as the (+) or (=) node ofthe current element has not

yet been added 1o the current circuil, press REYSRM, 1o cnter the node(s) vou

wish to add, press ENER to accept the node(s) entry, move the cursor to the de-

sired new node, and press EMEY Lo select that node and return to the element pa-
rameter screen. (For more inforination on adding nodes, refer to Chapter 6,
“Node Manager.”)

Selecting an Element during Parameter Entry

To specify certain types of circuit clements (coupled inductor elements and both
types of current-controlled sources), you must select other circuit elements.

When you press ENIE]to sclect one of the inductors in a coupled inductor ele-
ment, or to select the controlling source for a current-controlled source, you will

be presented with a list of all ofthe clements in the current circuit. To pick one

of the elements, move the cursor to the desired element and press ENE. (Instead

of pressing ENIER], you can press 10 abort the operation, to return to
the Main menu, or to quit Spice48.) You will only be allowed to select an
appropriate type of element (e.g., inductors or sources, as appropriate). If you

are changing the inductor or controlling source of the current element, the cursor
will automatically be placed on the current inductor or controlling source; oth-
erwise, the cursor will be placed onthe first element in the list.

If the element you wish10 use as an inductor for a coupled inductor element or
as the controlling source for a current-controlled source has not yet been added
to the current circuit, press IEXSBE, to add a new clement, select the type of ele-
ment you wish to add (inductor or source), specify the new element at its ele-
ment paramelcr screen, press o accept the new clement (and returnto the
list of circuit elements), move the cursor to the desired new clement, and press

to select that element and return to the element parameter screen for the
current element. (For more information on adding elements, refer below to the
appropriate section.)

Summary of Operations
 

 

Screen Softkeys

Element/

VA

|

NI-

ST

K]

Ry (e
Transient

Parameter    
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Key Action
 

eI

YN

PRINT

BN

mE  

Toggles between the small and large fonts.

Returns to the Main menu. The element is saved automati-

cally.

Prompts for e[ or IEYNWH (0 sclect items, and then

sends those items to an IR printer.

Prompts for MEIN=M or to select items, and then
copies those iteins to the stack. The items are placed in a list
ifYWwas chosen.

Moves up one level in the menu structure. At an element

parameter screen, completes element entry and returns to the

Element Manager. At a transient parameter screen, com-

pletes transient entry and returnsto the element parameter

screen. The element or transient is saved automatically.

Displays the entire text ofan item too wide to fit onthe
screen, up to one entire screensize. [fthe item fits on the
screen, this key is non-functional.

Quits the Spiced® Pac to the HP 485X stack. The element is
saved automatically

Prompts for the value of the parameter currentlyselected by

the pointer.

Dumps the current screen to an [R printer.
 

For a complete sumnaryof operations, refer to Appendix B, “Summary of
Operations.”

 

R-Resistor

Upon selecting an clement ofthis type, the following element parameter screen
appears:

 

[MAIN |3STR[PEINT]WIEL[FONT]UP |
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You should now enter or cdit the parameter values. When you have finished,

press to return to the Element Manager, and the clement will be saved

automalically.

Here are specific descriptions of these paramcters:

1 Element: Name must begin with “R” and include no spaces. Possible
names include: “R1,” “RTEST,” “RloadBtoC,”etc.

O Node (+): Selected from the Node Manager. (For more information,

refer above to “Selecting a Node during Parameter Entry.”)

O Node (-): Sclected {rom the Node Manager. The (+) and (=) nodes
must be different.

0 Value (Q): Must be a real number, will automatically bave units of

ohms.

 

C-Capacitor

Upon selecting an element ofthis type, the following element parameter screen

appears:

 

[MAIN |2STKJPRINT]WELIJFONT |UP ]

You should now enter or edit the parameter values. When you have finished,

press to returnto the Element Manager, and the element will be saved
automatically.

Here are specific descriptions of thesc parameters:

@  Element: Name must begin with “C” and include no spaces. Possible

names include: “C1,” “CIN,” “Cload,” elc.

@ Node (+): Selected from the Node Manager. (For more information,
refer above (o “Selecting a Node during Paramcter Entry.”)

Q Node (-): Selected from the Node Manager. The (+) and (-) nodes
must be different.
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O Value (F): Mustbe a real number, will automatically have units of

Farads.

O Initial (V): (Initial capacitor voltage). Must be a real number, will au-
tomaticaily have units of volts, defaults to 0. Non-zero values are used
when performing a Transient Sweep (TR) analysis with the “Use OP or

IC” parameter set to IC to use clement initial conditions.

 

L-Inductor

Uponselecting an element of (his type, the following clement parameter screen
appears:

 

   

 

[FAINSSTK[PEINT|IEL [FONT] UP

You should now cater or edit the parameter values. When you have finished,
press to return Lo the Element Manager, and the element will be saved
automatically

Here are specific descriptions of these parameters:

{0 Element: Name must begin with “L” and include no spaces. Possible
naraes include: “L3,” “LOUT,” “Lparallel,” etc.

QO Node (+): Selected from the Node Manager. (For more information,

refer above to “Selecting a Node during Parameter Entry.”)

[ Node (-): Selected from the Node Manager. The (+) and (=) nodes
must be different.

(L Value (H): Must be a real number, will automatically have units of

Henrys.

O Imitial (A): (Initial inductor current). Must be a real number, will au-

tomatically have units of amperes, defaults to 0. Non-zero values are

used when performing a Transient Sweep (TR) analysis with the “Use
OP or IC” parameter set to IC to use clement initial conditions.
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K-Coupled (Coupled Inductors)

This type of circuit “clememt”is unusual in that it docs not physically exist as an

element but instead links two existing inductors. The Spiced8 model for cou-

pled inductors is in the form of inductors and a coupling factor ( &) which de-

scribes the flux linkage between the inductors. This model can be related to

measured values of self (L. L) and mutual (M) inductances by:

M = k\[L,L,

where O0sks1. k=0 corresponds to uncoupled coils; & =1 correspandsto

complete coupling. The positive terminals of coupled inductors in Spice48 are

the “dotted” terminals olthe “dot convention”ofcircuits. Thus, & <0 is equiv-
alent to reversing the dots on one coil and making the sign ofthe mutual induc-
tance negative. Finally, k > 1 corresponds to a “{lux multiplicr,” not physically

realizablce, but of possible interest in rare cascs.

Upon selecting an element of this type, the following element parameter screen

appears:

 

 

[MisINSTEPEINT WEW [FONT UP

You should nowenter or edit the parameter values. When you have finished,
press to returnto the Element Manager, and the element will be saved

automatically.

Here are specific descriptions of these parameters:

0 Element: Name must begin with “K” and include no spaces. Possible

names include: “K1,” “K1t02,” “KL1L2,” elc.

[ Inductor 1: Sclected from the Element Manager. (For more informa-
tion, refer above to “Selecting an Element during Parameter Entry.”)

1 Inductor 2: Sclected from the Element Manager. Inductors 1 and 2
must be diflcrent.

O  Coupling Factor: Musl be a real number.
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V-Source (Independent Voltage Source)

Upon selecting an element of this type, the following clement paramelter screen
appears:

 

You should nowenter or edit the parameter values. When you have finished,

press MM to return to the Element Manager, and the clement will be saved
automatically

Here are specific descriptions of these parameters:

Q

O

76

Element: Name must begin with “V™ and include no spaces. Possible
names include: “V1,” “V12volts,” “VSRC,”etc.

Node (+): Selected from the Node Manager. (For more information,
refer above to “Scelecting a Node during Paramceter Entry.”)

Node (-): Selected from the Node Manager. The (+) and (=) nodes

must be different.

DC Value (V): Must be a real number, will automatically bave units
of volts, defaults to 0.

AC Value (V): Must be a complex number, will automatically have
units of volts, defaults to (0,0), can be entered as cither (real,imaginary)

or (magnitude«phasc).

Transient: Sclected from NONE, PULSE, PWL, and FUNCTION, de-

faults to NONE. (For more information, refer below to “Transient
Sources.”)
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I-Source (Independent Current Source)

Upon selecting an element ofthis type, the following element parameter screen

appears:

 

You should now enter or edit the parameter values. When you have finished,
press to returnto the Element Manager, and the element will be saved
automatically.

Here are specific descriptions of these parameters:

Q

a

Element: Namc must begin with “1” and include no spaces. Possible
names include: “12,” “I3amps,” “ISRC,”elc.

Node (+): Selected from the Node Manager. (For more information,

refer above to “Selecting a Node during Paramcter Entry.”)

Node (-): Selected from the Node Manager. The (+) and (-) nodes
must be different.

DC Value (A): Must be a real number, will automatically bave units

of amperes, defaults o 0.

AC Value (A): Must be a complex number, will automatically have
units of amperes, defaults 10 (0,0); can be entered as either
(real,imaginary) or (inagnitude,«phase).

Transient: Selected from NONE, PULSE, PWL, and FUNCTION,de-

faults to NONE. (For more information, refer below to “Transient

Sources.”)
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E-VCVS (Volitage-Controlled Voltage Source)

Upon selecting an element of this type, the following clement parameter screen
appears:

 

 

(MAIN35TE [PEINT] VIEK[FONTUP_]

You should now enter or edit the parameter values. When you have finished,
press to return to the Element Manager, and the element will be saved
automatically

Here are specific descriptions ofthese parameters:

Q

Q
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Element: Name must begin with “E” and include no spaces. Possible
names include: “E0,” “E74,” “Enode7node4,” etc.

Node (+): Sclected (rom the Node Manager. (For more information,

refer above to “Sclecting a Node during Paramceter Entry.”)

Node (-): Selected from the Node Manager. The (+) and (-) nodes
must be different.

Control Node (+): Selected from the Node Manager.

Control Node (<): Sclected from the Node Manager. The control (+)
and control (~) nodes must be different.

Voltage Gain: Must be 4 real number. The gain relates the source
voltage to the controlling voltage by:

V(+)- V(=)= Gain[V(C(+)) - V(C(”))]-
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F-CCCS (Current-Controlled Current Source)

Uponselecting an element of this type, the following clement parameter screen
appears:

 

 

[HuidSTRIPRINT] VIELL[FONT UP

You should nowenter or edit the parameter values. When you have finished,
press to return to the Element Manager, and the element will be saved
automatically

Here are specific descriptions ofthese paramcters:

Q Element: Name must begin with “F” and include no spaces. Possible
names include: “F0,” “F74,” “Fnodc7noded,”etc.

Node (+): Selected from the Node Manager. (For more information,

refer above to “Selecting a Node during Parameter Entry.”)

Node (-): Selected from the Node Manager. The (+) and (~) nodes
must be different.

Control Source: Must be an independent voltage source. Selected
from the Element Manager. (For more information, refer above to
“Selecting an Element during Paramicter Entry )

Current Gain: Must be a real number. The gainrelates the source
current to the controlling current by:

I(Source) = Gain[l(Conlrol/er)]\

where the direction ofpositive current [Towis from the positive node
through the controlling source to the negative node.
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G-VCCS (Voltage-Controlled Current Source)

Upon selecting an clement ofthis type, the following clement parameter screen
appears:

 

 [FIMIN[3STE[PRINT]SIEW[FONT]0P |

You should now enter or cdit the parameter values. When you have finished,
press to return 10 the Element Manager, and the clement will be saved
automatically.

Here are specific descriptions of these parameters:

a

a
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Element: Namc must begin with “G” and include no spaces. Possible
names include: “G0,” “G74,” “Gnode7noded,”ctc.

Node (+): Selected from the Node Manager. (For more information,

refer above to “Selecting a Node during Parameter Entry.”)

Node (-): Selected from the Node Manager. The (+) and (=) nodes
must be different.

Control Node (+): Sclected from the Node Manager.

Control Node (=): Sclected from the Node Manager. The control (+)
and control (-) nodes must be different.

Transconductance (mho): Must be a real number, will automatically

have units of mhos (Siemens). The transconductance relates the source
current to the controlling voltage by:

I(Source) = Tnmx'c'on.[V(C(f)) - V(C(-))].
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H-CCVS (Current-Controlled Voltage Source)

Upon selecting an element of this type, the following element parameter screen

appears:

 

 

1IN [2STRIPEINT] HIELI [FANT ]UP ]

You should now enter or cdit the parameter valucs. When you have finished,

press 10 return to the Element Manager, and the clement will be saved

automatically.

Here are specific descriptions of these parameters:

g Element: Name must begin with “H” and include no spaces. Possible

names include: “HO,” “H74,” “Hnode7noded,” etc.

Node (+): Sclected from the Node Manager. (For more information,

refer above to “Selecting a Node during Parameter Entry.”)

Node (-): Selected from the Node Manager. The (+) and () nodes

must be different.

Control Source: Must be an independent voltage source. Selected

from the Element Mauager. (For more information, refer above to

“Selecting an Elcment during Paramecter Entry.”)

Transresistance (©): Must be a rcal number, will automatically have

units of ohms. The transresistance relates the source voltage 1o the

controlling current by:

V(Source) = Tnmsres.[ I(C(mu‘o/ler)]

wherc the direction ofpositive current flow is from the positive node

through the controlling source to the negative node.
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Transient Sources

Independent voltage and current sources can be cither constant or transient.

Performing a Transient Sweep (TR) analysis of a circuit will automatically take

into account transient variations of sources if they have been specified during el-
ement parameter entry. There is no limit on the number of sources that can be
given transient variations, nor is there a requircment that all transients be of the
same type.

To enter a transient variation for an independent source, go to the Element

Editor and add or edit an independent voltage or current source. At the resulting

element parameter screen, move the pointer to “Transient” and press ENIER. You
will be prompted for the type of transicnt:

 

[Picfiransient: I
20

NI_  

  

 

 

TNIISST

Move the cursor to the desired transient type and press EVE. (Instead of press-
ing ENER,, you canpress IVZME to abort the opcration, MEXEN to returnto the

Main menu, or¥ to quit Spice48.)

If you select a transient type of NONE,that will erase any previously existing
transient for the current element. If you select any other transient type, you will
be presented with a screen containing a number of parameters required to spec-
ify the chosen type of transient (the “transient parameter screen”). The exact
parameters for each ofthe various types of transicnts are explained in detail be-
low.

Fortips ontransient parameter entry, refer to the section above, “Element
Parameter Entry Tips.”
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Pulse Transient

Upon selecting a transient of this type, the following transient parameter screen
appears:

 

 

[HAIN ]>STE[PRINT [WEH JFONT |WP |

You should now enter or edit the parameter values. When you have finished,
press to returnto the element paramcter screen, and the transient will be
converted to a user-defined function and saved automatically.

Here is a general diagram of a pulse transient (with abbreviated parameters):

RT PW FT

rv 

   
or PLER

Here are specific descriptions ofthese parameters:

QO Initial Value (V,A): Initial and final valuc of the source, before the
pulse rises and after the pulse falls. Must be a real number, will auto-
matically have units of volts or amperes (depending on source type).

3 TPualsed Value (V,A): Must be a real number, will automatically have
units of volts or amperes (depending on source type).

O Delay Time (s): Time at which pulse starts rising. Must be a non-
negative real number, will automatically have units ofseconds.

Q  Rise Time (s): Time required for pulse to rise from initial value to
pulsed value. Must be a positive real number, will automatically have
units of seconds. A zero rise time is not allowed, but it can be made
arbitrarily small.

O Fall Time (s): Time required for pulse to fall from pulsed value to ini-
tial value. Must be a positive real number, will automatically have
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units of seconds. A zero fall time is not allowed, but it can be made

arbitrarily small.

0 Pulse Width (s): Duration of pulse after rising and before falling.
Must be a positive real number, will automatically bave units of sec-

onds. A zero pulse width is not allowed, but it can be made arbitrarily
small.

1 Period (s): Time after which this pulse transient repeats. Must be a

non-negative real number, will automatically have units of seconds,

defaults to 9.E499. A non-periodic transient should have a value of 0
or 9.E499 for the period,as these values will have no effect.

 

PWL Transient

Upon selecting a transient of this type, the following transient parameter screen
appears:

 

PHL Transient
SPWL LIST: PRESS ENTER
PERIDD (S5): 5.£488   

 

   

 

{t1iiNSTE[PEINT WEK[FONT]WP

You should now enter or edit the parameter values. When you have finished,
press to return to the clement parameter screen, and the transient will be

converted to a user-defined function and saved automatically.

Here is a general diagram of 4 PWL transient, where Voc is the DC Value of the
source:

 

Here are specific descriptions of these parameters:

QO PWLList: Pairs of times and source values describing the piecewise-
linear transient. Times: must be non-negative real numbers, must

strictly (monotonically) increase with no duplications, will automati-

cally have units ofsecconds. Source values: must be real numbers, will
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automatically have units of volts or amperces (depending on source

type). The entry sequence ist timel valuel time2 value2 time3 value3

etc., with the timesand values alternating. There must be an even

number of arguments for a valid PWL list. If you specify a PWL tran-

sient for a source and enter a value for time zero in the PWL list, that
value will override the DC Value.

O Peried (s): Time after which this PWL transient repeats. Must be a

non-negative real number, will automatically have units of seconds,

defaults to 9.E499. A non-periodic transient should have a value of 0
or 9.E499 for the period, as these values will have no effect.

 

Function Transient

Uponselecting a transicnt ol this type, the following transicnt parameter screen
appears:

 

Function Transient
5> EUNCTION: ass ENTER
PERIDD (S): 5.E48Y

[3STRIPEINTVIEVJFONT ]UP ]

 

You should now enter or edit the parameter values. When you have finished,

press to return to the clement paramieter screen, and the transient will be
converted to a user-defined function and saved automatically.

Here are specific descriptions ofthese parameters:

T Function: An arbitraryalgebraic function describing the transient.
The function must be ol only one variable, which can be anything, as
the variable will automatically be converted to § to avoid conflict with

existing global variables in your HP 48SX. The function must be sur-
rounded bytic marks (') to indicate it is an algebraic.

 

NOTE: The trigonometric setting of your HP 48SX at the time
you run Spice48 will affect trigonometric function transients.

  
 

Q  Period (s): Time alter which this function transient repeats. Must be a

non-negative real number, will automatically have units of seconds,

defaults to 9.E499. A non-periodic transient should have a value of 0
or 9.E499 for the period, as these values will have no effect. If the

specified function is periodic (e.g., sin(x)), a period specified here will

be imposed upon that function.
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Chapter 5

Analysis Manager

The Analysis Manager is used to analyze the current circuit. (For more infor-
mation on how to select the current circuit, refer to “Selecting the Current
Circuit” in Chapter 3.)

This chapter covers:

Using the Analysis Manager
Preparing the Current Circuit
Analysis Parameter Entry Tips
Operating Point (OP) Analysis
Transfer Function (TF) Analysis
DC Sweep (DC) Analysis
AC Sweep (AC) Analysis
Transient Sweep (TR) AnalysisC

o
0
0
o
o
0
o

 

Using the Analysis Manager

To get to the Analysis Manager, follow these steps:

O Press to display all libraries available to your HP 48SX.

€@ Find and press to enter the Spice48 Pac library directory.

©  Press the first sofikey, , to start the Spiced48 Pac.

o At the Main menu, make sure the pointeris at “Analysis Manager” and
press ENIER:
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The Analysis Managerlists the five types of analysis that can be performed on
the current circuit. (For more information on how to select the current circuit,
refer to “Selecting the Current Circuit” in Chapter 3.) A form of analysisis se-
lected by moving the pointer to the desired item and pressing ENTER).

Items in the Analysis Manager

Each item in the Analysis Manageris briefly described below and is discussed
in detail in the various sections of this chapter.

 

Item Description
 

 

Operating Point Calculates DC or AC steady-state voltages and cur-

rents for the current circuit.

Transfer Function Calculates DC or AC transfer function at any two

nodes and input and output impedances for the cur-
rent circuit.

DC Sweep Calculates DC steady-state voltages and currents

for the currentcircuit for a series of values (sweep)
of an independent voltage or current source.

AC Sweep Calculates AC steady-state voltages and currents
for the current circuit for a linear, octave, or decade

series (sweep) of frequencies.

Transient Sweep Calculates the transient response of the current cir-
cuit based on DC or transient values ofsources and
optional initial conditions on circuit elements. 
 

Summary of Operations
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Screen Softkeys

Analysis [FONT]

Manager

Key Action

[=eTN] Toggles between the small and large fonts.

Returns to the Main menu.

Prompts for or to select items, and then
sends those items to an IR printer.

BN Prompis for or to select items, and then copies those items to the stack. The items are placed in a list

if was chosen.
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Moves up one level in the menu structure, returning to the
Main menu.

Displays the entire text of an item too wide to fit on the
screen, up to one entire screen size. If the item fits on the
screen, this key is non-functional.

] Quits the Spice48 Pac to the HP 485X stack.

B Moves down one level in the menu structure, entering the
analysis parameter screen.  ..

., Fev] Dumps the current screen to an IR printer.
 

 
For a complete summary of operations, refer to Appendix B, “Summary of
Operations.”

 

Preparing the Current Circuit

After you have selected a type of analysis, you will be presented with a screen
containing a number of parameters required to specify the chosen type of analy-
sis (the “analysis parameter screen™). Butfirst, if any of the following condi-
tions are true, there will be a delay while the circuit is prepared:

O This is the first analysis to take place on the current circuit.

{1 The current circuit has been packed since the last preparation.

J Elements have been added, deleted, or edited since the last preparation.

] Nodes have been added since the last preparation.

{1 The reference node has been changed since the last preparation.

The preparation delay will be short for small circuits with only a few nodes, but
may be several minutes for circuits with ten or more nodes.

Circuit preparation involves the following:

0 Unused nodes are deleted.

03 Extra nodes are added to track currents in voltage sources and induc-
tors. When viewing data with the Output Manager, you will be able to
see voltages at circuit nodes and currents at extra nodes.

@ Transients of independent sources are organized.
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Each node is checked for connections to at least two elements.

Matrices are created that describe the current circuit

Column vectors are created that describe the sources.

¢
0O

0
0O

TR analysis integration parameters are deleted because they have now
become obsolete. (For more information, refer below to “Transient
Sweep (TR).”)

All of the global variables created at this time are stored into the current circuit’s

subdirectory of the 'SPICE48D' directory. Later, if you run low on free
memory, you can pack the current circuit, which will remove these global vari-
ables. (For more information, refer to “Memory Requirements” in Chapter 1
and “Packing the Current Circuit” in Chapter 3.)

After the current circuit has been successfully prepared (or if it was already pre-
pared), you will be presented with the analysis parameter screen. The exact pa-
rameters for each ofthe various types of analysis are explained in detail in the
sections below.

 

Analysis Parameter Entry Tips

Here are some useful things to know about entering or editing analysis parame-
ters:

Q To enter or edit the value of a parameter, move the pointer to it and

press ENTER. After entering or editing the value of a parameter, press
to acceptthe new value and return to the analysis parameter

screen.

1 Once you have begun entering or editing a parameter value, to abort the

change, press to clear the command line (if necessary) and then

changing the parameter value.

O You only need to enter values for those parameters that initially dis-
play, “Press ENTER.” Other parameters (e.g., the frequency for an OP
analysis, the calculation speed for a TR analysis) will be given default
values (e.g., 0 and FAST, respectively) which you may modify if you
wish.

(O When you are entering a numeric value, make use of the softkeys to

append the desired exponent to the value (e.g., type 3 and then press
to enter the value .000003). More exponent softkeys can be

accessed by pressing [T
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1 Do not be surprised if a numeric value you enter for an analysis param-

eter changes between the moment you press ENTER to accept it and the

momentit is displayed on the analysis parameter screen. This auto-

matic adjustmentis necessary to guarantee that all analysis parameters

are valid. (For more information,refer belowto the appropriate sec-

tion.)

Q Itis possible that after specifying values for a series of related analysis
parameters (e.g., start, stop, and step for a DC analysis), you are not al-
lowed to change any of them because doing so would create inconsis-
tent values. If this happens, press IISZM to return to the Analysis

Manager and then press to immediately re-enter the analysis pa-
rameter screen. This will reset the analysis parametersto their default
values. (For more information, refer below to the appropriate section.)

O An OP analysis is faster than a DC or AC analysis if you only wantthe
steady-state solution for one value of a source. However, you are al-
lowed to sweep a source from X to X with a step of 0.

Selecting a Node during Parameter Entry

To specify a TF analysis, you must select both output (+) and output (-} nodes.
When you press to select the (+) or () node of the TF analysis, you will be
presented with a list of all of the nodes in the current circuit. To pick one of the

nodes, move the cursorto the desired node and press EN[E. (Instead of pressing

ENTER,, you can press to abort the operation, to return to the Main

menu, or to quit Spice48.) If you are changing the (+) or (=) node of the TF
analysis, the cursor will automatically be placed on the current node; otherwise,

the cursor will be placed on the first node in the list.

You are not allowed to add nodesto the current circuit at this time because the
circuit has been prepared. (For more information on adding nodes, refer to
Chapter 6, “Node Manager.”)

Selecting an Element during Parameter Entry

To specify a DC or AC analysis, you must select an independent source to

sweep. When you press to select the source to vary, you will be presented

with a list of all of the elements in the current circuit. To pick one of the ele-

ments, move the cursor to the desired element and press ENER. (Instead of press-

ing ENIEH], you can press MIVEME to abort the operation, to return to the
Main menu, or to quit Spice48.) You will only be allowed to select an

appropriate type of element (e.g., an independent voltage or current source). If

you are changing the independent source of the DC or AC analysis, the cursor
will automatically be placed on the current independent source; otherwise, the

cursor will be placed on the first elementin the list.
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You are not allowed to add elements to the current circuit at this time because

the circuit has been prepared. (For more information on adding elements,refer
to Chapter 4, “Element Manager.”)

Summary of Operations
 

 

 

 

 

()5
B

B  

Screen Softkeys

Analysis
Parameter

Key Action

Begins an analysis, using the specified analysis parameters.

Toggles between the small and large fonts.

MA LN Returns to the Main menu.

Prompts for or to select items, and then
sends those items to an IR printer.

B Prompts for or to select items, and then
copies those items to the stack. The items are placed in a list
if was chosen.

Moves up one level in the menu structure, returning to the
Analysis Manager.

Quits the Spice48 Pac to the HP 48SX stack. The element is
saved automatically.

Prompts for the value of the parameter currently selected by
the pointer.

Dumps the current screen to an IR printer.

Displays the entire text of an item too wide to fit on the

screen, up to one entire screen size. If the item fits on the

screen, this key is non-functional.
 

For a complete summary of operations, refer to Appendix B, “Summary of
Operations.”
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Operating Point (OP) Analysis

An OP analysis on the current circuit calculates the steady-state voltage at each
node and the steady-state current at each voltage source or inductor. DC values
are returned if the frequency is zero, or AC values if the frequency is non-zero.

Upon selecting an analysis ofthis type, the following analysis parameter screen
appears:

  

 

Operating Point
SFREQUENCY (HZ): 6
MEMORY: 477/15693.5     
  

   
RLILE RDRDT I     

You should now enter or edit the parameter values. When you have finished,
press to perform the actual calculation. The results of the calculation will
be displayed in the Output Manager Data View. (For more information,refer to
Chapter 9, “Output Manager.”)

Hereare specific descriptions of these parameters:

0 Frequency (Hz): Must be a non-negative real number, will automati-
cally have units of Hertz, defaults to 0. Calculated values will be DC
values if frequency is zero, AC values if non-zero.

(0 Memory: An estimate of the free memory required to perform the
analysis. You cannot modify this parameter. (For more information,
refer to “Memory Requirements” in Chapter 1.)

 

Transfer Function (TF) Analysis

A TF analysis on the current circuit calculates the input impedance “seen by”
the source, the output impedance between any two nodes (neither of which is re-
quired to be the reference node), and the gain from the input to the output. DC
values are returned if the frequencyis zero, or AC values if the frequency is
Non-Zero,

Upon selecting an analysis of this type, the following analysis parameter screen
appears:
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Transfer Function
3SOURCE: PRESS ENTER
DUTFUT NODE (+): PRESS ENTER
QUTPUT NIDE (): GROUND

QUENCY (H2): 0
FMRY 180715561

 

Lrnid7K[PRINT] ChLC[FONT]UP

You should now enter or edit the parameter values. When you have finished,
press to perform the actual calculation. The results of the calculation will
be displayed in the Output Manager Data View. (For more information,refer to
Chapter 9, “Output Manager.”)

Here are specific descriptions of these parameters:

O Source: Must be an independent voltage or current source. Selected

from the Element Manager. (For more information, refer above to
“Selecting an Element during Parameter Entry.”)

O Output Node (+): Selected from the Node Manager. (For more infor-
mation, refer above to “Selecting a Node during Parameter Entry.”)

O Output Node (-): Defaults to the reference node. Selected from the

Node Manager. The output (+) and output () nodes must be different.

0 Frequency (Hz): Must be a non-negative real number, will automati-
cally have units of Hertz, defaults to 0. Calculated values will be DC

values if frequency is zero, AC values if non-zero.

O Memory: An estimate of the free memory required to perform the
analysis. You cannot modify this parameter. (For more information,
refer to “Memory Requirements” in Chapter 1.)

 

DC Sweep (DC) Analysis

A DC analysis on the current circuit calculates the steady-state voltage at each
node and the steady-state current at each voltage source or inductor for a series
of values (a sweep) of an independent voltage or current source. The frequency
is always zero for a DC analysis, so DC values are returned.

Upon selecting an analysis of this type, the following analysis parameter screen
appears:
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You should now enter or edit the parameter values. When you have finished,
press to perform the actual calculation. The results of the calculation will
be displayed in the Output Manager Node View. (For more information, refer to
Chapter 9, “Output Manager.”)

Here are specific descriptions of these parameters:

O Source: Must be an independent valtage or current source. Selected
from the Element Manager. (For more information,refer aboveto
“Selecting an Element during Parameter Entry.”)

Q Start (V,A): Must be a real number, will automatically have units of
volts or amperes (depending on source type). The start value must not
be greater than the stop value.

[ Stop (V,A): Must be a real number, will automatically have units of

volts or amperes (depending on source type). The stop value must not
be less than the start value. The stop value will automatically be ad-
justed upward so that an integral numberofsteps occur between the
start and stop values.

O Step (V,A): Must be a non-negative real number, will automatically

bave units of volts or amperes (depending on source type). There must
be an integral number of steps between the start and stop values.

Q Memory: An estimate of the free memory required to perform the
analysis. You cannot modify this parameter. (For more information,
refer to “Memory Requirements” in Chapter 1.)

 

AC Sweep (AC) Analysis

An AC analysis on the current circuit calculates the steady-state voltage at cach
node and the steady-state current at each voltage source or inductor for a series
(a sweep) of frequencies. The frequency is never zero for an AC analysis,so
AC values are returned.

Upon selecting an analysis ofthis type,the following analysis parameter screen
appears:
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You should now enter or edit the parameter values. When you have finished,
press [BFYH® to perform the actual calculation. The resuits of the calculation will

be displayed in the Output Manager Node View. (For more information, refer to
Chapter 9, “Output Manager.”)

Here are specific descriptions of these parameters:

Q

26

Source: Must be an independent voltage or current source. Selected

from the Element Manager. (For more information, refer above to
“Selecting an Element during Parameter Entry.”)

Start (Hz): Must be a positive real number, will automatically have
units of Hz. The start value must not be greater than the stop value.

Stop (Hz): Must be a positive real number, will automatically have
units of Hz. The stop value must not be less than the start value.

No. Points: Must be a positive integer. For the DECADE and
OCTAVE output scales, this parameter represents the number ofpoints
per decade or octave; for the LINEAR output scale, this parameter
represents the roral number of points.

Output Scale: Selected from DECADE, LINEAR, and OCTAVE,de-

faults to DECADE. Decade and octave output scales will
automatically invoke semi-logarithmic plotting.

To change the output scale at the analysis parameter screen, move the

pointer to “Output Scale” and press ENIER. Then, at the next screen,
move the cursor to the desired output scale and press ENER. (Instead of

pressing ENTER, you can press to abort the operation, to re-
turn to the Main menu, or [E to quit Spice48.)

Memory: An estimate of the free memory required to perform the
analysis. You cannot modify this parameter. (For more information,
refer to “Memory Requirements” in Chapter 1.)
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Transient Sweep (TR) Analysis

A TR analysis on the current circuit calculates the transient response. You can
choose to have the initial values on the elements be those you specified during
element entry or be from a steady-state OP analysis of the current circuit.

Transient variations of sources specified during element parameter entry will
automatically be taken into account, with no limit on the number of sources with

transient variations. (For more information, refer to “Transient Sources” in
Chapter 4.)

Upon selecting an analysis ofthis type, one of two screens will appear, based on
onc of the following:

0 New TR Analysis: If this is the first TR analysis to be performed on
the currentcircuit, or if the current circuit has been re-prepared since
the last TR analysis, then integration parameters do not exist, and you
should continue below with “New TR Analysis.” (For more informa-
tion on circuit preparation, refer above to “Preparing the Current
Circuit.”)

Q0 Continuing TR Analysis: If a previous TR analysis has been per-
formed on the current circuit and the current circuit has not been re-
prepared, then integration parameters do exist, and you should skip be-
low to “Continuing TR Analysis.” (For more information on circuit
preparation, refer above to “Preparing the Current Circuit.”)

New TR Analysis

The following analysis parameter screen appears:

 

ransient Sweep
RT (S»: PRESS ENTER
F (S): PRESS ENTER
B (5): 000128

. STEP €52 000125
oF ok 16 ic
SPEED: FASY

MEMORY: 229/15604.5

[RECNEXETH(ATKTGT

  
      
    
  

You should now enter or edit the parameter values. When you have finished,
press to perform the actual calculation. The results of the calculation will
be displayed in the Output Manager Node View. (For more information, refer to
Chapter 9, “Output Manager.”)

Here are specific descriptions of these parameters:

O Save Start (s): Mustbe a non-negative real number, will automatically
have units of seconds. Thesave start value must not be greater than the
save stop value.
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Save Stop (s): Must be a non-negative real number, will automatically

have units of seconds. The save stop value must not be less than the

save start value. The save stop value will automatically be adjusted
upward so that an integral number of save steps occur between the save
start and save stop values.

Save Step (s): Must be a non-negative real number, will automatically

have units of seconds, defaults to the suggested calculation step. There
must be an integral number of save steps between the save start and
save stop values.

Cale Step (3): Must be a non-negative real number, will automatically
have units of seconds, defaults to a suggested value. There must be an
integral number ofcalculation steps per save step. The calculation step
value will automatically be adjusted downward so that an integral num-
ber of calculation steps occur every savestep.

Use OP or IC: Selected from OP and IC, defaults to IC. This parame-
ter represents the type of initial conditions to use at time zero of the TR
analysis. IfIC is selected,the initial values of the capacitors and induc-
tors will be used. If OP is selected,the initial values will be ignored
and an OP analysis with zero frequency will be performed, with the re-
sulting voltages and currents being used.

To change the initial conditions type at the analysis parameter screen,

move the pointer to “Use OP or IC” and press EBNER. Then, at the next
screen, move the cursorto the desired initial conditions type and press

ENTER. (Instead of pressing ENIER,, you can press BIVIZM to abort the oper-
ation, to return to the Main menu, or to quit Spiced8.)

Cale Speed: Sclected from FAST, COMPROMISE, and ACCURATE,
defaults to FAST. This parameter represents a tradeoff between accu-
racy and speed, with ACCURATE taking the most time but returning
the most accurate results. The extra delay required for COMPROMISE
or ACCURATE only occurs during the TR integration setup. (For
more information, refer to Appendix C, “Technical Information.”)

To change the calculation speed at the analysis parameter screen, move
the pointer to “Calc Speed” and press ENIER. Then, at the next screen,

move the cursorto the desired calculation speed and press ENIER.
(Instead of pressing , you can press to abort the operation,

to return to the Main menu, or to quit Spiced8.)

Memory: An estimate of the free memory required to perform the

analysis. You cannot modify this parameter. (For more information,

refer to “Memory Requirements”in Chapter 1.)
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Continuing TR Analysis

A TR analysis is quite complex and requires the preparation of a number of inte-

gration parameters and matrices i addition to the usual circuit preparation de-

scribed above in “Preparing the Current Circuit.” Also, you may be interested in

the transient response of the current circuit over an extended period oftime in-

volving possibly hundreds of time values, many more than might be calculated

at any one time due to insufficient free memory in your HP 48SX. (Users with

merged RAM cards are unlikely to encounter this situation.)

For these reasons, there is an automatic continuation feature to the TR analysis.

After you perform a TR analysis of the currentcircuit, if you later return to the
Analysis Manager and again select a TR analysis, the following screen appears:

 

Continue last TR
calculation with
advanced values?

  — 

 

Press to automatically continue the last TR analysis (described below),
press to display the analysis parameter screen with the current values of
the analysis parameters for editing (described above in “TR Analysis (New)”),

or press to abort the operation and return to the Analysis Manager.

An automatically continued TR analysis will advance the time values as demon-
strated in this example:

@ Analysis parameters for the very first TR analysis of the current circuit:

Begin: TR analysis begins at time 0 seconds.
Save Start: 4 seconds.
Save Stop: 10 seconds.
Save Step: 1 second.
Values: Returned for times 4, 5,6, 7, 8, 9, 10 seconds.c

o
o
o
o

@ Analysis parameters for an automatically continued TR analysis of the

current circuit:

Begin: TR analysis begins at time 10 seconds.
Save Start: 14 seconds (incremented bylength oflast TR analy-
sis).
Save Stop: 20 seconds (incremented by length of Iast TR
analysis).

Save Step: 1 second (remains unchanged).

Values: Returned for times 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 seconds.

>
0
0

O
O
O

® d so forth for all further continuations of this TR analysis.
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Chapter 6

Node Manager

The Node Manager is used to add, dclete, and edit nodes in the current circuit

and to set the reference node. (For more information on how to select the cur-

rent circuit, refer o “Selecting the Current Circuit” in Chapter 3.)

This chapter covers:

Using the Node Manager
Adding a Node
Deleting a Node
Editing a Node
Setting the Reference Node0

o
p
o
o
o

 

Using the Node Manager

To get to the Node Manager, followthese steps:

© Press [Q)[E#] to display all libraries available to your HP 48SX.

& Find and press to cnter the Spiced8 Paclibrary directory.

©  Press the first sofikey, SIENE®E , 10 start the Spiced8 Pac.

© Atthe Main menu, make sure the pointer is at “Node Manager” and press

Items in the Node Manager

The items listed in the Node Minager are the nodes in the current circuit. The
following list of nodes is from tutorial circuit BJTDC (For more information, re-
fer to Chapter 2, “Spiced8 Tutorial.”):
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[ Nodes: ]
-IIEE_

mcnu.Euus uumn

 

  
isooo6t€0VJREFER]]uP|

[f the current circuit has no nodes, the screen will display, “Press ADD.”

Summary of Operations
 

 

 

 

 

  

Screen Softkeys

Node NN I GO (EEED
Manager

Key Action

ADD Adds one or more newnodes to the current circuit.

Deletes the node currentlysclected by the cursor.

[HoIhs Edits the node currently selected by the cursor.

RISEH3 Sets the node currentlyselected by the cursor to be the refer-
ence node for the current circuit.

Moves up one level in the menustructure, returning to the
Main menu.

) Quits the Spiced8 Pac 1o the HP 488X stack.

Edits the node currently selected bythe cursor, or if no
nodes exist, adds one or more new nodces to the current cir-

cuit

[on]-Fe] Dumps the current screen to au IR printer.
 

For a complete summary of operations, refer to Appendix B, “Summary of
Operations.”
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Adding a Node

To add one or more newnodes, go to the Node Manager and press IEYSE.

You will be prompted for the name(s) of the node(s) to add:

 

FRG

{ HOME SPARCOM SPICEMED BJTDC }
Enter node name(s):
+ nodel mode2 .
( names

 

     SHIP]€HEL[UEL>INSo457k

Type in as many new node names as you wish (separated by spaces) and press

, or to abort the add operation, press [T to clear the command line (if nec-
essary), and then press ENIEY or ] to return to the Node Manager without

adding any new nodes.. (Formore information on how (o use the editing soft-
keys, refer to “Text Editing” in Chapter 1.)

 

Deleting a Node

To delete a node, go to the Node Manager, move the cursor to the desired node,
and press HBIEIME. You will be prompted to verily the delete operation by

pressing to confirm or MM or¥ to abort. It you confirm the delete
operation, the current circuit will be scarched for references to the node, and if
no references are found, the node will be deleted. [the node is referenced by

any elements in the current circuit, you will first have to cither delete those ele-

ments or else change the node references to some other node.

When you pack or analyze the current circuit, all unused nodes are automatically

deleted, so you do not necd to worry if you think you have added extra nodes to

the current circuit.

 

Editing a Node

To edit 4 node, go to the Noade Manager, move the cursor to the desired node,

and press [E¥IER. You will be prompted 10 edit the node name. Press ENTER (o

accept changes to the node name, or to abort the edit operation, press i to

clear the command line (if necessarv) and then press gor [ to returnto the

Node Manager without editing the node. (For more information on howto use
the editing softkeys, refer to “Text Editing”in Chapter 1.)
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Setting the Reference Node

The reference node is used by Spiced8 as the circuit ground for all calculations.

By default, the reference node is sel to the (-) node ofthe first element entered
into the current circuit. (Typically, the lirst element you enter will be an inde-

pendent source connccted to ground.) However, it maybe the case that this is

incorrect, and you should reset the reference node to the proper ground node.

To set the reference node, go to the Node Manager, move the cursor to the de-
sired node, and press RIFAFR. This will set the node currently selected by the

cursor to be the reference node, and that node will be indicated by the label
“(REFER)” in the Node Manager.
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Chapter 7

Graphics Manager

The Graphics Manager is used to create the schematic of the currentcircuit.
(For more information on how (o sclect the current circuit, refer to “Selecting
the Current Circuit” in Chapter 3.)

This chapter covers:

Using the Graphics Manager

Creating an Accurate Schematic
Coordinate Entry Tips
Setting Node Coordinates
Setting Element Coordinates and Orientations
Setting Wire Coordinates
Viewing and Printing the Schematic
Clearing All Graphicsg

o
o
o
o
o
a
p

 

Using the Graphics Manager

To get to the Graphics Manager, follow these steps:

0

2

O

9

Press (&)@ to display all libraries available 1o your HP 485X.

Find and press ST to cuter the Spiced8 Paclibrary directory.

Press the first softkey, BIENN®E , (o start the Spiccd8 Pac.

At the Main menu, make sure the pointer is at “Graphics Manager” and

press ENIEY):
 

   

 

[M5IN >STKPRINT |VIELUTFONT]UP ]
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The Graphics Mauager lists the various graphics functions necessary 1o create
the schematic of the current circuit. (For morceinformation on how1o select the

current circuit, refer to “Selecting the Current Circuit” in Chapter 3.) A function

is selected by moving the pointer to the desired item and pressing EWER.

ltems in the Graphics Manager

Each item in the Graphics Manager is bricfly described below and is discussed
in detail in the various sections ofthis chapter.

 

ftem Description
 

Set Node Coordinates Edils node coordinates.

Set Elmt Coordinates Edits clement coordinates or automatically genera-

Set Wire Coordinates Adds, deletes, and cdits wire coordinates or auto-

View Schematic Displays the schematic.

Print Schematic Prints the schematic.

Clear All Graphics Deletes all coordinates and the schematic.

tions them.

maticallv generates them.

  
Summary of Operations
 

 

 

 

 

 
Screen Softkeys

Graphics T STKIENPR I N TRV EWEEF ONT]
Manager

Key Action

FONT Toggles between the small and large lonts.

MEYEY Returns to the Main menu.

XN Prompts for BERIEE or IEXMME (osclect items, and then
sends those items to an IR priuter.

ERNIR Prompts for ICIEE or SEXNNME (o sclcct items, and then

copies those items to the stack. The items are placed in a list

if was chosen.

Moves up one level in the menu structure, returning to the Main menu.  
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AR Displays the entire text olan item 100 wide to fit on the
screcn, up to one entire screen size. It the itemfits on the
screen, this key is non-functional.

[raid| Quits the Spice48 Pac to the HP 43SX stack,

Moves down one level in the menu structure, entering the se-
fected function.

[on)—re) Dumpsthe current screen to an IR printer.

Fora complete summary of operations, refer to Appendix B, “Summaryof
Operations.”

 

Creating an Accurate Schematic

Here are some useful things to know about creating circuit schematics that will
belp you to create accurate schematics:

d

o

You must always specify all of the node coordinates. From the node
coordinates, SpicedS can automatically generate the locations of all the
circuit elements and creale wires to connect them where necessary, but
it cannot initially place the nodes.

Coordinates of nodes, elements, and wires (1) on an imaginary grid
with integer grid coordinates. Althoughthere is no restriction on the

coordinates you enter, it will be casiest to imagine and describe your
circuit if you start with ground (the reference node) at the origin (0,0)
and locate the remaining nodes from there. Both negative and positive
coordinates are allowed, so if you doplace the reference node at (0,0),
you arefree to place the remaining nodes in any direction. Horizontal-
ly, right is positive; vertically, up is positive.

Nodes should typically be spaced a single unit apart—e.g., (0,0, (1,0),
and (1,1) for a simple circuit. Each unit in the imaginary circuit
schematic grid corresponds to 20 pixels on your HP 48SX screen, so if
you place the nodes more than one unit apart, the schematic may end
up larger than the sereen. (For complex circuits, this may be unavoid-
able.) The smaller the schematic, theless (ree memory required to
create, view, and save it. Schematics larger than the screen will be
scrollable. -

3 In general, tollowthese steps to creale an accurate schematic:

@  Sctall of the node coordinates. (For more information, refer be-
low 1o “Setting Node Coordinates.™)
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® Automatically gencrate the element coordinates. (For more infor-

mation, refer belowto “Setting Element Coordinates and
Orientations.”)

@ For complex schematics—specilically, those with elements in par-
allel—the elements may overlap or need to be relocated or re-ori-
ented. View the schematic to check the automatically generated

element locations and oricntations. Make a note of the elements

requiring adjustment, and then exit the schematic viewand adjust
the coordinates and/or oricntations of thosc clements to clean up
the schematic.

@ Automatically generate the wire coordinates. (For more informa-

tion, refer below 1o “Setting Wire Coordinates.”)

® For some schematics, you may want diagonal wires, but automati-

cally generated wires will always be horizontal or vertical. If this

is the case, view the schematic to check the automatically gener-
ated wire locations. Make a note of the wires requiring adjustment
or removal, and then cxit the schematic view and add, delete, or

edit the wircesas required to optimize the schematic.

@® Viewor print the finished schematic. (For more information, refer
belowto “Viewing and Printing the Schematic.”)

 

Coordinate Entry Tips

Here are some useful things o know about entering and cditing coordinates of
nodes, elements, and wires:

0 To enter or edit the coordinates of a node, elcment, or wire, move the

cursor to it and press or ENIER. After entering or editing the coor-

dinates, press EHE] Lo accept the new coordinates and return to the ap-

propriate coordinales screcn.

1 Once vou bave begun entering or editing coordinates of a node,ele-

ment, or wire, to abort the change, press573 1o clear the commandline

(if necessary) and then press ENEY or (274 1o retumto the appropriate

coordinates screen without changing the coordinates,

  

 

 

Setting Node Coordinates

You must always specify all of the node coordinates.
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Upon selecting this function, the nodes inthe current circuit will appear, with

their coordinates. The following list of node coordinates is from tutorial circuit

BITDC (For more information, refer to Chapter 2, “Spice48 Tutorial.”):

 

[ Nodes! |
0.2 spusc IREEAT
ERSEERTTE]i2,EMITT]
WHMME4.2 COLLES.23 OUTFY    

  

  

 

tmiN]—[ewt] [CLERk]UP 
You should nowedit the node coordinates. To edit the coordinates of a node,

move the cursor to the desired node and press ENES or ERERA. You will be

prompted 10 enter or edil the node coordinates:

 

PRG
{ HOME SPARCOM SPICENED BJTDC }
Edit coordinates!   

   

Inf( integers

0 1+ 
Node coordinates consist of integer x and y locations in the imaginarycircuit

schematic grid. (For morc information on the grid, refer above to “Creating an

Accurate Schematic.”) When you have entered or edited the node coordinates,

press to accept the new coordinates and return to the node screen, or to

abort the operation, press {£4 to clear the command line (if necessary), and then

press or to return Lo the node screen without changing the node coordi-
nates, (For information onusing the editing sofikeys, refer to “Text Editing” in
Chapter 1.)

Press GIMZNR 1o delete all the current node coordinalces.

When you havefinished sctting the node coordinates, press to returnto

the Graphics Manager, MEXES (o return to the Main menu, or 74 to quit
Spice48.

Summary of Operations
 

 

Screen Softkeys

Node YN T

Coordinates   
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Key Action
 

Clears all ol the current node coordinates.=)
(g

l
D
Y
"

w
3

-
5

Prompts to enter or edit the coordinates of the node currently
selected by the cursor.

MR Returns to the Main menu.

Moves up one level in the menu structure, returning to the
Graphics Manager.

N Quits the Spiced8 Pac to the HP 485X stack.

Prompts to cnter or edit the coordinates of the node currently
selected by the cursor.

[on]-FE Dumps the current screento an [R prinier.     
For a complete summary of operations, refer to Appendix B, “Summary of

Operations.”

 

Setting Element Coordinates and Orientations

You may either manually enter the clement coordinates and oricntations or au-

tomatically gencrate them fromthe node coordinates. If you choosc to automat-
ically generate them, vou must first enter all of the node coordinates.

Upon selecting this function, the clements in the current circuit will appear, with
their coordinates and arientations. The following list of element coordinates and
orientations is from tutorial circuit BJTDC (For more information, refer to
Chapter 2, “Spicc48 Tutorial.”):

 

[ Elementst 1
L0.0,1 NUBOLILE

(5.2).1 kL
6.3.1 Venl]

RTINST

  
   

 

   

 

You should nowedit the clement coordinates and orientations. To edit the coor-

dinates or orientation of an element, move the cursor to the desired element and

press ENTER] or [ZRXMR. You will be prompted te enter or edit the element coordi-

nates and orientation:
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 PRG
|¢_KOME SPARCOM SPICE4BD BJTOC )
Edit coordinates 456
and orientation: 347
+ x y orient(1-8> 218

g1 1e
STTRKTTT

   

  

 

   

 

 

 

Element coordinates consist of integer x and y locations in the imaginary circuit
schematic grid. This locationis the location ofthe element (+) node. (For more
information on the grid, refer above to “Creating an Accurate Schematic.”)

Element orientations consist of an integer from 1 to 8 indicating the direction of

the element (<) node fromthe element (+) node,as indicated at the prompt.
(The + indicates the location of the element (+) node, while the surrounding in-
tegers indicate the direction of the (=) node from the (+) node.)

When you have entered or ediled the clement coordinates and orientation, press
to accept the new coordinates and orientation and return to the element

screen, or to abort the operation, press £ to clear the command line (if neces-

sary), and then press ENIEF or f&T 1o return to the clement screen without chang-

ing the element coordinates or oricntation. (For information on using the editing
softkeys, refer to “Text Editing” in Chapter 1.)

Press [XURN® to automatically generate all the clement coordinates and orienta-
tions from the node coordinates. This opcration will replace all current element
coordinates and oricntations.

Press MIMEEYS) to delete all the current element coordinates and orientations.

When you have (inished setting the clement coordinates and oricntations, press
to return to the Graphics Manager, QXY (o rctum to the Main menu, or

to quit Spiced8.

Summary of Operations
 

 

 

 

 

Screen Softkeys

Element NN s G GO EENEN EE
Coordinates

Key Action

LXVixe Automatically gencrates clement coordinates and orienta-

tions from the node coordinates.

[CLEAR Clears all of the current clement coordinates and orienta-
tions.    
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oIl Prompts to enter or edit the coordinates and orientation of
the element currently selected by the cursor.

MA LN Returns to the Main menu.

Moves up one level in the menu structure, returning to the

Graphics Manager.

Quits the Spiced8 Pac to the HP 48SX stack.

NIER Prompts to enter or edit the coordinates and orientation of
the element currently selected by the cursor.  fone Dumps the current screento an IR printer.  
 

For a complete summary of operations, refer to Appendix B, “Summary of

Operations.”

 

Setting Wire Coordinates

Wires are used to fix “loose” connections in a schematic, such as may happen
when multiple clements connect o the same node bui cannot directly touch that
node. (This is nearly always the case [or the reference node, which will connect

to many elements but only be spatially lacated nextto a single element.)

You may either manually enter wires or automatically generate them fromthe
node coordinates and element coordinates and orientations. If you choose to

automatically generate them, you must first enter a// of the node coordinates and

some or all of the element coordinates and orientations.

Upon selecting this function, the wires will appear. The following list of wires
is from tutorial circuit BITDC (For more information, refer to Chapter 2,

“Spice48 Tutorial.”):

 

l Wires: ]

(0.0) (6.0 FNTETWD]
W0y (3.0
1 (1,03 2.1) (3.13[ 4.3} (6.
5.1y 50162 6.0]

#0DGELEMT AUTH JCLERR]UP

   

   

  

 

 

 

You should nowadd, delete, or cdit the wires. To add a wire, press BEYSEE To

delete a wire, move the cursor to the desired wire and pressI To edit a
wire, move the cursor to the desired wire and press Eied or E5XMA. For adding
and editing, vou will be prompted toenter or edil the coordinates ofthe selected
wire:
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PRG
{ ROME SPARCOM SPICEYAD BJTDC }

Edit coordinates:
+ x1 yl x2 §2
¢ integers

BB 5 Be
TARKT(NEHDCS9T 

 

Wires consist of beginning and ending coordinates, each of which consist of in-
teger x and ylocations in the imaginary circuit schematic grid. (For more in-

formation on the grid, refer above to “Creating an Accurate Schematic.™) After
you enter or edit the two coordinales describing a wire, the coordinates may be
swapped to ensure that the Ieft-most coordinate is listed first. Also, for your
convenience, wires are automalically sorted by the lelt-most x location when
listed at the wire screen.

When you have entered or edited the wire coordinates, press to accept the
new coordinaies and returnto the wire screen, or to abort the operation, press

to clear the command line (if necessary), and then press or o re-
turn to the wire screen without changing the wire coordinates. (For information
on using the editing softkeys, refer to “Text Editing” in Chapter 1.)

Press EXVEN® to automatically generate all the wire coordinates. from the node co-
ordinates and clement coordinates and orientations. This operation will replace
all current wire coordinates.

Press [GIMEIXE] to delcte all the current wire coordinales.

When you have finished setting the wire coordinates, press to return to
the Graphics Manager or [i7¥] 10 quit Spice48.

Summary of Operations
 

 

 

 

Screen Softkeys

Wire L_ADD Eorwi
Coordinates

Key Action
 

Prompts to enter the coordinates of a new wire and addsit.

AUT O}Automatically gencrates wire coordinates from the node

coordinates and element coordinates and orientations.

CLEAR Clears all of the current wire coordinates.    Deletes the wire currently seiected by the cursor.
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EDIT Prompts tocdit the coordinates ofthe wire currently selected
bythe cursor.

Moves up one level in the menu structure,returning to the
Graphics Manager.

0 Quits the Spiced8 Pac to the HP 48SX stack.

EvEY Prompts to edit the coordinates of the wire currentlyselected

by the cursor, or if no wires exist, prompts to enter the coor-
dinates of 4 newwire and adds it.

Dumps the current screen to an IR printer.

 

    
For a complete summary of operations, refer to Appendix B, “Summary of
Operations.”

 

Viewing and Printing the Schematic

These functions allow you to view and print the schematic for the current ¢ir-
cuit,

Viewing the Schematic

Upan selecting this function, the schematic for the current circuit will be created
or updated (if necessary) and displayced.

You will see the schematic as it is being built on the screen. When the
schematic is completed, it will be saved and then re-displayed for viewing. If

the schematic is larger than the screen, it will be automatically centered on the
screen, and the cursor keys will be activated for scrolling. The following
schematic is from tutorial circuit BJTDC (For more information, refer to
Chapter 2, “Spice48 Tutorial.™):

[ZAEEN

 

 

When you have finished viewing the schematic, press Exiéd or {#i§] o return to
the Graphics Manager.
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Printing the Schematic

Upon sclecting this function, the schematic for the current circuit will be created

or updated (if necessary) and you will be prompted to ready the printer:

 

Ready printer.

K [    
When you have turned on your IR printer and aligned your HP 485X withit,

press IS, or to abort the operation, press EXEXIREE or (274 to return to the

Graphics Manager without printing the schematic.

Oversize schematics will automatically be printed in multiple sections by your

IR printer.

Updating a Schematic

If an existing schematic is out-of-date because you have changed any of the

node, element, or wire coordinates since it was last created or updated, before it

will be displayed or printed, you will be prompted if you wish to update it:

 

Update schematic
first?

  VES KTle 

Press IREEEM 10 update the schematic and then view or print it, press to

view or print the old version ofthe schematic, or press [€7to abort the opera-

tion and retum to the Graphics Manager.

 

Clearing All Graphics

This function allows you to delete a// graphics informationfor the currentcir-
cuit, including node, clement, and wire coordinales, and the stored schematic.

Thisis different from packing a circuit in that packing a circuit will only delete

the stored schematic, nos the coordinates. (For more information on packing,

refer to “Packing the Current Circuit” in Chapter 3.) This function is useful

primarily if you necd to free memory in your HP 48SX without removing entire

circuits. (For morc information, refer to “Mcmory Requirements” in Chapter 1.)
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Chapter 8

Data File Manager

The Data File Manageris used to load stored data files, delete unwanted data

files, or transfer data files to and from a PC, Macintosh, or other computer.

This chapter covers:

Using the Data File Manager
Loading a Data Filc
Deleting a Data File
Traunsferring a Data Filec

c
o
c

 

Using the Data File Manager

To get to the Data Filc Manager, lollow these steps:

© Press (&7 1o display all libraries available to your HP 48SX.

® Find and press EY2NE®E to cnicr the Spiced8 Paclibrary directory.

©  Press the first sofikey, SENN®E to start the Spiced§ Pac.

O Atthe Main menu, make sure the pointer is at “Data Filc Manager” and
press ENIER.

Items in the Data File Manager

The itemslisted in the Data File Manager are the data files currentlystored in
the 'fileS' subdirectoryofthe 'SPICE48D"directoryof your HP 48SX. Data files
that were archived Lo a computer and then deleted will not be shown. The fol-
lowing screcn includes wiorial data files (For more information, refer to Chapter
2, “Spiced8 Tutorial.”):
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After further use of the Spiccd8 Pac, the Data File Manager will also include
vour data files, or il you have no data liles stored, the screen will display, “Press

ADD.”

At the top of the screen is indicated the [ree memoryin your HP 48SX, and next

to each data file is indicated the amount of free memory it currently occupies in

the 'fileS" directory.

Summary of Operations
 

 

 

 

 

 

Screen Softkeys

Data File M I
Manager

Key Action

Deletesthe data file currently sclected by the pointer.

Toggles between the small and large fonts.

YRRy Returns to the Main menu.

Transfers a data file to or from a computer.

Moves up one level in the menustructure, returning to the
Main menu.

[T Quits the SpicedS Pac to the HP 485X stack.

£y Loads the data lile currently sclected bythe pointer for

il gl

@5  vicwing in the Output Manager.

Displays the entire text ofan item too wide to fit on the
screen, up to one entire screen size. [f the item [its on the

screen, this key is non-lunctional.

Dumps the current screen to an IR printer.   
For a complete summary of operations, refer to Appendix B, “Summary of
Operations.”
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Loading a Data File

To load a stored data file for viewing, go to the Data File Manager, move the
pointer to the desired data (ilc, and press ENiEY. This loads in the selected data
file and activates the Output Manager. (For more information, refer to Chapter
9, “Output Manager.”)

 

Deleting a Data File

To delete a data file, go to the Data File Manager, move the pointer to the de-

sired data file, and press You will be prompted to verifythe delete op-

eration by pressing BRZEEE to confinm or MRIEM or (7 1o abort. If you confirm
the delete operation, that data file will be deleted.

 

Transferring a Data File

A data file can be transferred either to or from a PC, Macintosh, or other com-

puter with Kermit software and an HP 48SX cable.

Transferring a Data File to a Computer

To download a data file to a computer, go to the Data File Manager, move the
pointer to the desired data lile, and press EGEER,.

 

Transfer to or
from PC?

  FROM
 

At this prompt, press INEOR:

 

Place PC in Kermit
server mode in

desired directory.

 CETHI   
Now, you musl prepare your computerto receive a file with Kermit protocol.

Fora PC,this involves running MS-KERMIT For a Macintosh,this involves
running a terininal emulator supporting Kermit or running the public domain
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version of Kermit. For other computers, this involves running some public do-

main version of Kermit. In any case, you must set the transfer directory on the

computerto the directory to which you want the data file transferred. Then, you

must either prepare the computer to receive a single file or place the computer in
Kermit server mode. When you have done this, press to download the

data file. To abort the transfer, press or [F). After the transfer has

completed, you may cancel Kermit server mode on your computer and quit the
Kermit program.

If you successfully download a data lile to your computer (rom your HP 48SX,
it will be stored into an ASCII text file in the transfer directory, The data file
will remain on your HP 488X, and ifyou bave transferred the data file for

archival purposes, you can now safely delete it by pressing BSISME. (For more

information on deleting a datafile, refer above to “Deleting a Data File.”)

Transferring a Data File from a Computer

To upload a data file from a computer, go to the Data File Manager, press
EXAF3), and press FEIOIM  You will be prompted to enter the name of the data file
you wish to downioad from the computer:

PRG
{ HOME SPRRCOM SPICEMBD FILES }

Enter file name:   
   
  

+ name

4
53

    

 

Press when you have finished typing the name:

 

Place PC in Kermit
seryver mode in

desired directory.

  N LAl
 

Now, you must prepare your compuler to be a Kermit server. For a PC, this in-
volves running MS-KERMIT. This invalves running a public domain version of
Kermit. You must set the transfer directory on the computer to the directory in
which the circuit you want resides. Then, place the computer in Kermit server
mode. When you have doncthis, press IO (o upload the data file. To abort

the transfer, press EXSOERE or 27, Alier the transfer has completed, you may
cancel Kennit server mode on vour computer and quit the Kermit program.

If you successlully upload a data lile 1o vour HP 488X (rom your computer,it
will be stored in the 'lileS' subdirectory ofthe 'SPICE4SD’dircctoryand listed in
the Data File Manager.
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Chapter 9

Output Manager

The Output Manageris used to view, plot, and save analysis data. The Output
Manager does not appear in the Main menu, butis called when an analysis com-
pletes or when you load a stored data file.

This chapter covers:

Using the Output Manager
Understanding Data Slices
Output Manager Views
Data View
Node View
Source Value View
Frequency View
Time View
Node Plots
Value Plots
Display Formso

o
o
p
o
o
o
c
d
o
o
o

 

Using the Output Manager

To get.to the Output Manager, [ollow thesc steps:

O Press [|][E#] (0 display all libraries available to your HP 48SX.

& Find and press STEMNOR 0 enter the Spiced8 Paclibrary directory.

©  Press the first soltkey, SENN$F | o start the Spiced8 Pac.

o The Qutput Manager cannot be accessed without data to view. To get data,

you must do one of the following:

O Perform an analysis ol the current circuit. To do this, make sure the

pointeris at “Analysis Manager” and press ENiE. Then, movethe

pointer to the desired analysis type and press EREZ. Then, specify the
analysis paramelers and press @YW 1o perform the calculation. The
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resulting analysis data will be displayed by the Output Managerin an

appropriate view. (For more information, refer to Chapter 5, “Analysis

Manager.”)

] Load a stored data [ile for viewing. To do this, make sure the pointer is

at “Data File Manager” and press ENIES. Then, move the pointer to the
desired data file and press ENIER. The sclected analysis data will be
displayed by the Output Manager in an appropriate view. (For more
information, refer to Chapter 8, “Data File Manager.”)

 

Understanding Data Slices

In general, analysis data created by Spiced8 takes the form of a matrix, where

the row(s) of the matrix correspond to circuit nodes (lor voltages) and extra

nodes (for currents) and the column(s) of the matrix correspond to frequencies
(for OP or AC analyses), source values (for DC analyscs), or times (for TR anal-
yses). An OP analysis always has exactly one column, corresponding to a single

frequency, but DC, AC, and TR analyses may have any number of columns, de-
pending on the analysis parameters. (TF analysis data is a special case, and al-
ways consists of the same number of values, regardless of circuit size.
Therefore, this section is not applicable to TF analysis data.)

The data matrix can be visualized as [ollows, where N s the number of

columns in the matrix (i.e., the number offrequencies, source values, or times):

freq, sre, time —

Circuit Nodes Vi —  Vy

| ! 4

Extra Nodes I - Iy

! | |

A data slice is anysingle row or column extracted {rom this matrix and viewed
in the Data View

The Node Viewdisplays the rowlabels ofthis matrix. the outpur nodes. The

output nodes consist ol “V(node)” lor cach circuit node (representing the
voltage at that circuit node) and “I(node)” for cach extra node (representing the

current at that extra node). At the Node View, you can select one of these

output nodes and press to extract the corresponding row fromthis matrix

and view it in the Data View. This is called a node slice, and the values
displayed in the Data View will consist of the variationofthe selected output

node as a function of [requency, source value, or time.
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The Frequency, Source Value, and Time Views are all similar in that they dis-
playthe columnlabels ofthis matrix, the frequencics, source values, or times,as
appropriate. Atany ol these views, you can select a [requency, source value, or

time, and press ENIER] to extract the corresponding column from this matrix and

view it in the Data View. This is called a frequency slice or a source value siice

or a time slice, as appropriate, and the values displayed in the Data View will

consist of the voltages (for all circuit nodes) and currents (for all extra nodes)
for the selected frequency, source value, or time.

 

Output Manager Views

As indicated above, there are many possible ways to view analysis data in
Spice48. The Output Manager always defaults to a view appropriate to the type
of analysis data you create or load. In more detail, the dilTerent views are:

(3 Data View: Displays a data slice of node voliages and/or currents.

Usedfor all types of analysis data. Default view for OP and TF analy-
sis data.

3 Node View: Displays the output nodes. Used for DC, AC, and TR

data. Default view for DC, AC, and TR analysis data. Pressing
displays a node slice in the Data Vicw.

@ Source Value View: Displays values of the swept source. Used only

for DC analysis data. Pressing ENIEY displays a source value slice in the
Data View

L Frequency View: Displays swept [requencies. Used only for AC

analysis data. Pressing ENER displays a frequency slice in the Data
View.

& Time View: Displays times at which analysis data was saved. Used

only for TR analysis data. Pressing ENER| displays a time slice in the
Data View.

 

Data View

The Data View displays a data slice of node voltages and/or currents. It is the
only view for OP and TF analysis data, bul is one ofseveral possible views for
DC, AC, and TR analysis data.

To access the Data View from the Node View, Source Value View, Frequency
View, or Time View (for DC, AC, or TR analysis data, as appropriate), move
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the cursorto the desired output node, source value, frequency, or time and press

EWEY. To return from the Data View to the previous view, press (For
more information, refer below to the appropriate section.)

Understanding the Data View

Thetitle and row labels displaycd in the Data View depend on the type of analy-
sis data and on which data slice you are viewing:

Qa

124

OP Analysis Data: Always a {requency slice, so title is

“OP: Freq=77", indicaling the frequency corresponding to the displayed
data. Row labels are output nodes. The following screenis from tuto-
rial data file 'BJTDC.OP' (For nore information, refer to Chapter 2,
“Spiced8 Tutorial.”):

Frequency Slice

¥(C
YOOUTEUT
lmm- PLOT 0ISPJPREC]UR

 

TF Analysis Data: Slice is not applicable. Row labels are specific to

TF analysis data. The following screen is from a TF analysis ontuto-
rial circuit RC (For more information, refer to Chapter 2, “Spice48
Tutorial.”):

 

TF= Results

    

  
  

DE €=): 0§
¥ CH2): 0.1580

: (0.5008,~0.5000)
T IMPEDANCE (Q)7 (1.0060.-1...

QUTPUT IMPEDANCE (R): (0.5005,~h.

[MeINSAYE PLOT tisP[PREC]up
   

    
DC Analysis Data: Either a node slice (chosen from Node View), in
which case title is “DC: Node 7?7, indicating the output node corre-
sponding to the displaycd data, or a source value slice (chosen from

Source Value View), in which case title is “DC: Source=??", indicating

the source value corresponding to the displayed data. Rowlabels are

cither source values for a node slice, or output nodes for a source value
slice. The following screens are from tutorial data file '‘BJTDC.DC'
(For morce information, refer to Chapter 2, “Spice48 Tutorial.™):
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Source Value Slice

62183355006
LB42B543563
0.847R543563

 

0 AC Analysis Data: Either a node slice (chosen from Node View), in
which casetitle is “AC: Node ??”, indicating the output node corre-
sponding to the displayed data, or a frequency slice (chosen from
Frequency View), in which case title is “AC: Freq=??", indicating the
frequency corresponding to the displayed data. Row labels are either
frequencics for a node slice, or output nodes for a frequency slice. The
following screens are from tutorial data file 'RC.AC' (For more infor-
mation, refer to Chapter 2, “Spice48 Tutorial.™):

Naode Slice:

 

   

 

   

 

   

   

~
0
4

0.0158: -0.0431
0.0883: -0.1350
0.0503: -0.4132
0.08%%: -11818
0.1580: ~3.008
¢.2887: -5.1868
0.5028: -18.4052
ARl 18127
GBT GO KRRT

 

O TR Analysis Data: Either a nodc slice (chosen from Node View), in
which case title is “TR: Node ??”, indicaling the output node corre-
sponding to the displayed data, or a time slice (chosen {rom Time
View), in which casc title is “TR: Time=??", indicating the time corre-
sponding to the displayed data. Row labels are either times for a node
slice, or output nodesfor a time slice. The following screens are from
tutorial data file 'RC.TR' (For more information, refcr to Chapter 2,
“Spice48 Tutorial.”):

Time Slice:

(MAIN]SRVE] PLOT 0isP PRECT UP
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Using the Data View

The Data Viewprovides a convenicnt way (o manipulate analysis data in the
form of a single data slice. You can vicwthe data slice in various display forms
plot the data slice, or save the data slice to your HP 485X for later use. (Forin-
formation about display forms, refer below to “Display Forms.”)

>

Plotting the Data Slice

To plot the data slice displayed in the Data View, press GIWexi.

There are two different types ofplots accessible from the Data View—node
plots and value plots—but the choice will be made automatically by Spiced8,
depending on which data slice you are viewing:

QO  Anode plot will occur il you are viewing a source value slice, a fre-
quencyslice, or a time slice.

QA value plot will occur if vou are viewing a node slice.

(For more information onslices, refer above 1o “Understanding Data Slices,” for
more information on node plots, refer below to “Node Plots,” and for more in-
formation on value plots, refer belowto “Value Plots.”)

Saving the Data Slice

To save the data slice displayed in the Data View, press SEWIE. You will be
prompted to edit the default file name:

 

FRG
{ HOME SPSRCOM SPICEYED EILES }
Edit file name:
 

? name

DEFAULT. NAME+
13 SRRKM(0IO3T  

  

    

When you have finished, press Eies] to accept the name and save the data slice,
or to abort saving the data slice, press (#34 to clear the command line (if neces-
sary) and then press ENEY or 574 (o return to the Data View without saving the
data slice. (For more information on using the editing softkeys, refer to “Text
Editing” in Chapter 1.) The data slice will be stored into the file vou specify in
the 'fileS" subdircctory ofthe 'SPICE4SD'dircctory  (For more information, re-
fer to Chapter 8, “Data File Manager.”)

Exiting the Data View

 

To exit the Data View, press IVZE o return to the previous view or manager,
WENN 0 return to the Main menu, or 53 to quit Spiced.   
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If you accessed the Data Viewfrom the Node View, Source Value View,
Frequency View, or Time View, pressing ISEM will return to that view,

If you accessed the Data Viewas a result ofloading a data file, pressing
will return to the Data File Manager; if as a result of performing an OP or TF
analysis, pressing BVI will returnto the Analysis Manager.

Summary of Operations
 

 

 

 

 

 

Screen Softkeys

Data View MA| NSAVEREPLOTIEND |SPEEEPREC
IMA STKIEPRINTEE MEM JFONT

Key Action

BIESE Prompts for the displaytype.

eI Toggles between the small and large fonts.

| Returns to the Main menu.

MEM Displays the size of the displayced data slice and the available

free memory

PLOT Plots the displayed data slice in a node plot or value plot.

PREC Prompts {or the display precision.

NS Prompts for MeIN=M or to select items, and then
sends those items to an IR printer.

SAVE Saves the displayed data slice.

Prompts for or I-XMWN (o select items, and then
copies those items to the stack. The items are placed ina list
it was chosen.

Moves up onc level in the menu structure, returning to the
previous View or manager.

i Quits the Spiced8 Pac to the HP 488X stack.

NIER] Displays the title, the label, and the value, all expanded to

one screen.

(=]-st Displays the entire text ofan item 1oo wide to fit on the

screen, up to one entire screen size. Ifthe item fits on the

screen, this keyis non-functional.   
For a complete summary ofoperations, refer to Appendix B, “Summary of
Operations.”
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Node View

The Node View displays the output nodes, whichconsist of “V(node)” for each
circuit node (representing the voltage at that circuit node) and “I(node)” for each
extra node (representing the current at that extra node). It is the default view for
DC, AC, and TR analysis data, and cannot be accessed for OP or TF analysis
data. The following screen is from tutorial data file 'BITDC.DC' (For more in-
formation, refer to Chapter 2, “Spice48 Tutorial.”):

DC: Nodes
LLITEN -mmn

'.'anLLELTl] '.'lflllTPlllt
HKVEES WUAMTR) u%un;

TRGTTREIETCTTNT

 

    

   

  

 

 

Using the Node View

Recall that a nodeslice contains the voltages (for a circuit node) or currents (for
an extra node) as a function of frequency, source value, or time, as appropriate
to the analysis type. (For more information, refer above to “Understanding Data
Slices.”)

The Node View provides a convenient wayto manipulate DC, AC, and TR
analysis data in the form of node slices. You can view nodeslices (by switching
to the Data View), plot node slices, or save node slices to your HP 488X for
later use. You can mark multiple output nodes to create overlay plots or to save
subsets of the analysis data. You can also change display forms. (For informa-
tion about displayforms, refer below to “Display Forms.”)

Marking Nodes

To mark an output node, move the cursorto the desired ur~arked output node
and press WEXEIA. A triangular tag will be added to the output node. Marked
output nodes will be used by EINeN, B3, and as follows:

 

O meRi will overlay node slices for all marked output nodes. (If no out-
put nodes arc marked, GIMONA plots only onc node slice.)

3 8IS will extract and save node slices for all marked output nodes. (If
no output nodes are marked, BYNIE saves all nodeslices.)

1 EYEYE will estimate data file size based on nodeslices for all marked
output nodes. (If no output nodes are marked, IYISYM bases estimate

on all node slices.)
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The MEXTS softkey is actually a toggle, so to unmark an output node, move the

cursorto the desired inarked output node and press MEXEIN. The triangular tag
will be rerhoved {rom the output node.

Viewing a Node Slice

To view a nodeslice, move the cursorto the desired output node and press ENTE.
This will display the nodc slice in the Data View. When you have finished
viewing the node slice, press 1o return to the Node View. Only one node
slice can be viewed at a time, so marked output nodes are ignored—the output
node currently selected by the cursoris the one that is viewed. (For more infor-
mation, refer above to “Data View.”)

Note: Node slices displayed in the Data View will include only marked frequen-
cies, source values, or times, unless none arc marked, in which case all will be
included. (For more information, refer below 1o “Frequency View,” “Source
Value View,” or “Time View ™)

Plotting Node Slice(s)

To plot multiple node slices,first mark the desired output nodes and then press
[EWeN. This will create a valuc plot ofthe marked node slices. To plot a single
node slice, make sure cither no output nodes are marked or only the desired out-
put node is marked and press GIMORL This will create a value plot ofthe desired
node slice. (For more information, refer below to “Value Plots.”)

Note: Plotted node slices will include only marked {requencics, source values, or
times,unless none are marked, in which case all will be included. (For more in-
formation, refer below to “Frequency View,” “Source Value View,” or “Time
View.”)

Saving Node Slice(s)

To save all nodeslices, make sure either no outpul nodes are marked or all out-
put nodes are marked, or 1o save only some of the node slices, mark the desired
output nodes. When youhave finished, press BEWIE. You will be prompted to
edit the default file name. When vou havefinished, press ENIE] to acceptthe
name and save the node slice(s), or 1o abort saving the node slice(s), press [fT]
to clear the command line (if necessary) and then press ENE or [K7 10 return to
the Node View without saving the node slice(s). (For more information on us-
ing the editing softkeys, refer 10 “Text Editing” in Chapter 1) The node slice(s)
will be stored in the file you specily in the fileS' subdirectory of the 'SPICE48D’
directory. (For more information, refer to Chapter 8, “Data File Manager.”)

Note: Saved node slices will include only marked frequencies, source values, or
times, unless none are marked, in which case all will be included. (For more in-
formation, refer belowto “Frequency View,” “Source Value View,” or “Time
View.”)
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Exiting the Node View
A

To exit the Node View, press IIVZEE (0 returnto the previous manager, YEYEY to

return to the Main menu, or £to quit Spicedd

If you accessed the Node Viewas a result ofloading a data file, pressing

will return to the Data File Manager, or if you accessed the Node Viewas a re-
sult of performing a DC, AC, or TR analysis, pressing IVZE will return to the

Analysis Manager.

Summary of Operations
 

 

 

 

 

 

Screen Softkeys

Node View MENEY RIS NenIs  ekEE
| NEEEESAVEREES MEM SPEEEPRE

Key Action

Softkey is cither B:I€, GERIEW, or IS, and switches to ei-
ther the Source Value View,the Frequency View, or the
Time View,as appropriate.

Ol SP Prompts for the display type.

T Returns to the Main menu.

MARK Toggles output node currently selected by the cursor be-

tween marked and unmarked states.

E. Displays the size of the marked node slice(s) and the avail-
able free memory

NODE Does nothing because the Node View is currently displayed.

PLOT Plots one or more node slices in a value plot.

PREC] Prompts for the display precision.

B3 Saves one or more node slices.

Moves up one Ievel in the menustructure, returning to the

previous managcer.

i Quits the SpicedS Pac to the HP 48SX stack.

ENTER Switches to the Data View and displays the nede slice of the
outpul node currently selected bythe cursor.

[on)-Ey) Dumps the current sereen to an IR printer.   
For a complete summary of operations, refer to Appendix B, “Summary of

Operations.”
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Source Value View

The Source Value Viewdisplays the values of the swept source. It can be ac-
cessed only for DC analysis data. The {olowing screen is from tutorial data file

'‘BITDC.DC' (For more information, refer to Chapter 2, “Spiced® Tutorial.”):

 

| DC: VYBE VYalues B

RG
AN
-

 

 
825 it

  

 

 

[MAIN[MAEK] PLOY[NOGESkCeUP

Using the Source Value View

Recall that a source value slice cantaing the voltages (for all circuit nodes) and
currents (for all extra nodes) for the selected source value. (For more informa-
tion, refer above to “Understanding Data Slices.”)

The Source Value View provides a convenient way to manipulate DC analysis

data in the formof source value slices. You can viewsource value slices (by
switching to the Data View), plot source valuc slices, or save source value slices
to your HP 48SX for later use. You can mark multiple source values to create
overlay plots or to save subscts of the analysis data. Youcan also change dis-
play forms. (For information about display forms, refer below to “Display
Forms.”)

Marking Source Values

 

To mark a source value, move the cursor to the desired unmarked source value
and press MEYES. A triangular tag will be added to the source value. Marked
source values will be used by EIMeNE, S¥WE and as [ollows:

(] [EWeNE will overlay source value slices for all marked source values. (If
no source values are marked, NORE plots onlyone source valueslice.)

O BENR will extract and save source value slices for all marked source
values. (If no source values are marked, BEWIE saves all source value
slices.)

0 SR will estimate data [ile size based on source value slices for all
marked source values. (Ino source values are marked, BRI bases
estimate onall source value slices.)

The MEXEIR softkey is actually a toggle, so to unmark a source value, move the
cursorto the desired marked source value and press DEXETS. The triangular tag
will be removed from the source value.
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Viewing a Source Value Slice

To view a source value slice, move the cursor 10 the desired source value and

press ENEY. This will display the source value slice in the Data View. When

you have finished viewing the sourcc value slice, press to return to the

Source Value View. Only one source value slice can be viewed at a time, so

marked source values are ignored—thc source value currently selected by the

cursor is the one that is viewed. (For more information, refer above to “Data
View.”)

Note: Source value slices displayed in the Data Viewwill include only marked

output nodes, unless no output nodes arc marked, in which case all output nodes
will be included. (For more information, refer above to “Node View.”)

Plotting Source Value Slice(s)

To plot multiple source value slices, first mark the desired source values and
then press [@MeRE. This will create a node plot of the marked source value slices.
To plot a single source value slice, make sure cither no source values are marked

or only the desired source valuc is marked and press ENI. This will create a
node plot of the desired source value slice. (For more information, refer below
to “Node Plots.”)

Note: Plotted source value slices will include only marked output nodes, unless

no output nodes are marked, in which case all output nodes will be included.

(For more information, refer above 1o “Node View.”)

Saving Source Value Slice(s)

To save all source value slices, make sure either no source values are marked or
all source values are marked, or 10 save only same of the source value slices,

mark the desired source values. When you havefinished, press SEWE. You
will be prompted to cdit the default file name. When you have finished, press

to accept the name and save the source value slice(s), or to abort saving the

source value slice(s), press &3 1oclear the command line (if nccessary) and

then press or to return to the Source Value View without saving the

source value slice(s). (For more information on using the editing softkeys, refer
to “Text Editing” in Chapter 1) The source value slice(s) will be stored into the

file you speeifyin the 'lileS' subdircctory ofthe ‘SPICE48D" directory. (For
more information, refer to Chapter 8, “Data File Manager.”)

Note: Saved source value shices will include only miarked output nodes, unless
no output nodes are marked, in which case all output nodes will be included.
(For more information,refer above 1o *Node View.”)
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Exiting the Source Value View

To exit the Source Value View, press to retumto the previous manager,

WYY to return to the Main menu, or to quit Spice48.

If you accessed the Source Value View as a result of loading a data file, pressing
will retumnto the Data File Manager, or if you accessed the Source Value

View as a result of performing a DC analysis, pressing will return to the

Analysis Manager.

Summary of Operations
 

Screen Softkeys
 

Source Value VA | NIEEEMARK| IPLOTEEENODENEE SRC UP

 

 

View YN S DINGE [CEES

Key Action
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Prompts for the display type.

Returns 1o the Main menu.

Toggles source value currently sclected by the cursor be-

tween marked and unmarked states.

Displays the size of the marked source valuc slice(s) and the
available free memory

Switches to the Node View.

Plots one or more source value slices in a node plot.

Prompts for the display precision.

Saves one or more source value slices.

Does nothing because the Source Value View is currently
displayed.

Moves up one level in the menustructure, returning to the
previous manager.

Quits the Spiced8 Pac to the HP 488X stack.

Switches to the Data Viewand displays the source value

slice ofthe source value currently selected by the cursor.  Dumps the current screen to an IR printer.
 

For a complete summaryof operations, refer 1o Appendix B, “Summary of
Operations.”
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Frequency View

The Frequency View displays the swept frequencies. It can be accessed only for
AC analysis data. The following screen is from tutorial data file 'RC.AC' (For
more information, refer to Chapter 2, “Spiced8 Tutorial.”):

I AC: Fregquencies |
__.0153 FNFRIESOICE]
B.8Y1a27azol15928274s42s1|
(5628021479 8991227576]158

 

 

    

  

 

 

CEIDE GEFR LA CTT0EG0T

Using the Frequency View

Recall that a frequencyslice contains the voltages (for all circuit nodes) and cur-
rents (for all extra nodes) for the sclected (requency. (For more information, re-
fer above to “Understanding Data Slices.”

The Frequency View provides a convenient way to manipulate AC analysis data
in the form offrequency slices. You can view frequencyslices (by switching to
the Data View), plot frequency slices, or save frequency slices to your HP 48SX
for later use. You can mark multiple frequencies to create overlay plots or to

save subsets of the analysis data. You can also change display forms. (For in-
fonmation about display forms, refer below to “Display Forms.”)

Marking Frequencies

To mark a frequency, move the cursor to the desired unmarked frequency and
press MEMIA. A triangular tag will be added to the frequency. Marked frequen-
cies will be used by EINeNE, XIS, and HYEYM as [ollows:

d will overlay frequencyslices for all marked frequencies. (If no
frequencies are marked, [EMOEE plots only one [requency slice.)

O B3 will extract and save frequencyslices lor all marked [requencies.
(If no frequencies are marked, BYXME saves all frequencyslices.)

U EYEYR will estimate data lile size based on [requency slices for all
marked frequencies. (I[ no trequencics are marked, BYIEYM bases esti-
mate on all (requency slices.)

The MIXETA softkeyis actually a toggle, so to unmark a requency, move the cur-
sor to the desired marked frequency and press MEEIN. The triangular tag will be
removed from the frequency.
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Viewing a Frequency Slice

To view a frequency slice, move the cursor to the desired frequency and press

ENTEY. This will display the frequencyslice in the Data View. When you have
finished viewing the frequency slice, press 1o return to the Frequency

View. Only one frequency slice can be viewed at a time, so marked frequencies

are ignored—the frequency currentlyselected by the cursor is the one thatis
viewed. (For more information, reler above to “Data View )

Note: Frequency slices displayed in the Data View will include only marked

output nodes, unless no output nodes are marked, in which casc all output nodes
will be included. (For more information, refer above 1o “Node View.”)

Plotting Frequency Slice(s)

To plot multiple frequency slices, first mark the desired frequencies and then
press FAMSER. This will create a node plot of the marked frequencyslices. To
plot a single frequencyslice, make sure either no (requencics are marked or only
the desired frequency is marked and press GIMOXE. This will create a node plot of
the desired frequencyslice. (For more information, refer below 10 “Node
Plots.”)

Note: Plotted frequencyslices will include only marked output nodes, unless no
output nodes are marked, in which case all output nodes will be included. (For
more information, refer above to “Node View.”)

Saving Frequency Slice(s)

To save all frequency slices, makesure either no frequencies are arked or all
frequencies arc marked,or to save only some ofthe frequency slices, mark the
desired frequencies. When you have finished, press You will be
prompted to edit the default file name. When you have finished, press to
accept the name and save the frequencyslice(s), or to abort saving the frequency
slice(s), press [y to clear the command line (if necessary) and thenpress
or to returnto the Frequency View without saving the frequency slice(s).
(For more information on using the editing soltkeys, refer to “Text Editing” in
Chapter 1.) The frequencyslice(s) will bestored into the file you specifyin the
'fileS' subdirectory ofthe 'SPICE48D' dircctory  (For more information, refer to
Chapter 8, “Data File Manager.”)

Note: Saved frequency slices will include only marked output nodes, unless no
output nodes are marked, in which case all output nodes will be included. (For
more information, refer above to “Node View ™)

Exiting the Frequency View

To exit the Frequency View, press MM to retumn Lo the previous manager,
MENIRY to return 1o the Main menu, or T3 10 quit Spiceds.
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If you accessed the Frequency View as a result of loading a data file, pressing

will return to the Data File Manager, or if you accessed the Frequency

View as a result of performing an AC analysis, pressing will return to the

Analysis Manager.

Summary of Operations
 

 

 

 

 

 

Screen Softkeys

Frequency YN AR GNe enE GEER
View YR SAvE EEYE DIER

Key Action

PITd Prompts for the display type.

FREQ Does nothing because the Frequency View is currently dis-
played.

(YN Returns to the Main mcnu.

MARK Toggles frequency currently selected by the cursor between
marked and unmarked states.

EETR Displays the size of the marked frequency slice(s) and the

available frec memory

INODE| Switches to the Node View.

Plots one or more [requencyslices in a node plot.

Prompts for the display precision.

SAVE Saves one or more [requencyslices.

Moves up onc level in the menustructure, returning to the

previous manager.

= Quits the SpicedS Pacto the HP 485X stack.

ENVTEY Switches to the Data View and displays the frequency slice
of the frequency currently selected by the cursor.

[on]e Dumps the current screen to an IR printer.  
 

For a complete summary of operations, refer 10 Appendix B, “Summaryof

Operations.”
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Time View

The Time View displays times at which analysis data was saved. It can be ac-
cessed only for TR analysis data. The following screenis from tutorial data file
'RC.TR' (For more information, refer to Chapter 2, “Spice48 Tutorial.”):

 

TR: _Times |
 

   TR
Using the Time View

Recall that a time slice contains the voltages (for all circuit nodes) and currents
(for all extra nodes) for the sclected time. (For more informnation, refer above to
“Understanding Data Slices.”)

The Time Viewprovides a convenient wayto manipulate TR analysis data in
the form of time slices. You can view time slices (by switching to the Data
View), plot time slices, or save time slices to your HP 48SX for later use. You
can mark multiple times to create overlay plots or to save subsets of the analysis

data. You can also change display forms. (For infonnation about display forms,
”refer belowto “Display Forms.”)

Marking Times

 

To mark a time, move the cursor to the desired unmarked time and press WAEIR.
A triangular tag will be added to the time. Marked times will be used by EINeNI,
SIS, and WYIEYM as follows:

(J [EMeXd will overlay time slices for all marked times. (If no times are
marked, [WORI plots only one timeslice.)

IS will extract and save time slices for all marked times. (If no
times are marked, BEWE saves all time slices.)

.

O EUENE will estimate data [ile size based on timeslices for all marked

times. (10 1o tines are marked, MUEYM bases estimate on all time
slices.)

The MEXIN softkey is actually a toggle, so 1o unmark a lime, move the cursor (o
the desired marked time and press MRS The triangular tag will be removed
from the time.
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Viewing a Time Slice

To viewa time slice, move the cursor (o the desired time and press ENER. This
will displaythe time slice in the Data View. When you have (inished viewing

the time slice, press to return to the Time View. Only one time slice can
be viewed at a time, so marked times are ignorcd—the time currently selected
by the cursor is the one thatis viewed. (For more information, refer above to
“Data View.”)

Note: Time slices displayed in the Data View will include only marked output
nodes, unless no output nodes are marked, in which casc all output nodes will be

included. (For more information, refer sbove to “Node View.”)

Plotting Time Slice(s)

To plot multiple time slices, first mark the desired times and then press GINeER
This will create a node plot ofthe marked timeslices. To plot a single time
slice, make sure cither no times are marked or only the desired time is marked

and press GIWOHL. This will create a node plot ofthe desired timeslice. (For
more information, refer below to “Node Plots.”)

Note: Plotted time slices will include only marked output nodes, unless no out-

put nodes are marked,in which case all output nodes will be included. (For
more information, refer above to “Node View ”)

Saving Time Slice(s)

To save all time slices, make surce cither no times are marked or all times are

marked, or to save only some ofthe timeslices, mark the desired times. When

you have (inished, press (EXE. You will be prompled 1o edit the default file
name. When you have linished, press €3E8 1o accept the name and savethe time

slice(s), or to abort saving the time slice(s), press 1 (0 clear the command line
(if necessary) and thenpress ENEY] or F74] (0 retumto the Time View without
saving the time slice(s). (For more information on using the editing softkeys,re-
fer to “Text Editing” in Chapter 1.) The time slice(s) will be stored into the file
you specify in the 'fileS' subdirectory of the 'SPICE48D' directory  (For more
information, refer o Chapter 8, “Data File Manager.”)

Note: Saved time slices will include only marked output nodes, unless no output
nodes are marked, in whichcase all output nodes will be included. (For more
information, refer above to “Node View ™

Exiting the Time View

To exit the Time View, press BVEM 10 returnto the previous manager, VEYKY to
return to the Main menu, or [£14 (o quit Spice4S.
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If you accessed the Time View as a result ofloading a datafile, pressing
will return to the Data File Manager, or if you accessed the Time Viewas a re-

sult of performing a TR analysis, pressing IS will return to the Analysis
Manager.

Summary of Operations
 

 

 

 

 

Screen Softkeys

Time View | NEEEEVIARKIEERP LO TEEENODERENT | ME
1 MEM SPEEEPRECH

Key Acticn

Prompts for the display type.

Retwrns to the Main menu.

Toggles time currently selected by the cursor between
marked and unmarked states.

Displaysthe size of the marked time slice(s) and the avail-
able free memory.

INODE] Switches to the Node View.,

N3 Plots onc or more time slices in a node plot.

e Prompts for the display precision.

Saves ane or more time slices,

Docs nothing because the Time View is currentlydisplayed.

Moves up one level in the menustructure, returning to the
previous manager.

ny Quits the Spice48 Pac to the HP 48SX stack.

ENTER Swilches to the Data Viewand displays the time slice of the
time currently selected bythe cursor.

[on]—feei) Dumpsthe cureent screen to an [R printer.    
For a complete summary ofoperations, refer (o Appendix B, “Summary of
Operations.”
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Node Plots

A node plot graphically demenstrates the “state” of the circuit by plotting the
values of each output node for one or more selected frequencies (AC analysis
data), source values (DC analysis data), or times (TR analysis data).
Respectively, these correspond to frequencyslices, source value slices, or time

slices. (For more information on dataslices, refer above to “Understanding

Data Slices.”) 1f more than one dataslice is plotied on a node plot, it is an
overlay node plot.

Plotting Ranges

A node plot always includes all output nodes. Therefore, you do not have any
control over the horizontal axis data, because it consists of the output nodes, dis-
played as labels next to the appropriate voltage or current value. However, you
will be prompled to sct the vertical range. A default vertical range will be sug-

gested which will guarantee that all data appears on the screen. To accept the

default vertical range, press ENEY, or to adjust the vertical range, use the editing

softkeys or press [F4 to clear the command linc and cnter a new vertical range.

After editing the vertical range, press ENEY to accept the new vertical range and
create a node plot, or to abort the node plot, press {1 to clear the command line

(if necessary) and then press ENEY or (314 to retum to the previous view without
creating a node plot. (For more information on using the editing sofikeys, refer
to “Text Editing” in Chapter 1.)

Node Plot

If more than onc data slice is plotted, cach is assigned a distinct symbol, and a
symbol key is drawn 1o the right of the plot. Node plots with more than 10 out-
put nodes or with a symbol key will be wider than your HP 48SX screen. If this
is the case, scrolling will automatically be activated.

The following node plot is from tutorial data file 'BITDC.OP' (For more infor-
mation, refer to Chapter 2, “SpicedS Tutorial.”):
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When you have finished viewing the node plot, press 23 1o return 1othe previ-
ous view.
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Summary of Operations
 

 

 

 

 

Screen Softkeys

Node Plot None

Key Action

=] Scrolls node plots wider than the screen to view theextra
(Scrolling) nodes and/or the symbol key. When prefixed with {f=],

jumps to the edge ofthe node plotin the indicated direction.

Exits the node plot and returns 1o the previous view.

e Toggles between scrolling mode and Graphics Environment.
{Graphics Environment is not useful for node plots.)

If Graphics Environment is active, copies value plot (PICT)
to the HP 485X stack as a graphics object (GROB).

[68)-F=] Dumps the current sereen to an IR printer.     
For a complete summary of operations, refer to Appendix B, “Summary of
Operations.”

 

Value Plots

A value plot graphically demonstrates the variation of one or more output node
voltages or currents as a function of frequency (AC analysis data), source value
(DC analysis data), or time (TR analysis data). If more than one output node is
plotted on a value plot,it is an overlay valuc plot.

After you press EIMOHH, you will be prompted to sclect the type ofvalue plot:

 

__Pick plot tuypet ||
MCIDITELNEC ERTIITTTRS

 

Move the cursor to the desired type and press ERE. (Instead of pressing NG,
you can press to abort the operation, MEXEN to return to the Main menu,or

to quit Spice48.)
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Here are specific descriptions ofthe various types:

3 Point: Plots peints tor each selected node slice. 1f more than one node

slice is plotted, cach is assigned a distinct symbol, and a symbol key is
drawnto the right ofthe plot.

1 Line: Identical to point, except lines connect the points for each se-

lected node slice. I0 more than one node slice is plotted, each is as-

signed a distinct symbol, and a symbol key is drawn to the right of the
piot.

0O Equation: Creates a piccewise linear representation ofthe node slice
data and uscs the built-in HP 48SX (unction plotting routinesto plot

the resulting algebraic cquation for cach node slice. The HP 48SX
Graphics Environment function analysis menu can be uscd for further
analysis. Node slices do not receive distinct symbols in equation plots.

(For more information, refer below to the appropriate section.)

Plotting Ranges

For a value plot, you will be prampted to sct both the horizontal and vertical
ranges. Default ranges will be suggested which will guarantee that all of the

data appears on the screen. To accept a default ranges, press ENE, or to adjust

the range, use the cditing softkeys or press &4 10 clear the command line and

enter a new range. Alter editing the range, press ENEH 1o accept the new range,

or to abort the value plot, press4 to clear the command line (il necessary) and

then press ENTES] or [to return to the previous view without creating a value
plot. (For morce information on using the editing soltkeys, refer to “Text
Editing” in Chapter 1.)

Point Plot

A point plot displays the variation of one or more output node voltages or cur-
rents as a series of points (symbols). If more than one node slice is plotted (an
overlay value plot), the data from cach node slice is plotted with a distinct sym-

bol, and a symbol key is drawu to the right of the value plot. Paint plots with a
symbol key will be wider than your HP 48SX screen, so scrolling will automati-
cally be activated.

The following point plot is from tutorial data file 'RC.AC' (For more informa-
tion, refer to Chapter 2, “Spice48 Tutorial.”):
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When you have finished viewing the point plot, press514 to return to the previ-

ous view.

Line Plot

A line plot displays the variation of one or more output node voltages or cur-
rents as a series of lines connecting points (symbols). If more than one node

slice is plotted (an overlay valuc plot), the data from each node slice is plotted
with a distinct symbol, and a symbol keyis drawn to the right of the value plot.
Line plots with a symbol key will be wider than your HP 48SX screen,so
scrolling will automatically be activated.

The following line plot is fromtutorial data file 'RC.TR' (For more information,
refer to Chapter 2, “Spice48 Tutorial.™):

 10

 

  -1 _

YHLUE (v.A)  

Whenyou havefinished viewing the line plot, press £ to returnto the previ-
ous view.

Equation Piot

An equationplot displays the variation of one or more output node voltages or
currents as a scrics ofpiccewise lincar functions. These functions are created
from the node slice data and plotted bythe built-in plotting functions. Because
of this, you can usc the Graphics Environment to (urther analyze equation plots.
(For more information, refer 1o Chapter 18 ofthe HP 48SX Owner’s Manual,
“Basic Plotting and Function Analysis.”)

Because the piccewise linear {unctions may be large and evaluate slowly, you
can increase the plotting resolution. In general, il you expect the data to be lin-
ear, & larger plot resolution can be tolerated without adversely affecting the dis-
play, whereas if you expeet the data to be non-lincar, a smaller plot resolution
should be uscd to guarantee an accurate graph,
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The following equation plot is {rom tutorial data lile 'BJTDC.DC' (For morein-
formation, refer to Chapter 2, “Spiced8 Tutorial.”):

Te
\'ofloLlUE [ DL: NODE VAMTRY

_———%fl

00028 SOURCE (V,A)

.28
  ™  
 

Press (&)@ to toggle betweenthe default view (scrolling mode) and the
Graphics Environment. Useful functions in the Graphics Environment include
BINeIS, ey, NN, and (3. (For more information, refer to Chapter 18
of the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual, “Basic Plotting and Function Analysis.”)

When you have finished viewing the cquation plot, press03 to returnto the

previous view.

Summary of Operations
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screen Softkeys

Value Plot None

Graphics o] FANEIO)X OETEl  EEDED (WX:IEN
Environment LINEREETL | NE FIRCL

MG EEE

Function [ROOTHNN SECTIESLOPERNAREANNENFE TRINNNE X | T
Analysis G NN UEY NS EaEE

Key Action

®ee Displays the coordinates of the graphics cursor position.

.. Displays the function valuc al the horizontal axis value of
the graphics cursor, and moves the graphics cursor to that

point on the function. (Equation plots only.)

G Plots the [irst derivative the current function. (Equation

plots only.)

N Displays the Function Analysis menu for [urther analysis.play y b
(Function Analysis menu is useful only for equation plots.)

e Switches to the next function in the value plot. (Equation

plots only )  
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B3 Displays the slope ofthe current function at the horizontal
axis value ofthe graphics cursor, and moves the graphics
cursor to the point at which the slope was calculated.
(Equation plots only )

Copies the rectangle bounded by the mark and the graphics
cursor location to the HP 488X stack as a graphics object

(GROB).

A~ Moves the graphics cursor in the indicated direction. When

prefixed with [J, moves the graphics cursor to the edge of
(Graphics) the screen in the indicated direction.

=] Scrolls value plots wider than the screen to view the symbol
(Scrolling) key. Whenprefixed with [p#], jumps to the far edge of the

value plot in that direction.

[a7] Exits the value plot and returns to the previous view.

[ Toggles between scrolling mode and Graphics Environment.

fsto] Copics value plot (PICT) to the HP 48SX stack as a graphics
object (GROB).

Dumps the current sereen to an IR printer.     
For a complete summary of operations, refer to Appendix B, “Summary of
Operations.”

 

Display Forms

Analysis data can be displayed in many different forms. From any Output
Manager view, you can change the display type and/or precision.

Selecting Display Type

To change the display type, press BIRIE at any Oulput Manager view. You will
be prompted for the displaytype:

Pick display type:

_STANDARDXTI M
IR BECIEELS

  

 

  

 

 twan]|]up
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Move the cursor to the desircd display type and press ENEY. (Instcad of pressing

ENTES, vou can press HVIZE to abort the operation, EXER 1o returnto the Main

menu, or (A4 to quit Spicedy&.)

Here are specific descriptions ol the display types:

Q) Standard: Displays the standard form ofthe data, which for complex
numbers, will depend on the XYZ /RZZ (POLAR) setting of your HP

48SX. (For more information, refer to Chapter 11 of the HP 485X
Owner’s Manual, “Complex Numbers.”)

QO Magnitude: Displays the magnitude ofthe data, or abs(x).

Real: Displays the rcal part of (he data, or Re(x).

O Imaginary: Displays the imaginary part of the data, or Im(x), which

will depend on the XYZ /R4Z (POLAR)sctting of your HP 48SX.

(For more info, refer 1o Chapter 11 of the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual.)

Q1 Phase £: Displays the polar angle of the data, or arg(x), which will

depend on the DEG / RAD / GRADsctting of your HP 48SX. (For

more info, refer to Chapter 9 ol the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual.)

O Decibels: Displays the data in dB, or 20fog,,(x).

Selecting Display Precision

To change the display precision, press GIEIE® at any Output Manager view:

 

[ _Pick precision: Ji
_SIaNDARD IGEE IS
(EnGiNeer{1]

 

    

 

 

CEETCNN.B.AT

Move the cursor 1o the desired display precision type and press EWEx. (Instead

of pressing ENTE, you can press to abort the operation, YN to return to

the Main menu, or (€4 to quit Spice48.)

If you select standard, you will not haveto specity the number of decimal
places. If you sclect any other displayprecision type, you will be prompted to

enter or edit the number of decimal places. When you have finished, press
to accept the new number of decimal places and return to the Output Manager,

or to abort changing the display precision, press 5 o clear the command line

(if necessary) and thenpress ENEY or F7Y (o return to the Output Manager.
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Chapter 10

Miscellaneous Info

Miscellaneous Info includes a number of usclul utility [unctions,reference data
tables, a library of constants, and an ASCI] 1able.

This chapter covers:

Using Miscellancous Info
Resistor Colors
Constant Library
GaAs and Si Propertics
Standard Components
Standard Prefixes0

0
p
o
o
o

 

Using Miscellaneous Info

To get to Miscellancous Info, [ollow these steps:

o

o

o

o

Press [&1[&9] to display all librarics available to your HP 48SX.

Find and press to enter the Spiced8 Paclibrary directory

Press the first softkey, SI2K®3 , to start the Spice48 Pac.

At the Main menu, make sure the pointer is at “Miscellancous Info” and
press ENIER):

 

NENTS
IXES

3
u

s
€
G
$l
ST
ST

 

Miscellaneous Info lists various utility functions. A [unctionis selected by

moving the pointer to the desired item and pressing ENIER).
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Items in Miscellaneous Info

Each item in Miscellaneous Info is briefly described below and is discussed in
detail in the various sections ofthis chapter.

 

Item Description
 

3.Band Resistor

4-Band Resistor

5-Band Resistor

Constant Library

GaAs Properties

Si Properties

Standard Components

Standard Prefixes

ASCII Table  

Converts 3 color bands to a vatuc and tolcrance.

Converts 4 colar bands to a value and tolcrance.

Converts S color bands to a value and tolerance,

Displays 45 commonly used constants.

Displays 28 commonly used propertics of GaAs.

Displays 28 commonly used properties of Si.

Calculates closest standard component (resistor, in-
ductor, or capacitor) value to desired value.

Displays common prelixes.

Displays an interactive 256 character ASCII table.   
Summary of Operations
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Screen Softkeys

Miscella- VAT -STKIEFR I NTERY EWEEFONT
neous Info

Key Action

FONT Toggles between the small and large [onts.

MRy Returns to the Main menu.

PRINT Prompts for MEITEM or XMW (0 sclect items, and then

sends those items to an IR printer.

EEIIX Prompts for ME1YEM or to sclect items, and then
copies those items 1o the stack. The items are placed in a list
if MWW wis chosen.

CE Moves up onc level in the menu structure, returning to the
Main menu.

ARy Displays the entire text of an item too wide to fit on the
screen, up to ouc entire screen size. [ the item fits on the

screen, this key is non-functional.
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Quits the Spice48 Pac to the HP 485X stack.

Moves down one level in the menustructure, entering the se-
lected function.

foN]-F&) Dumps the curreat sereen to an IR printer.

For a complete summary of operations, refer to Appendix B, “Summaryof

Operations.”

 

Resistor Colors

Three functions are provided to convert the colors on 3-band, 4-band, and S-
band resistors to the resistor value in ohms and the resistor tolerance. (Inductors
and capacitors have no color bands.)

Uponselecting one of these [unctions, a screen similar to the following appears
(the 4-band resistor screen is shown):

 

[T | I i 1]
—SLacK INCETITIN
DRGNGE VELLOW GEEEWN

ELUE TG T
[ HICTS

Nl1 J2 |3Jowc]ue |

 

 

  
   

 

 

 

You should now specify colors for the various bands ofthe resistor. To do this,
move the cursor to the desired color and press KN, ENZERE. BEKEEE or

I,occording to which band is ofthe selected color. When you have

specified all of the bands, press (YN or ENiEd 1o calculate the resistor value and
tolerance. The results will be displayed on a separate screen.

Atany point, press to return to Miscellancous Info, 37X to return to the
Main menu, or) to quit Spice48.

Resistor Band Descriptions and Restrictions

You can display a reference chart indicating the color restrictions for each band
bypressing (2| GIN®EA. There are three tvpes ofresistor bands, each of which
bas various restrictions:

0O  Digit Bands: 1st and 2ud bands for 3- and 4-band resistors; 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd bands for 5-band resistors. Digit bands cannot be silver or
gold.
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O Exponent Band: 3rd band for 3- and 4-band resistors; 4th band for 5-

band resistors. The exponent band can be of any color.

Tolerance Band: 4h band [or 4-band resistors; Sth band for S-band

resistors. (3-band resistors have no tlerance band; their tolerance is

assumed to be +20%.) Thetolerance band cannot be black, orange,
yellow, or white.

O

If a color band onthe resistor you are converting conflicts with any of the above
rules, you may have the resistor reversed—try cntering the colors from the op-

posite direction.

Summary of Operations
 

 

 

 

 

Screen Softkeys

Resistor MAINEEE 1 2 3 EECALCHEES UP
Colors MY N . e

Key Action

Sets Ist band to the color currently sclected by the cursor.

Sets 2nd band 1o the color currently sclected by the cursor.

Sets 3rd band to the color currently sclected bythe cursor.

. Sets 4th band to the color currently sclected by the cursor.

L5 Sets Sth band to the color currently sclected bythe cursor.

Calculates the resistor value and tolerance {rom the colors.

Toggles between the small and large fonts.

PICT Displays a reference chart indicating the color restrictions.

RIS Prompts for ML= or to sclect items, and then

sends those items to an IR printer.

STK] Prompts for MRNEM or to select items, and then
copies those itemsto the stack. The items are placed in a list
if MWW was chosen.

N Moves up one level in the menu structure, returning to

Miscellaneous Info.

Ay Displays the entire text ol an item toa wide to {it on the
screen, up o one cutire screen size. [the itemfits on the

screen, this key is non-functional.

{0l Quits the Spice4S Pac to the HP 488X stack.    
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TER At the resistor color entry screen, calculates the resistor

value and tolerance from the colors. At the resistor color re-

sults screen, displays the screenttle, the itemlabel, and the

item, all expanded to one screcn.

el Dumpsthe current screen to an IR printer.

For a complete summary ofoperations, refer to Appendix B, “Summary of

Operations.”

 

Constant Library

Upon selecting this function, the constant library appears:

 

  

+« Constant Library
2P| CIRCLE RATIO ¢ 31415826,

£ NARIERE CONSTANT : 27218281
4 EULER COMSTANT 9.57781
¢ GOLDEN RATID 161803,
o FINE STRUCTURE 0072873,
€ SPEED OF LIGHT  : 2.387924..
€0 ;Emmwrrv : B.BEH1E?B.
F__FARADAY CONSTANT : 8B4EHS,

[H15INSTRJPRINT[UNITe [FONTUP|}

Browse throughthe list to find the desired constant, or use the search mode.

(For morc information on using the search mode, refer to “Using the Search

Mode”in Chapter 1.) When you have found the desired constant, press to
display the constant description and value on a full screen, press to copy
the value to the stack, or press to print the value on an IR printer.

When you havefinished browsing the Constant Library, press to return to

Miscellaneous Info, ME¥EN to return to the Main menu, or (1Y to quit Spice48.

Summary of Operations
 

 

 

 

Screen Softkeys

Constant EXREEN AN

Library

Key Action
 

e Toggles between the small and large fonts.

N Returns to the Main menu.

PRINT Prompts [or MOIEM or MEYMWR (o sclect items, and then

sends those items o an IR printer.   
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SRS Prompts for or to select items, and then
copies those items to the stack. The items are placed in a list
if was chosen.

UNI TS Pressing this key toggles units, stripping or appending units
to all values.

Moves up one level in the menu structure, returning to the
Main menu.

Quits the Spice48 Pac to the HP 48SX stack.

ENTER Displays the screen title, the constant label, and the constant

value, all expanded to one screen.

[ov]-fe) Dumpsthe current screen to an IR printer.

[P)FsT] Displays the entire text ofanitem too wide to [it on the
screen, up to one entire screen size. [ the item fits on the

screen, this key is non-lunctional.    
 

For a complete summary of operations, refer to Appendix B, “Summary of
Operations.”

 

GaAs and Si Properties

Upon selecting one ofthese functions, a screen containing 28 commonly used
properties of GaAs or Si will appear.

Browse through the list to find the desired property, or use the search mode.
(For more information on using the search mode, refer to “Using the Search

Mode” in Chapter 1.) When you have found the desired property, press ENE to
display the property description and value on a full screen, press EEINA to copy
the valueto the stack, or press to print the value on an IR printer.

When you bave finished browsing the property list, press to return to
Miscellaneous Info, MY to return to the Main menu, or [to quit Spiced8.

 

Standard Components

This function calculates the closest available standard component value to the

value you enter at the tolerance you specity. Components supported include re-

sistors, inductors, and capacitors, and the color bands are provided (ifpossible)

in case the desired component is a resistor.
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Upon selecting this function, you will be prompted for the desired component
value:

 

   

 

  

 

PRG
{ HOME SPARCOM SPICENED 3

Enter component value!

> real (1E-15-1E12)

+
TERAGhish[HESH]KILO [HILLI[HICED) 

 

You should now enter the desired component value, using the softkeys to ap-

pend anexponent, and press ENIEY to accept the value. (To abort the operanon
press (M to clear the command line (if necessary) and then press ENE or (Y to
return to Miscellancous Info without calculating a standard componentva]ue)

After you enter the desired component value and press ENE, you will be
prompted for the desired tolerance:

 

| Fick tolerance- i

_329.._

 

   

 

 

 

LECITTYIIW.N

You should nowselect the tolerance by moving the cursor to the desired toler-

ance and pressing ENER. The closest available standard component value will
then be calculated, along withthe color bands for a resistor of that value, and the
results will be displayed in a separate screen.

Al any point, press ta return to Miscellancous Info, MENEN to return to the

Main menu, or [to quit Spice48.

 

Standard Prefixes

Uponselecting this function, a screen conlaining common prefixes will appear.

Browse through thelist to find the desired prefix, or use the search mode. (For

more information on using the search mode, refer to “Using the Search Mode”

in Chapter 1.) When you have found the desired prefix, press to display
the prefix description and value on a full screen, press BREES to copy the value
1o the stack, or press GENNME to print the value on an IR printer.

When you have finished browsing the prefix list, press to retumto
Miscellaneous lnfo, MEMEY to return to the Main menu, or 23 to quit Spice48.
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Appendix A

Warranty and Service

 

Pocket Professional ™ Support

You can get answers (o your questions about using your Pocket Professional ™

Pac from Sparcom. l{ you don’t lind the information in this manual or in the HP
48SX Owner’s Manual, contact us in one ofthe following ways:

O E-Mail

From Internet: support@sparcom.com
From Compuserve: >Intermet:support@sparcon.com
From FidoNet: To:support@sparcom.com

® Standard Mail

Sparcom Corporation

897 NW Grant Avenuc
Corvallis, OR 97330
Attn: Technical Support Department

© Telephone

(503) 757-8416
9a.m. -5 p.m. Pacilic Standard Time

@ FAX

(503) 753-7821
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Limited One-Year Warranty

What is Covered

A Pocket Professional ™ Pac is warranted by Sparcom Corporation against de-

fects in material and workmanship for onc year from the date of original pur-
chase. If you sell your card or give it as a gift, the warranty is automatically
transferred to the new owner and remains in effect for the original one-year pe-
riod. During the warranty period, we will repair or replace (at no charge) a
productthat proves to be defective, provided you return the product and proof of
purchase, shipping prepaid, to Sparcom.

What is Not Covered

This warranty does not apply il the product has been damaged by accident or
misuse or as the result of service or modification by anyentity other than
Sparcom Caorporation.

No other warranty is given. The repair or replacement of a product is your ex-
clusive remedy. ANY OTHER IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MER-
CHANTABILITY OR FITNESS IS LIMITED TO THE ONE-YEAR DURA-
TION OF THIS WRITTEN WARRANTY IN NO EVENT SHALL
SPARCOM CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL DAM-
AGES. Products are sold on the basis ofspecifications applicable at the time of
manufacture. Sparcomshall have no obligation to modify or update products,
once sold.

 

If the Card Requires Service

Sparcom will repair a card, or replace it with the same model or one of equal or
better functionality, whetherit is under warranty or not.

Service Charge

There is a fixed charge for standard out-of-warranty repairs. This charge is sub-
jectto the customer’s local saics or value-added tax, wherever applicable. Cards
damaged byaccident or misuse are not covered by lixed charges. These charges
are individually determined based on time and material.
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Shipping Instructions

If your card requires scrvice, shipit to the address above and:

o

e

Include your return address and a description ofthe problem.

Include a proofof purchase date if the warranty has not expired.

Include a purchase order, along with a check or credit card number and ex-

piration date (VISA or MasterCard), 1o cover the standard repair charge.

Ship your card, postage prepaid, in protective packaging adequate to pre-
vent damage. Shipping damage is not covercd by the warranty, so insuring
the shipment is reccommended.

Cards are usually serviced and re-shipped within five working days.

 

Environmental Limits

The reliability of a Pocket Professional ™ Pac depends upon the following tem-
perature and humidity limits:

0

o

o

Operating Temperature: 01045°C (3210113° F).

Storage Temperature: =20 10 60° C (-4 to 140° F).

Operating and Storage Humidity: 90% relative humidity at 40° C (104° F)
maximum.
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Appendix B

Summary of Operations

 

Summary of Screen Softkeys

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Screen Softkeys

Analysis 1A |NISTK] VANRY (e
Manager

Analysis EXEER oIKe

Parameter

Circuit ADD OEL ACKEENXFERNEENFONTI

Manager

Constant | TKIEEP i NTEUNTSEFONTIEE UP

Library

Data File YNy DEL N [XFEREEEFONT]

Manager

Data View ISAVERENPLOTEEED SP]

| ST WER Gl

Element I AUTO

Coordinates

Element HNDE EGEN IR
Manager

Element AN SNER GEIEN EY  Eens
Paramcter

Frequency YN MR Gl (BB GEEe

View MATNEEEISAVEREE MEM JDSPEEEP REC

Function [ROOTEE SECTENS OPERNARE XT

Analysis . MEY D NS

Graphics LY  p2CIeyd WEYE  GOEED  (WEER

Environment DONEY (LI MNINE [E0E GO GEE

MAGIR G e mEa e &GS   
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Coordinates  

Graphics MRy SRR YAy
Manager

Main JABOUTIN-STKEEPR I E

Miscella- YIYEY  EERS VAN

neous Info

Node IMAITNEEEE  BEFDITHEN |
Coordinates

Node ADD DEL BEFED| TEENREFEREN |

Manager

Node Plot None

Node View VEYEY EEIR GINeXE 222

| AV R EEEe

Resistor IMAINEEEE -1 2 3 WECALC

Colors IMAINEEEN 4 S CTEENCAL

Source Value VLYY (WENEDY PLOTEEENODENEE SRC

View Bryis SPEEP RE

Text Editing SK | AR NEEE

Time View | PLOTIEENODEREEST ME]

| AV BENE R

Transient { T Ty

Parameter

Value Plot None

Wire ADD DEL AUTO]
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Summary of Softkey Actions

 

Key Action
 

ADD

UTO)

CLEAR

COOR

DEL

)
&

>
>

]
b

£
)

m
e

>
8

n
x

i
=

.
b

&
B

-
|

vz
il
R

h O -

i
l

P  

Scts 1st band to the color currently sclected by the cursor.

Sets 2nd band 1othe color currently selected by the cursor.

Sets 3rd band to the color currently selected bythe cursor.

Sets 4th band to the color currently selected by the cursor.

Sets 5th band to the color currently selected by the cursor.

Displays a screen containing the revision number and prod-

uct information about the Spice48 Pac.

Adds a newcircuit, element, node, or wirc.

Automatically gencrates wire coordinates or element

coordinates and oricntations from the node coordinates.

Begins an analysis, using the specified analysis parameters,
or calculates the resistor value and tolerance from the colors.

Clears all of the current node, clement, or wire coordinates.

Displays the coordinates of the graphics cursor position.

Deletes the circuit, element, nodc, wire, or data file currently

selected by the pointer.

Delctes all characters in the current word between the cur-

sor’s current position and the first character of the next
word.

Delcetes all characters in the current word prior to the cursor.

Prompts for the display type.

Edits the element, node, or coordinates currently selected by
the cursor.

Displays the function valuc at the horizoutal axis value of

the graphics cursor, and moves the graphics cursor to that

point an the function. (Equation plots only.)

Plots the first derivative the current function. (Equation
plots only )

Displays the Function Analysis menu lor further analysis.

(Function Analysis menuis useful only for equation plots.)

Toggles between the small and large fonts.  
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Switches to the Frequency View.

Toggles betweeninsert and lype-over modes.

Returns to the Main menu.

Toggles output node, sourcevalue, frequency, ortime
currently selected by the cursor between marked and

unimarked stales.

Displays the size ofthe data slice(s) and the available free

memory.

Switches to the Node View.

Switches to the next function in the value plot. (Equation
plots only.)

Packs the circuit currently selccted by the pointer.

Displays a reference chart indicating the color restrictions.

Plots one or more data slices in a node or value plot.

Promptstor the display precision.

Prompts [or MMM or to sclect items, and then
sends those items to an IR printer.

Quits the Spiced8 Pac to the HP 48SX stack.

Sets the node currently selected by the cursor to be the refer-

ence node for the current circuit.

Saves one or more data slices.

Moves the cursor to the beginning ofthe current word.

Movesthe cursor to the beginning of the next word.

Displays the slope ofthe current function at the horizontal

axis value of the graphics cursor, and moves the graphics
cursor to the point at which the slope was calculated.

(Equation plots only.)

Switches to the Source Value View.

Prompts for HeII=M or to seicct items, and then
copics those itemsto the stack. The items are placed in a list
if IEYWWE was chosen.

Activates the Jnteractive Stack, allowing arguments to be
copied from the stack to the command line for editing by

pressing [HeRNe).

Copies the rectangle bounded bythe mark and the graphics

cursor location to the HP 48SX stack as a graphics object

(GROB).  
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IS Switches to the Time View,

Pressing this key toggles units, stripping or appending units

to all values.

,.
‘

2

Moves up one level in the menu structure, returning to the
previous view, manager, or menu.

EW Displays the entire text of an item too wide to fit on the
screen, up to onc entire screen size. If the item fits on the
screen, this key is non-functional.

XFER Transfers a circuit or data file to or from a computer.

== Scrolls plots wider than the screen to view the extra nodes

and/or the symbol key. When prefixed with [], jumps toScrolliin
(Serolling) the edge ofthe plot in the indicated direction.

Movesthe graphics cursor in the indicated direction. When
prefixed with (=], moves the graphics cursor to the edge of
the screen in the indicated direction.(Graphics)

v At the command line, clears text or aborts text entry if the

command linc is already blank.

At a plot, exits the plot and returns to the previous view.

Elsewhere, quits the Spiced48 Pac to the HP 48SX stack.

ENIER] Ata mcnu, moves down one level in the menu structure,
entering the sclected function, module, analysis, element, or

transient screen.

At the command line, accepts the current comimand line as

the entry and returns to the previous menu or list.

At the Circuit Manager, scelects the circuit currently selected
by the pointer as the current circuit.

Ata paramctcr screen, prompts for the value of the
parameter currently selected by the pointer.

At the Data File Manager, loads the data file currently
selected by the pointer.

At the Node View, Source Value View, Frequency View, or

Time View, switches to the Data Viewand displays the data

slice of the output node, source value, frequency, or time

currently selected by the cursor.

At the resistor color entry screen, calculates the resistor

value and tolerance fromthe colors.   
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At the Data View or the resistor color results screen,

displays the screentitle, the item label, and the item,all
expanded to one screen.

Toggles betweenscrolling mode and Graphics Environment.
(Graphics Environment is not useful for node plots.)

Dumps the current screen to an IR printer.

If Graphics Environmentis active, copies value plot (PICT)
to the HP 48SX stack as a graphics object (GROB).

Displays the entire text of an item too wide to fit on the
screen, up to one entire screen size. If the item fits on the
screen, this key is non-functional.
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Appendix C

IndeX

 

A

AC analysis, 95
AC sweep analysis, 95
adding

a circuit, 63

a node, 103

an element, 69

alpha lock, 16
ammeter, 44

Analysis Manager
analysis parameter entry tips,

items, 88

Summary of Operations, 88
Analysis Manager, 87
analysis parameter entry

changing values, 91
inconsistent values, 91

selecting a node, 91
selecting an element, 91
Summary of Operations, 92
tips, 90

analysis types
AC sweep (AC), 95
DC sweep (DC), 94
operating point (OP), 93
transfer function (TF), 93
transient sweep (TR), 97

automatic
setting of element coordinates
and orientations, 111

setting of wire coordinates,
113

B,C

BITDC circuit
adding circuit, 43
adding elements, 44
adding nodes, 44

ammeter, 44
analyzing, 53
DC analysis, 55
drawing schematic, 50
example, 42
OP analysis, 53

capacitor entry, 73
changing the font size, 14
Circuit Manager

adding a circuit, 63
deleting a circuit, 64

items, 61

packing a circuit, 64
Summary of Operations, 62
transferring a circuit, 64

Circuit Manager, 61
circuit, See Circuit Manager
clearing all graphics, 115
clearing the command line, 70

computer

transferring a circuit from, 65

transferring a circuit to, 64

transferring a data file from,
120

transferring a data file to, 119
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Constant Library

displaying a value, 151
Summary of Operations, 151

Constant Library, 151
coordinate entry

tips, 108

copying data from stack, 16
coupled inductor entry, 75
current circuit

preparing, 89
selecting, 63

current source entry, 77

current-controlled current source
entry, 79

current-controlled voltage source
entry, 81

Custom Menu, 11

D

Data File Manager
deleting a data file, 119
items, 117

loading a data file, 119
Summary of Operations, 118
transferring a data file, 119

Data File Manager, 117
data file, see Data File Manager
data slice

definition, 122

understanding, 122
data slice, see nodeslice, frequency

slice, source values slice, time

slice
Data View, see Output Manager
DC analysis, 94
DC sweep analysis, 94
decibels display form, 146
deleting

a circuit, 64

a data file, 119
a node, 103

an element, 69

directory
fileS, 117, 120
HOME,18
SPARCOM,18
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SPICEA48D, 18, 63, 66, 90,

117,120

Display
Precision, 146

Type, 145

Display Forms, 145

E

editing
a node, 103

an element, 69

editing text, 15
element coordinates and

orientations

setting, 110
Element Manager 68

adding an element, 69

deleting an element, 69
editing an element, 69
element parameter entry tips,
70

items, 68

Element Manager, 67
element parameter entry

selecting a node, 70
selecting an element, 71
Summary of Operations, 71
tips, 70

element types
capacitor, 73
coupled inductors, 75
current source, 77

current-controlled current
source, 79

current-controlled voltage
source, 81

inductor, 74

resistor, 72

voltage source, 76

voltage-controlled current
source, 80

voltage-controlled voltage
source, 78

element, see Element Manager

ellipsis, meaning of, 14
Equation Plot, see Output Manager



examples
BITDC circuit, 42

RC circuit, 19

exponent softkeys, 70

F

font size, changing, 14
frequencyslice

definition, 123
Frequency View, see Output
Manager

Function Analysis
Summary of Operations, 144

function transient, 85

G

GaAs properties, 152
Graphics Environment

BITDC circuit example, 58
Summary of Operations, 144

Graphics Environment, 144
Graphics Manager

clearing all graphics, 115
coordinate entry tips, 108
creating an accurate schematic,
107

grid coordinates, 107
items, 106
oversize schematics, 115

printing the schematic, 115
setting element coordinates
and orientations

automatic generation, 111
Summary of Operations,

111
setting element coordinates
and orientations, 110

setting node coordinates
Summary of Operations,
109

setting node coordinates, 108

setting wire coordinates
automatic generation, 113

Summary of Operations,

113
setting wire coordinates, 112

Summary of Operations, 106
updating the schematic, 115
viewing the schematic, 114

Graphics Manager, 105
grid coordinates, 167

HI,J KL

imaginary display form, 146
inconsistent values, meaning of, 91
inductor entry, 74
input screens, 15

installing a ROM card, 10
Kermit, 65, 120
Line Plot, see Output Manager
loading

a data file, 119

loading data from stack, 16

Macintosh, see computer
magnitude display form, 146
Main Menu

items, 12

Summary of Operations, 13
Main Menu, 12

memory
estimates, 17

free, 17

requirements, 17
warnings, 18

Miscellaneous Info
items, 148
Summary of Operations, 148

Miscellaneous Info, 147

moving around the screen, 12

N

node coordinates
setting, 108

Node Manager
adding a node, 103
deleting a node, 103
editing a node, 103
items, 101
setting the reference node, 104
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Summary of Operations, 102

Node Manager, 101
Node Plot, see Output Manager
node slice

definition, 122
Node View, see Output Manager

o

OP analysis, 93

operation point analysis, 93
orientation of elements, 111

Output Manager
Data View

exiting, 126
plotting the data slice, 126

saving the data slice, 126
Summary of Operations,
127

understanding, 124
Data View, 123
Display Forms

Display Precision, 146
Display Type, 145

Display Forms, 145
Frequency View

exiting, 135
marking frequencies, 134
plotting frequency slice(s),

135

saving frequency slice(s),
135

Summary of Operations,
136

using, 134

viewing a frequency slice,
135

Frequency View, 134
Node Plot

plotting ranges, 140

Summary of Operations,
141

Node Plot, 140
Node View

exiting, 130
marking nodes, 128

plotting node slice(s), 129

saving node slice(s), 129

168 C: Index

Summary of Operations,
130

using, 128
viewing a node slice, 129

Node View, 128

Source Value View
exiting, 133
marking source values,

131
plotting source value

slice(s), 132
saving source value

slice(s), 132

Summary of Operations,
133

using, 131

viewing a source value
slice, 132

Source Value View, 131

summary of views, 123
Time View

exiting, 138
marking times, 137
plotting timeslice(s), 138
saving timeslice(s), 138
Summary of Operations,
139

using, 137
viewing a time slice, 138

Time View, 137

Value Plot
Equation Plot, 143
Line Plot, 143

plotting ranges, 142
Point Plot, 142

Summary of Operations,
144

Value Plot, 141

Output Manager, 121

output nodes

definition, 122

P,Q

packing a circuit, 64
PC, see computer
phase angle display form, 146
piecewise-lineartransient, 84



Plots see Output Manager

plotting ranges, se¢ Output

Manager

Point Plot, see Output Manager

Precision, 145, 146

preparing the current circuit, 89

printing the schematic, 115

properties
GaAs, 152

Si, 152
pulse transient, 83

PWL transient, see piecewise-

linear transient

R

RAM, see memory
RC circuit

AC analysis, 36

adding circuit, 20
adding elements, 22
adding nodes, 21
analyzing, 33
drawing schematic, 30

example, 19
OP analysis, 33

TF analysis, 36
TR analysis, 39

real display form, 146

reference node, setting, 104

removing 2 ROM card, 10
resistor bands

descriptions, 149
digit bands, 149

exponent band, 150
restrictions, 149

tolerance band, 150

resistor colors
Summary of Operations, 150

resistor colors, 149

resistor entry, 72
ROM card

environmental limits, 157

installing, 10
removing, 10
service, 156

s

schematic, see Graphics Manager

Search Mode, 14

selecting the currentcircuit, 63

setting the reference node, 104

Si properties, 152
slice, data, see data slice

slice, node, see node slice

slice, source value, see source

value slice
slice, time,see time slice

source value slice
definition, 123

Source Value View, see Output

Manager
Sparcom

how to contact, 155

Spiced8
revision, 11
starting, 11
tutorial, 19

stack
loading data from, 16

standard components, 152
standard display form, 146
standard prefixes, 153
starting Spice48, 11
Summary of Operations, 159
summary ofscreen softkeys, 159
summaryof softkey actions, 161
support, 155
system flags

flag -60 (alpha), 16
system flags, 16

T

technical support, 155
Text Editing

Summary of Operations, 15
text editing, 15
TF analysis, 93

time slice

definition, 123

Time View, see Qutput Manager

TR analysis, 97
transfer function analysis, 93

transferring
a circuit, 64

a data file, 119
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transient parameter entry
Summary of Operations, 71

transient sources
function transient, 85

piecewise-linear transient, 84
pulse transient, 83

transient sources, 82

transient sweep analysis
continuing, 99
new, 97

transient sweep analysis, 97
tutorial, 19

types of analysis, see analysis types
types of elements,see element

types

UV, WXY,2

updating the schematic, 115
user flags

flag 57 (font), 17
flag 61 (units), 17

userflags, 17
Value Plot, see Output Manager
viewing items too wide for the

display, 14
viewing the schematic, 114
voltage source entry, 76
voltage-controlled current source

entry, 80
voltage-controlled voltage source

entry, 78
warranty, 156
wire coordinates

setting, 112
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